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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PAPAL SOCIAL THOUGHT
ON ABORIGINAL RIGHTS
A SUMMARY

This thesis traces the development of papal social teaching on aboriginal rights reaching back some seven centuries. In a sense, the analysis shows that we have come full circle. The issues of political sovereignty and self-government that preoccupies so many aboriginal peoples today were also central when Innocent IV began his deliberations about the right of non-Christian peoples to 
\textit{dominium}, the right to exercise political power and to own property. In Innocent's day many non-Christian peoples had \textit{de facto dominium}. The question for both Innocent IV and Hostiensis was: did non-Christian peoples have \textit{de jure dominium}? Innocent IV, basing his argument on natural law, affirmed the universal human right of peoples to political sovereignty. Hostiensis, on the other hand, arguing from a theological base, denied \textit{de jure dominium} to all non-Christian peoples. Because they both supported the Church's mission to evangelize the nations their theories differed little when it came to implementation.

In the era of European colonial expansion in Africa, Eastern Europe, and the Atlantic archipelagos, the issue of \textit{dominium} was shunted aside in favour of working out relations
among the colonial powers themselves. In this context of inevitable European expansionism, the papacy, including Alexander VI, tried to carry out a two-fold ministry of protecting and evangelizing the newly discovered peoples. Alexander's solution, following several of his predecessors, was to use the conflict and rivalry between the colonizing powers, and the mechanism of a line of demarcation, to ensure for the Church a space for evangelization.

This overriding missionary concern of the papacy was confronted with new ideological challenges during the pontificate of Paul III. The question then was not: do the Indians have human rights, but are they even human? If they were not human the issues of human rights, slavery, and just war were mute, and evangelization was pointless. Paul III affirmed the humanity of the Indian peoples and defended aspects of dominium, namely, their right to personal freedom and private property, but within the sphere of Iberian political sovereignty. He did this principally because an authentic response to the Gospel message required freedom on the part of those receiving it. Thus justice issues, while explicitly discussed by Paul III and a number of his successors, were seen as subordinated to, and as necessary conditions for, the work of evangelization. In the centuries that followed the pontificate of Paul III, slavery continued to be a major concern, and the subsequent popes who addressed
the issue were content to revive the teaching and sanctions of Paul III.

As we move into the Leonine period of papal social teaching the issue of slavery continues to be a major concern, but the assumptive world of the papacy was changing. While Innocent IV may have raised the issue of universal natural rights, Leo XIII and his successors took it for granted. In doing so they brought Catholic social teaching on slavery into line with modern teaching and practice. More importantly, for subsequent thought, Leo XIII began to treat human rights concerns as issues in themselves, and not just as necessary conditions for the successful reception of the Gospel. Leo also retrieved a fuller understanding of dominium.

After the second world war the context shifts significantly. The process of decolonization gave rise to many new states, but left many old ones—as well as most new ones—struggling with issues of "multiculturalism" and especially the rights of "minorities." Recognizing that most of these minority groups will never be able to achieve political independence—but not precluding the possibility in some cases—the Holy See worked out a policy framework for dealing with these issues. One the one hand, the policy flowed from the application of general Catholic social teaching principles to the situation of "minorities." On the
other the theory has been nuanced by direct papal contact with the "aboriginal peoples" among these "minorities."

A review of this Catholic social teaching as applied to "minorities," and particularly to "aboriginal peoples." from Leo XIII to John Paul II reveals both continuity and innovation. The earlier overriding concern for evangelization has definitely continued. Given the fundamental purpose of the Church to evangelize the nations it could not be otherwise. What is new is that issues of justice, development, and more recently, liberation, are now seen as integral to and constitutive of evangelization. This shift occurred principally during the pontificates of John XXIII, and Paul VI.

Contributing greatly to the shift in papal teaching was the Second Vatican Council in which both popes played crucial roles. The stress on "culture" and the development of a missiology rooted in "inculturation" and respect for the right to "religious liberty," has lent support to indigenous peoples struggling to maintain their precarious existence in the modern world. In effect, the Church has come to affirm a communal right to maintain one's culture.

Later, in the pontificate of John Paul II, a growing ecological consciousness has influenced the teaching on the rights of aboriginal peoples. I submit that in recent
documents, especially in *The Church and Racism*, and in *If You Want Peace Respect Minorities*. The Vatican has recognized the special relationship that aboriginal peoples have with the land. Thus the right to an adequate land base for indigenous peoples has been supported in a unique way by linking it with the fundamental right to life. This right to life is interpreted to mean more than the right to maintain one's bare existence, but in the sense that life and the traditional culture are inextricably bound together.

In conclusion, I consider that the Church has worked out a quite sophisticated and flexible policy framework for addressing issues of indigenous peoples. The Church is prepared to accept a variety of options and outcomes. These range from eventual assimilation (freely chosen), right up to, and including, complete independence. The Church would like to see these arrangements worked out in freedom by negotiation, and buttressed by non-violent action if needed. Yet, it does not rule out the possibility—as a last resort—of armed struggle to achieve the desired end. If the Church can be said to have a preferred option it is for multicultural states in which all the member peoples can be accommodated, and to which all the member communities can make a contribution for the "common good."
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INTRODUCTION

In 1534, following a time honored European tradition,[1] Jacques Cartier erected a cross at Gaspé. Its significance was not primarily religious. By this action Cartier intended to proclaim French sovereignty over the territory. This symbolic act did not go unchallenged. As Cartier's narrative of 1534 recounts:

When we had returned to our ships, the chief, dressed in an old black bear-skin, arrived in a canoe with three of his sons and his brother; but they did not come so close to the ships as they had usually done. And pointing to the cross he {the chief} made us a long harangue, making the sign of the cross with two of his fingers; and then he pointed to the land all around about, as if he wished to say that all this region belonged to him, and that we ought not to have set up this cross without his permission.[2]

Nearly five centuries later—in July of 1990—the Mohawks of Oka, Quebec, resisted with arms further encroachment on land they claimed belonged to them, and to the sovereign Mohawk nation. The clash of sovereignty claims remains unresolved. But as the tense and tragic events of the Summer of 1990 reveal, this is not a purely academic issue for historians. Large areas of Canada, including major regions of Labrador, Quebec, British Columbia, as well as the Yukon and the North West Territories at this writing remain unceded
land. They fall under the Federal government's "Comprehensive Land Claims Policy."

This policy explicitly recognizes "aboriginal title." What is not clear is the extent of this title. For the "aboriginal peoples"[3] of Canada the "aboriginal rights" affirmed in the Canadian Constitution, section 35(1), include the right to self-government. The Federal government, on the other hand, tends to see these rights as having no specific content until fleshed out in Federal--and increasingly--Provincial legislation.

Because of its own aboriginal membership, and because of its ecumenical involvement in the Aboriginal Rights Coalition, the Roman Catholic Church in Canada has been drawn into this debate. This is not a new issue for the Church. In 1551, for example, Bartolomé de las Casas, the Dominican bishop and human rights activist, before the assembled Council of the Indies, theologians, and jurists, read his celebrated defense of the Amerindian. It took him five days. The results were inconclusive in that the Council never rendered a verdict or even published the results of the debate. However, it is also true that the work of his opponent, Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, who argued for the legitimacy of the conquest on the basis of the inferiority of the indigenous population, was forbidden publication. But this small victory did not curtail the
injustices being perpetrated in the new world.

The issues then were primordial. They involved the right to life, freedom, and the basic dignity of being considered members of the human race. Today these rights are not disputed in principle, however they may be brutalized in reality. Yet, the right to exist as a people, the right to maintain one's culture, is at the heart of the present Canadian problem. So nearly five hundred years after European contact with the Americas, many of the injustices of the era of conquest and colonization remain unredressed.

Some Church leaders continue to speak out in defense of aboriginal peoples. Yet the voice of the Church, as in the early years after discovery, while often courageous and prophetic, remains largely ineffective. The Church, I submit, needs to reexamine its strategic thinking and pastoral action, but more fundamentally it should renew its social thought on aboriginal rights. A first step in this process involves a critical analysis of the tradition. This is the intent and focus of the present thesis.

In fact, the earliest, and perhaps still the most profound, discussions of these issues emerged in a theological context. I refer to the pioneering work of theologians like Francisco de Vitoria and Francisco Suárez, activists like bishop Bartolomé de las Casas, and many others. It is my
claim that papal social thought on indigenous peoples still has much to offer in working toward a solution to these unresolved political questions. More importantly, from the perspective of the Church's fundamental mission to evangelize, these documents contain important insights regarding the relationship between evangelization and human rights.

The original debate was framed by the question: Are the aboriginal peoples "natural slaves"? That debate concluded that the indigenous populations were "natural children" thus justifying colonization. However, there was another stream of thought. Pope Paul III, responding to the concerns of some missionaries and bishops working in the new world, and the lobbying of the Dominican Friar, Bernardino de Minayo, declared in the year 1537:

Indians are truly men...they may and should, freely and legitimately, enjoy their liberty and the possession of their property: nor should they be in any way enslaved: should the contrary happen, it shall be null and of no effect.[4]

Pope John Paul II referred to this teaching in his speech at Yellowknife, The North West Territories, September 18, 1984:

In 1537 my predecessor Paul III proclaimed the rights of the native peoples of those times. He affirmed their dignity, defended their freedom, asserted that they could not be enslaved or deprived of their goods or ownership.[5]

John Paul II went on to spell out some of the rights inherent in aboriginal title:
A right in public life to participate in decisions affecting their lives...a just and equitable degree of self-governing, ...a land base with adequate resources is also necessary for developing a viable economy for present and future generations...[6]

More recently, in his 1989 World Day of Peace Message To Build Peace, Respect Minorities, John Paul II stressed the urgency of this issue:

"From the 19th. century a certain political trend has spread and taken hold in all parts of the world, according to which people of the same extraction wish to be independent and to set themselves up as a nation apart. But since, for various reasons, this cannot always be achieved, it follows that ethnic minorities are often included within the national borders of a different ethnic group, and this leads to quite complex problems"{Pacem in Terris, 94}.

With these words 25 years ago, my venerable predecessor Pope John the XXIII pointed to one of the most delicate questions affecting contemporary society, a question which with the passing of time has become even more pressing since it is related to the organization of social and civil life within each country as well as to the life of the international community. It is for this reason that in choosing a specific theme for the World Day of Peace I think it appropriate to present for general reflection the problem of minorities.[7]

Thesis Progression

In light of this urgent need, the present thesis will undertake to assemble and analyse the corpus of papal social thought on aboriginal rights generated over the past seven centuries. In Chapter one I will first examine the arguments of the principal medieval precursors to the great figures of
the sixteenth century who debated the issues of aboriginal rights after Columbus' contact with the new world. Secondly, I will trace the development of papal social thought on indigenous peoples from the "Bulls of Demarcation" of Alexander VI, through the pivotal proclamations of Paul III in 1537, right up to the apostolic letter, In Supremo Apostolatus issued by Pope Gregory XVI, in 1839. Chapter two will complete this history by tracing the issue through the era of modern papal social thought generally conceded to have begun with Leo XIII. I will terminate my study of papal documents issued centrally with the World Day of Peace statement broadcast on New Years day 1989. Finally, chapter three will examine the application of this papal social thought during the Pontificate of John Paul II. Specifically, I will examine the addresses John Paul II gave directly to aboriginal peoples during the years 1979-1991.

Methodology

The methodology of this thesis will be an exercise in Bernard Lonergan's third functional specialty "history" with a view towards presenting materials for the subsequent specialties.[8] In Lonergan's methodology "history" operates at the level of judgment.[9] It presupposes and utilizes the basic research and interpretation done by scholars in the field under discussion. In relation to theology "history" is
mainly concerned with doctrinal movements:

Its substantial concern is the doctrinal history of Christian theology with its antecedents and consequents in the cultural and institutional histories of the Christian religion and the Christian churches and sects. Finally, it cannot remain aloof from general history, for it is only within the full view that can be grasped the differences between the Christian churches and sects, the relations between different religions, and the role of Christianity in world history [10].

The general history referred to by Lonergan attempts to offer the total view or some approximation of it. It would express the historian's information, understanding, judgment, and evaluation with regard to the sum of cultural, institutional, and doctrinal movements in their concrete setting.[11]

Basically, we want to know "what was going forward" regarding papal thinking on indigenous peoples and their aboriginal rights.

The exercise will proceed by addressing three principal questions to the texts. First, what is the historical problem being faced in the document(s)? Secondly, in terms of the assumptive world of the authors, what were the implicit categories in which the problem was to be solved? Thirdly, what is the relationship in these texts between evangelization and human rights? The third question is the principal objective of the thesis. The first two questions, while significant in themselves, are primarily in service of elucidating the relationship between evangelization and human
rights. By answering these questions we will be able to discern more clearly where the significant continuities and discontinuities in papal social thought exist on the issue of aboriginal rights. In addition, we will be able to decide if there is one Catholic tradition on the rights of indigenous peoples, or whether there are a number of distinct traditions functioning simultaneously or functioning in succession. Finally, we will be able to say if these traditions are mutually compatible or incompatible.

Limits of the Project

This study intends to assemble and analyse the set of documents issued by the papacy over the past seven centuries that concern aboriginal rights. However, it must be observed at the outset that the "Church," which is used in this thesis to refer to the Roman Catholic Church, is broader than the papacy and wider than the Roman Catholic communion. Thus the full story of the Church's response to aboriginal people would have to include the writings and pastoral activities of the religious orders who were the principal instruments of mission and papal policy vis-à-vis indigenous peoples. In addition, the works and teaching of the local churches would have to be included. In particular, the results of important church councils and synods that took place in the new world under the auspices of the bishops in the major archdioceses of Latin
America should be taken into consideration. In more recent centuries the work and writings of churches other than the Roman Catholic would have to be examined. This would certainly include the Russian Orthodox church which evangelized Siberia and Alaska. All of these contributions are outside the scope of the present thesis. Furthermore, with respect to other sources relevant to understanding the aboriginal rights debate the following section will specify what sources will be utilized and what areas will be omitted from the discussion.

Review of Sources on Aboriginal Rights

As Juan Friede, an important Lascasian scholar, points out:

Despite the abundant literature on the Indianist polemic of the sixteenth century an objective and dispassionate study of the official church policy on these problems, does not yet exist, which makes it difficult to render a categorical statement on the subject. [12]

What is true of the sixteenth century is even truer of later history—including the present century. Thus the originality of the thesis consists in its being the first comprehensive "study in history" of papal social thought on aboriginal rights in which the relationship between evangelization and human rights is systematically analysed. No one to my knowledge has attempted such a comprehensive review and
analysis of papal thinking on aboriginal rights. A computer search of dissertation abstracts over the past 100 years revealed nothing remotely resembling this dissertation. Perhaps this should not be surprising given that the focus of papal social thought over the past century has been the "social question," and given that much of the papal literature relevant to the topic has only appeared in the Pontificate of John Paul II. This reflects the urgency of the issue, the Church's option for the poor, and the quincentenary of European contact with, and evangelization of the Americas.

The task of assembling the corpus of papal texts was made easier by the work of Francisco Xavier Hernaez, whose Colección de Bulas, Breves, y otros Documentos Relativos a la Iglesia de América y Filipinas[13] covers the period from "discovery" to the late 19th. century. Supplementing this collection I have drawn on the series edited by the German Dominican, Arthur Utz, entitled La Doctrine Sociale de L'Église à travers les Siècles,[14] to obtain texts promulgated during the centuries prior to European contact with the Americas. Both collections are incomplete, and I have used Lewis Hanke to fill in the gaps principally in the Pontificate of Paul III.[15]

There is abundant literature on the High Middle Ages relevant to the present theme. In particular, James Muldoon
stands out as a contemporary scholar who has synthesized this material, and with whose positions I generally concur. His principal work *Popes, Lawyers, and Infidels: The Church and the non-Christian World 1250-1550*,[16] is essential reading in setting forth the conceptual framework shaping papal teaching on the rights of non-Christian peoples. However, it is very limited in its discussion of the post-contact era. A more recent work by Leslie Green and Olive Dickason, *The Law of Nations and the New World*,[17] builds on the work of Muldoon, but is more comprehensive in scope especially in its delineation of the issues in the post-discovery period, and Dickason's awareness that the principal concern of the Church has always been evangelization even when it is addressing human rights issues.

In the first half of the sixteenth century, in addition to the papal documents that form the best known corpus of papal texts on aboriginal rights,[18] there are many works by las Casas, Vitoria, and others, that are useful for understanding the political and ecclesial context of these documents.[19] Several commentators on the key texts of Paul III, Lewis Hanke,[20] Carlos Seco Caro,[21] and Alberto de la Hera,[22] are invaluable in unravelling the mysteries surrounding *Sublimis Deus*, the best known papal document treating aboriginal rights. However, they are all limited in their analysis of the political dimension of aboriginal
rights. Following the Pontificate of Paul III there is very little written either by the popes themselves or by commentators on the papal texts. From another optic, because slavery remained a problematic issue for the Church right into this century, I have found very revealing the historical survey of Catholic teaching on slavery written by Maxwell.[23]

In addition, there is the literature flowing from international law and the public policy of the colonial powers. In the Canadian context, the Proclamation of 1763 remains the foundational document.[24] This crown policy is included in the present Canadian Constitution.[25] The most comprehensive treatment of this stream of thought bearing on the nature and scope of aboriginal rights is the work by Bruce Clark, *Native Liberty, Crown Sovereignty: The Existing Aboriginal Right of Self-Government in Canada.*[26] There is also the legal literature growing out of this earlier crown policy. Two important works to date are *Native Rights in Canada,*[27] and *Aboriginal Peoples and the Law.*[28] The former was the standard work in the field, but the latter volume will remain the more comprehensive until a contemplated 3rd. edition of *Native Rights in Canada* appears.

There is also abundant documentation on present Federal government policy beginning with the *Indian Act,*[29] through the 1969 *Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian*
Policy.\[30]\) to the policy statements on land claims and self-government.\[31]\) culminating in The Canadian Constitution itself wherein aboriginal rights are "hereby recognized and affirmed."\[32]\) In this category we should also include the doctrine developed under the auspices of the United Nations. This would include the Universal Declaration of Human rights.\[33]\) the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\[34]\) the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights,\[35]\) and the International Covenant on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.\[36]\)

There is also the growing body of literature coming from Aboriginal peoples themselves. This could be divided into declarations and proposals for self-government such as the Dene proposal for public government in the North West Territories,\[37]\) and a voluminous and constantly growing literature of commentary on government policy, treaty rights, and self-government.\[38]\)

Finally, the least developed source in recent times would be work on the ethical and theological foundations of aboriginal rights. There is, however, one helpful recent article in this category by Daniel Gormley entitled "Aboriginal Rights as Natural Rights."\[39]\) As already stated above, none of this important work on the international, constitutional, legal, and foundational aspects of aboriginal
rights, and their contemporary application will be the focus of this thesis. Instead, I will assemble and analyse the body of papal social thought on aboriginal rights. This social thought I submit is still relevant, not only to Church involvement with indigenous peoples, but to public policy discussions on the issue. In particular, this thesis will chart the changing relationship between evangelization and human rights as instantiated in the historical conflict between evangelization and the rights of aboriginal peoples. The earliest—and perhaps still the most important—work that treats this relationship remains Del Único Modo de Atraer a Todos los Pueblos a la Verdadera Religion. The author was Bartolomé de Las Casas.[40]
CHAPTER ONE:
HISTORICAL AND THEOLOGICAL
FOUNDATIONS OF PAPAL SOCIAL THOUGHT ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

It is generally assumed that the debate over aboriginal rights began in the context of the Spanish conquest of South America. Recent historical scholarship demonstrates that this view is mistaken.[1] For scholars have revealed the great continuity that exists between the key figures of the sixteenth century, men such as Las Casas, Vitoria, Paul III, and their predecessors of the previous three centuries. In particular, the Church tradition was shaped by the influential canonist and Pope, Innocent IV (1243-1254), and by his pupil, Henry of Segusio, better known as Hostiensis (c.1200-1271).[2]

Consequently, the first section of this chapter covering the foundational period will delineate the contributions deriving from Innocent IV and Hostiensis to this medieval heritage. A second section will be devoted to the period immediately after European contact with the Americas. This will consist of an analysis of the "Bulls of Donation" promulgated by Pope Alexander VI in 1493. The third section will focus on the pontificate of Paul III. In particular, I
will be discussing several documents promulgated by this pope in the year 1537. Finally, in a fourth section, I will review papal teaching on indigenous peoples in the centuries between Paul III and the pontificate of Leo XIII, the initiator of modern Catholic social teaching.

1.1. The Medieval Heritage: The Indian as Infidel

Interest in the question of the rights of non-Europeans, and non-Christians, began to stir in the middle of the thirteenth century.[3] This can be attributed to a number of historical factors. First, the Crusades brought European Christians into contact with the largely Moslem world of the Middle East. Secondly, the Crusades coincided with, and gave impetus to generalized European expansion in this era.[4] New lands for example in Eastern Europe, were being opened up and occupied at this time.[5] Thirdly, in the Iberian peninsula the Islamic empire was gradually being pushed back. At the same time, several island chains were being rediscovered in the Atlantic ocean.[6] As well, the Portuguese, beginning with their 1415 conquest of Cueta in North Africa, began a major expansion around that continent.[7]

In addition, papal teaching was shaped by its dealings with three groups of people within Europe. In the first place,
there were schismatics and heretics who lived within the bounds of Europe. Secondly, European Christians encountered communities of Jews living in European Kingdoms. Finally, there were the Moslems or Saracens. Some Moslems lived within Europe like the Jews, but the majority lived outside Christian Europe.[8] Generally, the teaching developed to handle relations with these groups was drawn upon and expanded whenever the Roman Catholic Church encountered new peoples—whether in Eastern Europe, on the island chains of the Atlantic, or threatening from the steppes of Asia. The principal agents of this developing doctrine were the canon lawyers. James Muldoon, a historian of this period, describes the process:

The canonists tended to lump together the various kinds of people who were not members of the Church, so that legal principles and practices developed for dealing with one class of people defined as extra ecclesiam were applied to another class. Thus when the canonists came to consider the situation of non-Christians who lived beyond the bounds of Christendom, they began by extending previous discussions of non-Christians living within Europe to fit the new peoples whom they encountered.[9]

Innocent IV and the Rights of the Infidel

With respect to the political and property rights of non-Christian peoples it was Innocent IV who asked the pertinent question: "is it licit to invade the lands that infidels possess, and if it is licit, why is it licit.?"[10]
Prior to Innocent IV it was commonly held that the Pope possessed both spiritual and temporal power, the so called "two swords" theory. St. Bernard of Clairvaux elaborated this theory by claiming that the two swords St. Peter possessed were symbols of spiritual and temporal power rightfully belonging to the vicar of Christ. Consequently, if all authority on earth ultimately resided in the papacy, the expropriation of infidel lands needed little justification.

Furthermore, it was taken for granted that "just war" theory[11] legitimated the campaigns to retake the Holy Land. For in the case of Judea it was assumed that these lands really belonged to Christendom in view of earlier possession, because Christ had lived there, and because of the Donation of the Emperor Constantine.[12] These reasons amounted to a "just cause," one of three principle criteria for discerning the right to wage war.

Returning to the case at issue James Muldoon describes how Innocent IV handles an obvious objection to the argument based on the forged document known as the Donation of Constantine:

Forstalling the argument that the papacy could only claim imperial jurisdiction over the Western half of the Empire, the area specifically mentioned in the Donation of Constantine, Innocent IV declared that there were other reasons for justifying such intervention. The most important of these reasons was the fact that the Emperor in his capacity as King of Jerusalem could claim the Holy Land. The
pope could lawfully assist the emperor in the recovery of what was rightfully his by raising a Crusade.[13]

Obviously, arguments like these would not be relevant or persuasive in dealing with lands never justly owned or governed by Christians. In his day these included many Moslem countries, parts of Eastern Europe, and the island archipelagos of the Atlantic ocean. Later, with the European discovery of the Americas, the issue would be joined there as well.

It was in this context of the justification of the Crusades that Innocent IV introduced arguments that extended the discussion about the power of the papacy to intervene in secular affairs beyond the Christian world to include all of humanity. These arguments would eventually play an important role in the debates over the Spanish conquest of the Americas in the sixteenth century. However, in the twelfth century the discussion, in terms that had no precedent, was actually occasioned by the Mongol threat to Europe:

Until the time of Innocent IV, the canonists concerned themselves only with legitimacy within Christian society. Innocent IV's interest in the broader aspects of the problem and his willingness to recognize the legitimacy of power outside the Church appears to reflect his attempt to begin diplomatic relations with the Mongols in the 1240's in the hope of converting them. For the first time, the papacy attempted to establish contact with a non-Christian power not hostile to it. In order to deal with the Mongols as equals, the papacy would have to recognize them as legitimate rulers. Innocent IV provided a juridical basis for doing
just that. The failure of later canonists to follow up Innocent's thought on the subject parallels the failure of the Mongol mission.[14]

The juridical basis for the legitimacy of secular power he stated as follows:

...lordship, possession, and jurisdiction can belong to infidels licitly and without sin, for these things were made not only for the faithful but for every rational creature as has been said. For he makes his sun to rise on the just and the wicked and he feeds the birds of the air. (Matthew 5:26) Accordingly we say that it is not licit for the pope or the faithful to take away from infidels their belongings or their lordships or jurisdictions because they possess them without sin.[15]

Innocent IV immediately qualifies this argument for legitimacy by asserting the preeminent powers vested in the papacy:

...we do certainly believe that the pope, who is the vicar of Jesus Christ, has power not only over Christians but also over all infidels, for Christ has power over all, whence it is said in the psalm, "Give to the King thy judgment O God" (Psalm 71:2), and he would not seem to have been a careful father unless he had committed full power over all to his vicar whom he left on earth. Again he gave the keys of the kingdom of heaven to Peter and his successors and said, "Whatsoever you shall bind, etc." (Matthew 16:19) And again elsewhere, "Feed my sheep, etc." (John 21:17)...But all men, faithful and infidels, are Christ's sheep by creation even though they are not of the fold of the church and thus from the foregoing it is clear that the pope has power and jurisdiction over all de jure though not de facto.[16]

In addition to Biblical and Roman law sources which Innocent IV draws upon for his commentary, Muldoon suggests that Innocent IV was influenced by several practical and political considerations. The first, a factor noted above,
was the necessity and the opportunity of dealing with the Tartars of Mongolia. On the one hand, their powerful military presence necessitated a de facto acceptance of dominium over their lands. On the other hand, their status as infidels was an opportunity for mission. In brief the evangelization imperative played an important role in shaping papal diplomacy.[17] Secondly, Innocent IV probably feared a revival of the Donatist heresy. Originally, this heresy held that only those in a state of grace could properly celebrate the sacraments. In the early thirteenth century this theological view was extended into the political arena by Alanus Anglicus, a Welsh canon lawyer, who claimed that since the coming of Christ dominium was taken away from all infidels everywhere. Taken to its logical conclusion this doctrine entailed that Christian political leaders—and even the pope himself—could forfeit dominium if they fell into serious sin.[18] This doctrine was too extreme to be tolerated within Christendom, as it could undermine the stability and order of the body politic. At the same time its rejection from mainline Church teaching probably contributed to the moderate views of Innocent IV vis-à-vis non-Christians.

Thirdly, the conflict over the propriety of owning property that was dividing the newly founded Franciscan order occurred during the pontificate of Innocent IV. In his papal bull adjudicating between the spiritual Franciscans who
repudiated all ownership of property, and the conventuals who wanted to own property, the pope taught that the ownership of private property was a basic human right. Thus whether one was an infidel, a public sinner, or a Christian seeking perfection in religious life, certain basic rights remained intact.[19] Dominium, therefore, was a fundamental facet of human existence.

While Innocent IV cites no authority for it, the idea that all human beings had basic human rights was, as Muldoon hypothesizes, a product of the revival of Aristotelian political philosophy then gaining currency in Europe.[20] At least one historian claims this philosophy was mediated to Innocent IV via St. Thomas Aquinas (1224-1274).[21] This is probably mistaken because Innocent's commentary was completed in 1250, while Thomas Aquinas only began his Summa Theologiae in 1265.[22] In fact, an examination of Thomas's teaching on the issue reveals a position at variance with that of Innocent IV. According to Kenneth Pennington, Thomas held that:

the infidels could lose their dominium over Christians by reason of their infidelity. Innocent IV was much more moderate. He maintained that the pope could take away the dominium of an infidel prince who governed Christians only for a magna causa.[23]

Innocent's position reflects the dualist school of thought on legitimate authority in society. In this view, the pope had only an indirect power to intervene in civil society. Another
competing view, known as the hierocratic school, taught that "the pope was the undisputed ultimate authority in all matters within Christian society."[24] This view presupposed that all legitimate authority came from God, and was mediated through the Church. But this debate moves us into the substance of Innocent IV's commentary which I will now review from its beginning.

Overview of Innocent IV's Argument

Innocent IV's document was a commentary on the decretal, Quod Super His, written by pope Innocent III (1198-1216). This decretal was concerned with vows made by crusaders to liberate the Holy Land. Sometimes the fulfillment of these vows had to be postponed or curtailed altogether. Innocent III examined the circumstances that justified these changes and what could substitute for the original vow.[25] Innocent IV began his commentary on this decretal by discussing the reasons comprising the 'just cause' criteria for waging a defensive war to retake the Holy Land.[26] These have all been enumerated earlier in this section, and will not be repeated here because Innocent's prime concern was not the justification of war, but the wider question about the legitimacy of invading and claiming sovereignty over lands other than the Holy Land.

Innocent initiates his argument with a discussion of the
two components of *dominium*: property and political power. With respect to the private ownership of property he traces out a progression from the prelapsarian state of humanity, where all property was thought to have been held in common, to the present state in which the law of nations holds sway. Basically, because of Original Sin, conflict developed between the descendents of the first parents. As a result there arose the need for private property.[27] Subsequently, the human race began to populate unoccupied territory, the *terra nullius*. [28] In this way, they divided up the earth, while at the same time avoiding conflict because everyone knew exactly what belonged to them. The story of Abraham and Lot found in the book of Genesis exemplified this process:

Lot also had sheep, goats, and cattle, as well as his own family and servants. And so there was not enough pasture land for the two of them to stay together, because they had too many animals. So quarrels broke out between the men who took care of Abram's animals and those who took care of Lot's animals. Then Abram said to Lot, "We are relatives, and your men and my men shouldn't be quarreling. So let's separate. Choose any part of the land you want. You go one way, and I'll go the other." Lot looked around and saw that the whole Jordan Valley, all the way to Zoar, had plenty of water, like the Garden of the Lord or like the land of Egypt. ...So Lot chose the whole Jordan valley for himself and moved away toward the east. That is how the two men parted.[29]

This happy condition, where human beings were free and slavery did not exist, was not to last. Innocent IV, according to Muldoon, following a Roman Law position, recognized that "in
the contemporary world...the law of nations that allowed private property, slavery, and war had replaced natural law as the basis upon which men[sic] dealt with one other."[30]

In a similar fashion, Innocent traced the organic development of political power from the family, through the patriarchs, to the election of princes. Just as the Creator had ultimate dominium over property, so all political power derived fundamentally from God.[31] It is not clear to Innocent just how the first delegation of power from God to humankind took place. He does suggest that:

perhaps God assigned some person or persons to do justice to criminals or unless in the beginning the father of a family had complete jurisdiction over his family by the law of nature, though now he has it only in a few minor matters.[32]

Muldoon points out that Innocent is here drawing upon a Roman law source for his hypothesis.[33] Just as he had done with the origins of private property, he next illustrates the development with a biblical example. In this case, he refers to the election of Saul as King of Israel as typical of the shift from patriarchy to state government.[34] As in earlier uses of scripture Innocent IV appears to be using the biblical examples to illustrate natural law realities rather than to ground natural law itself in scripture.

Innocent employs this same text to exemplify his natural law argument that humanity has the right to choose its own
rulers. James Muldoon summarizes it this way:

Saul's election as King was, in Innocent's opinion, evidence that all "rational creatures" had the right to select their own rulers. This right did not rest on any special divine grant of authority, nor was it restricted to the ancient Israelites. By the laws that were common to all men, private property and self-government were the right of all men. Even in the contemporary world, infidels continued to enjoy these rights without interference because these rights were as common to all men as the sunshine that warmed all men, Christian and infidel alike. As a consequence, it was not licit for the pope or anyone else to wage a campaign to deprive infidels of their property or their lordship simply because they were infidels. Innocent thereby effectively demolished the possible claim that the responsibility of the Church for the souls of all men authorized any war that Christians chose to wage against infidels.[35]

What Innocent is challenging here is the previously held position that any reason whatsoever would justify a war against the infidel. Innocent, does not rule out, as we have already seen, just wars against non-Christians. Furthermore, he continues his commentary by elaborating additional grounds for intervention in pagan societies. Yet, even these interventions cannot be seen as automatically removing dominium from non-Christian rulers. In developing this argument, as Muldoon observes, he "paralleled the one earlier canonists had used to assert the autonomy of the secular power within Christendom and, at the same time to assert an overriding papal right to intervene in the secular sphere under certain conditions."[36]
On the basis of being the vicar of Christ on earth, with the principal responsibility for overseeing the evangelization of the world, the pope asserted his right to intervene in infidel societies. For if Christ had power over all (in virtue of creation and redemption) and the pope was the vicar of Christ then the pope shared in a pastoral responsibility which included all peoples on earth. Citing a command of Christ's to Peter to "feed my sheep" [John 21:16] he concludes that "all men, faithful and infidels, are Christ's sheep by creation..." [37] He further infers from this that "the pope has jurisdiction and power over all de iure though not de facto." [38]

Having asserted a universal jurisdiction over humanity, Innocent nuanced his position by spelling out its scope. Proceeding from the communis opinio that the pope had the right to judge Christians when they violated the laws of God, [39] he then recalls that popes, including himself, have considered it appropriate to judge the Jewish community living within Europe when they violated the laws of the Old Testament or taught heresies. Furthermore, and this is the pivotal point, the pope could intervene if their own spiritual leaders did not punish the offenders. [40] Implied in this practice was the view that spiritual government was normally in the hands of the community's own Jewish leaders, and would revert to them once the abuses had been punished. Innocent and his
predecessor Gregory IX (1227-1241) actually conformed to this policy.[41]

Innocent IV extended this framework beyond Christendom in virtue of the vicar of Christ's universal jurisdiction, a belief in natural law which all peoples have the possibility of knowing, and the practice of intervening in the Jewish community. In a similar fashion the pope was authorized to intervene in infidel societies to make them live up to the natural law. If, for example, a particular pagan society was seen to violate the natural law by practicing various sexual perversions or by committing the sin of idolatry, the pope could authorize an invasion of that society in order to stamp out such abuses.[42]

No secular ruler could authorize such an invasion because they lacked the supreme authority belonging only to the Holy See. Once the abuse had been rectified it would logically follow, as had been the case with the Jewish community, that the army must withdraw leaving the local government intact. Furthermore, it was the common theological opinion (often violated in practice) that military force was not to be used to coerce conversions or impose baptism on the population. Innocent held that baptism must eventuate from a free and voluntary decision.[43]

In addition, because the pope had the prime
responsibility for world evangelization, he was obligated to send missionaries into non-Christian territories and states. If the rulers of these domains refused entrance to the missionaries, the pope could initially threaten them with punishment and invasion. Subsequently, if there was no change of attitude, he could authorize Christian forces to protect the missionaries while they preached, defend them if they were attacked, and overthrow local rulers if they persecuted their Christian subjects. In another option he states that Christian subjects could be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the infidel ruler.[44] In this scenario if all but the ruler became Christian he advised that the ruler be invited to step down. The ruler should then be appropriately compensated for his loss of property and political power.[45] At the same time, remaining faithful to his basic argument supporting the dominium of infidels, Innocent admitted that Christian subjects still owed allegiance to their non-Christian rulers. This was in effect as long as the ruler didn't interfere with the practice of the Christian religion.

Muldoon offers a helpful analogy to understand this hierarchy of rights. He suggests that the relationship is like that found in the marriage law known as the "Pauline Privilege":

By the terms of that privilege, if one of the partners in a marriage converts to Christianity while the other remains an infidel, the marriage
ought to remain binding. If, however, the infidel partner interferes with the religious practice of the Christian, the Christian partner can leave the infidel spouse and legitimately remarry, even though the first marriage was a valid one in the eyes of the Church. In both cases, the spiritual welfare of the Christian is superior to the natural-law rights of a ruler or spouse.[46]

This analogy with divorce law suggests a further elaboration. When Jesus was asked if it was permissible to divorce one's wife "for whatever reason he wishes"[Matt. 19:3] he knew that "whatever reason" had been interpreted in two senses. One school taught that every reason, no matter how trivial, could justify a writ of divorce. The other school taught that there were a few exceptions which allowed for divorce. In effect, Innocent IV developed a position akin to the second view. Opposing those who said any reason at all justified the invasion of infidel lands he spelled out very carefully the lawful exceptions. This approach is also consistent with, and probably influenced by, just war theory as a theory of exceptions to the Christian ideal of non-violence.[47] In this discussion, Innocent was careful not to be seen to be fomenting revolution among the Christian subjects of an infidel kingdom. His reasoning was quite pragmatic. He feared that if infidel rulers got wind of such a theory they could use it as an excuse to persecute their Christian citizens and subjects.[48]

Finally, covering possible future developments, Innocent
asks whether infidels could use these same arguments to reclaim Europe, and to justify sending Moslem preachers to Italy? To both questions he answers in the negative. In the first place, he argues that there is no equivalence with the situation in the Middle East. The rulers and peoples of Europe voluntarily became Christian, while the Moslems overran the Christian parts of the Middle East.[49] As for preachers from other religions coming to Christian Europe, he gave them short shrift: "we should not judge them equal with us since they are in error and we are in the way of truth."[50]

In summary, Innocent IV's view affirms, but ultimately relativizes, the infidel's natural rights to possess property and to exercise political power. He begins by affirming the non-Christian's right to dominium. He ends by subordinating that right to the spiritual mission of the Church to "make disciples of all nations," and to the spiritual well-being of Christians subject to infidel rulers. Innocent IV's question, as we have seen in the above discussion, was not an abstract one, but rather was shaped by a number of historical factors operative at the time. The principal one was the de facto power of the Mongols and of Islam during that historical period. In addition, there were also new opportunities for evangelization, the fear of a Donatist revival, the problems arising from the controversy over Franciscan property rights, and finally, the growing influence of Aristotelian
philosophy. In the final analysis, despite the narrowness of this viewpoint in terms of contemporary human rights theory, Innocent IV was actually breaking new ground. For in his time there was only a minimalist doctrine of universal human rights. The traditional hostility of the Greco-Roman world to foreigners and barbarians had been taken up and transposed by Christendom into aggression against infidels and heretics.[51]

Innocent IV worked within an assumptive world of meaning in which the papacy considered itself the supreme temporal and spiritual authority on earth. Ironically, the formidable opponents of Christian Europe of that era held similar views about being the vicars of God on earth. Despite this seemingly inflexible starting point, Innocent IV, using elements of Roman law, canon law, Aristotelian political philosophy, and scriptural examples, addressed the question of the evangelization of the Mongols, and in so doing generalized conclusions about the rights of infidels. His solution was to acknowledge a universal natural law right to dominium while at the same time subordinating that right to the overriding evangelical mission of the Church. Evangelization, for Innocent IV, meant that the pope as supreme pastor had the responsibility to make sure the Gospel was preached to all peoples so that they could move from being implicit members of the Church to explicit actual members. Concretely, this meant the implanting of a new local church as an extension of the
universal Catholic Church. In this view human rights were seen primarily as a condition for evangelization. Yet, unlike many of his predecessors—and successors—Innocent IV did grant dominium in a full sense to non-Christian peoples. Thus, this pontiff held that in addition to property rights non-Christian peoples also had a natural right to exercise political power and jurisdiction in their realms.

Hostiensis' Counter-Position

Innocent IV's highly nuanced position was soon challenged by one of his own pupils. Commenting on Innocent IV's commentary, Hostiensis, (1200-1271) who was a distinguished canonist in his own right, asked the same question about the legitimacy of invading infidel lands. He ended his commentary with a statement that seemingly contradicted the teaching of his mentor, Innocent IV. Basically, Hostiensis denied that infidels possessed dominium. Repeating an argument propounded by the canonist, Alanus Anglicus, he bluntly stated:

...that with the coming of Christ every office and all governmental authority and all lordship and jurisdiction was taken from every infidel lawfully and with just cause, and granted to the faithful through Him who has the supreme power and who cannot err. [52]

As we have already seen, in discussing Innocent IV's reasons for affirming universal natural rights, this is really an extension of the Donatist heresy from the religious to the
political realm. Just as priests in sin could not validly exercise a sacramental ministry, Hostiensis thought that sinful political leaders were also deprived de iure of their legitimacy. The minor premise that the infidels were sinners was supported by two arguments. First, there was the empirical argument flowing from the actual sinful behavior of the infidel. This was also backed up with a scriptural passage from the book of Ecclesiasticus which states that "Lordship passes from one people to another because of injustices and wickedness and outrages and other kinds of evil."[53] Secondly, in addition to their idolatries and breaches of the natural law, infidels, according to Hostiensis, were sinners simply for not being Christian. Thus it follows, in his opinion, that dominium had passed from the infidels to the vicars of Christ on earth, who represent the Lord Jesus Christ.[54] Consequently, according to Muldoon, "the pope had the right to intervene directly in the affairs of infidel societies because infidel rulers had usurped lands and power that now rightfully belonged to Christians."[55] Here Hostiensis was referring not just to the Holy Land but to all land on earth.

Having claimed that infidels were actually usurpers of property and power rightfully belonging to Christendom, logically Hostiensis should have gone on to promote wars to dispossess these peoples of their de facto dominium. This he
does not do. Apparently motivated by the Christian concern for evangelization,[56] Hostiensis is careful to moderate his views. Fearing that infidels would convert simply to protect their power and property, he invokes the commonly held principle that Baptism must be the result of a free choice, as the basis for initial acceptance of non-Christian rulers. Consequently, he is forced to a position of toleration of de facto infidel dominium so long as the infidel ruler is willing to acknowledge Christian, especially papal, overlordship.[57] Furthermore, as a first approach, Hostiensis advocated the peaceful penetration of non-Christian societies by Christian missionaries. If the missionaries are forbidden entry then the pope may authorize military action to support the missionary effort.[58] In this respect Hostiensis' position differs little from that of Innocent IV in its practical application. Where they do differ fundamentally is in their understanding of the extent of papal power. James Muldoon concludes his comparison of the positions of the two canonists this way:

The difference between the opinion of Innocent IV and Hostiensis was a small but crucial one: whether the pope's power with regard to the infidels was direct or indirect. Both Innocent and his student took similar approaches to the actual exercise of power that they claimed for the pope. Innocent's opinion would require the pope to demonstrate either that infidels who were the objects of a Christian invasion occupied previously Christian territories or that they clearly violated the terms of the natural law. Hostiensis' argument would not require such a demonstration because the
In a more recent work on the same material the Canadian historian, Olive Dickason, arrives at much the same conclusion as Muldoon's:

Two principle lines of thought concerning non-Christians and dominium emerged during the thirteenth century. Innocent IV,...upheld the rights of non-Christians to property and the exercise of authority, while Hostiensis maintained that Christ had assumed all powers with his coming, which meant that those who did not acknowledge him automatically lost their rights. Thus stated, the positions appear contradictory, and they were usually so presented by their followers; however, both Innocent and Hostiensis qualified their stands, so that in effect the actual difference between them, while vital, was not one of absolute contradiction. Innocent held that non-Christian, or secular power was legitimate de iure, although secondary to that of Christians, while Hostiensis held that such power could only be tolerated de facto under certain circumstances. Slight as that distinction may appear, it was of fundamental importance to the Law of Nations. Innocent's position implied the possibility of unity through diversity, never easy to work out in practice. A just war could not be waged against a people simply because they did not share the faith. The majority of canonists agreed with Innocent on this in principle; however, it was the Hostiensian position that fueled the ideological motor of Europe's expansion, perhaps because in the field of action it lent itself more readily to simplification of issues and rationalization of the growth of empires. It also related well to the doctrine, never fully suppressed even though declared heretical, which held that a state of grace was necessary for the legitimate exercise of dominium.[60]

In conclusion, the arguments of these two great
canonists, Innocent IV and Hostiensis, provided the framework for the debates of the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries on the *dominium* of non-Christian peoples. As medieval canonists Innocent IV and Hostiensis for the most part shared a similar assumptive world. Where they parted company was on the issue of *dominium*. Innocent IV, working from a natural law framework affirmed the universality of *dominium*. Hostiensis, arguing from theological premises denied the *de iure dominium* of the non-Christian segment of humanity. Starting from the position that Christ assumed all powers on coming into the world, that He had transferred this power to his vicar on earth, that infidels were sinners and usurpers by definition, he logically arrived at his conclusion, namely, that infidels at most could be tolerated as having a *de facto dominium*. In addition, both canonists shared a common evangelical concern which mitigated the harsher aspects of their theories. Yet, ironically this same concern provided the ideological justification for many colonial conquests in later centuries as cross and sword became inextricably intertwined. Consequently, when Europeans made contact with the Americas a body of opinion already existed which the post-discovery popes would readily draw upon to discuss the rights of non-Christian peoples. Section two of this chapter will be devoted to that momentous event in world history, and the papal response to it.
1.2. Alexander VI and the Bulls of Demarcation

Pope Alexander VI's (1492-1503) bulls of demarcation[61] completed a process that began in earlier pontificates of the fifteenth century. The first bulls of demarcation were occasioned by a dispute over control of the Canary islands. Both Spain and Portugal claimed these islands, probably first discovered in 1312.[62] They turned to the papacy to adjudicate the issue. Muldoon suggests two reasons why these powers still looked to the papacy:

In the first place, the efforts of the Portuguese and Castilians to oust the Moslems had benefited from papal bulls authorizing crusading tithes and other benefits for the kings of those countries. Any further expansion would similarly benefit from papal blessing. In the second place, both of these kingdoms claimed jurisdiction over the Canaries. The pope was the logical choice to determine their respective claims.[63]

Eugenius IV (1431-1447) was a key figure in this process. By the time of his pontificate some of the islands had been colonized and their indigenous population converted to Christianity. This, however, did not prevent the natives from being subject to raids by Portuguese slave traders. Responding to a complaint by a local bishop about such raids the pope had banned further European colonization of this Archipelago. He
did this not only to protect the Christians but the infidels as well.[64] This papal protection policy was in harmony with Innocent IV's view that the flock of Christ included these "pagan sheep," whom he wished ultimately to Christianize as well as civilize.[65] When King Edward I of Portugal in 1436 requested that the ban on further colonization be lifted, and proposed that the Portuguese be authorized to carry out this twofold evangelizing and civilizing mission, Eugenius acceded to his demands. In doing this the pope was no doubt motivated by a practical concern as well. King Edward had pointed out that while the Portuguese may obey the pope "...other men, less noble and less God fearing, would not be deterred by papal fulminations."[66] Consequently, with no navy of his own to do the policing of the islands, Eugenius opted for the Portuguese as the lesser of two evils. However, the issue was not permanently resolved by his interventions.

His successor, Nicholas V(1447-1455), was called on to settle the continuing dispute between Spain and Portugal over ownership of the Canary islands. In 1455 Nicholas published a papal bull Romanus Pontifex[67] which attempted once again to achieve a lasting settlement of the issue. In short, Nicholas decided in favor of Portugal.[68] In addition, this document legitimated Portuguese expansion around the Western coast of Africa from Capes Bojador and Nam through the whole of the
Guinea coast and beyond into the southern regions to Antarctica.[69] In this exclusive sphere of operation the Portuguese were given a free hand to:

In invade, search out, capture, vanquish and subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, and the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, dominions, possessions, and all moveable and unmoveable goods whatsoever, held and possessed by them, and to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery and to apply and appropriate to himself and his successors the kingdoms, dukedoms, counties, principalities, dominions, possessions, and goods, and to convert them to his and their use and profit...[70]

This text contradicts the teaching of Innocent IV, and even of Hostiensis, who advocated, as we have seen earlier, at least an attempt at peaceful missionary penetration before sending in the troops. Innocent also distinguishes between lands once held by Christians and unjustly usurped by the Saracens, and other lands never held by Christians whether their sovereigns be Moslem or pagan. Nicholas on the other hand lumps Saracens and pagans together. He also omits any discussion of their rights to property and the exercise of political power, i.e. to dominium.

However, the teaching propounded in this decree could be construed to be consistent with just war theory, as outlined earlier in this chapter, if we grant Nicholas V two crucial assumptions. First he believed that the Portuguese were dealing principally with Moslem held lands which were formerly
Christian. Since, according to medieval just war theory, it was legitimate for Christian Europe to repossess such lands it followed that the Portuguese could justly attempt to retake the territories named. Secondly, his reference to "pagans and other enemies of Christ," implies that he believed the inhabitants of these lands were hostile to the Gospel. Consequently, he could invoke Innocent's principle of protection for missionaries as an auxilliary justification for military intervention. However, as I noted in section one, Innocent IV did not assume that military protection of the missionaries automatically entailed the right to conquer the nation, or displace their rulers.

In the concrete historical circumstances, because he did not possess independent sources of information about these lands and peoples, Nicholas V had to rely on Portuguese testimony. Their accounts were misleading on a number of counts. Geographically the pope was led to believe that what is now known as the Senegal river which flows to the coast of Guinea was the Nile river.[71] Furthermore, the Portuguese were no longer encountering Moslems in lands that once belonged to Christians, as they had been in their colonization of Ceuta in North Africa. Finally, there was no real effort at a peaceful presentation of the Gospel to these African peoples. The consequence of such a misunderstanding of the facts was the
brutal dispossession and enslavement of the indigenous population. At best these actions were seen to be legitimate in terms of just war theory which allowed the victors to despoil the losers, and to seil the vanquished into slavery. These practices were long established in the Mediterranean theatre of recurrent war against the Moslem world. They were now extended into the non-Moslem West African world.[72]

But was this all that Nicholas wanted to do: legitimate Portuguese conquest in West Africa? The document clearly states otherwise.[73] The concern for its own preservation and security may have motivated the Church to support the expansion of the Iberian powers of the day, but the desire to evangelize the world also weighed heavily on every pope of the time. Nicholas V was no exception. The opening sentence of his decree Romanus Pontifex delineates the Christian duty to evangelize, and recognizes the new political context in which it must operate:

The Roman pontiff, successor of the key-bearer of the heavenly kingdom and vicar of Jesus Christ, contemplating with a father's mind all the several climes of the world and the characteristics of all the nations dwelling in them and seeking and desiring the salvation of all, wholesomely ordains and disposes upon careful deliberation those things which will be agreeable to the Divine Majesty and by which he may bring the sheep entrusted to him by God into the single divine fold, and may acquire for them the reward of eternal felicity, and obtain pardon for their souls. This we believe will more certainly come to pass, through the aid of the Lord, if we bestow suitable favors and graces on those
Catholic Kings and princes, who, like athletes and intrepid champions of the faith, as we know by evidence of facts, not only restrain the savage excesses of the Saracens and of other infidels, enemies of the Christian name, but also for the defence and increase of the faith vanquish them and their kingdoms...[74]

As this text verifies, popes of the fifteenth century were acknowledging and assuming greater responsibility for world evangelization, and manifesting a greater concern for the whole human race.[75] These imperatives were somewhat muted after the failed Mongol missions of the high Middle Ages, and after the Islamic empire had shut down, or at least greatly curtailed, Christendom's missionary possibilities.[76] Naturally enough, missionary enthusiasm was revived with the discoveries in the Atlantic, and on the West Coast of Africa.

However, by this era of Church history, papal temporal power had waned considerably. The previous disputes over the Canary islands, and over Lithuania, which the papacy was asked to arbitrate, revealed its weakness. In the case of Lithuania, Poland was vying with the Teutonic knights for control of its territory.[77] As James Muldoon notes:

In both cases, the rights of the infidels took second place to the question of which of the conflicting Christian powers would dominate their lands, and in both cases the eventual conquest of the infidels was taken for granted. What was at stake was the final organization of the conquest. At the same time, the popes continued to act as if their court could resolve disputes between Christian rulers.[78]
The "final organization" referred to by James Muldoon set the pattern for the future. Bulls like Romanus Pontifex clearly set out a sphere of influence using a line of demarcation which was open ended.[79] The bulls of this genre also gave a trade monopoly to the Portugese.[80] In return the crown was to oversee the evangelization of these newly acquired lands, including the building of churches, and the provision of clergy for these territories.[81] It was presumed that the profits from the trade monopoly would offset the costs of the ecclesial enterprise. Already in this process we can see the beginnings of an arrangement that would emerge full blown in the New World as the real patronato,[82] the system in which the colonizing power was entrusted with overseeing not only the temporal but also the spiritual affairs of the territory especially the nomination of clerics to vacant positions. This was an ironic reversal of the "two swords" theory of papal power. For in practice the Iberian political rulers ended up exercising both temporal and spiritual power in their respective domains.

In concluding this discussion of two key precursors to Alexander VI, I submit that the position of Nicholas V is actually a regression from the policy and practice of Innocent IV. In the first place, he failed to defend the dominium of the indigenous inhabitants of the territories under dispute,
and secondly, he effectively allowed the proclamation of the Gospel to be subordinated to the designs of secular powers. Certainly, if canonists of the late fifteenth century were apprised of the actual identity of the West Africans, and if they had applied the teaching of Innocent IV, they could not have justified Nicholas' papal grants to the Portugese crown. The question still remains: would Nicholas have acted any differently had he too known the real identity of these peoples? And even if he had known, as the fate of the Canary islanders attests, would papal intervention have made any practical difference to their survival?

Once Columbus made contact with the Western Hemisphere the questions that had been side-stepped by Nicholas now had to be faced. For it was soon obvious that Europeans were no longer dealing with Moslems or with Africans who might be Moslems. The peoples were new, but the questions were old: "what were the rights of the infidels whom he encountered, and under what, if any, circumstances could Queen Isabella lay claim to the lands recently discovered?"[83]

Alexander VI and the New Line of Demarcation

Columbus' return from the West Indies was at first less than triumphant. Forced by storms to put in at the Azores, the Portugese governor, thinking that the Spanish had been
trading in their West African territories had them arrested. After questioning the crew, and meeting the six native captives on board, he soon realized they were telling the truth about their explorations. He then graciously provisioned them for the last leg of their journey.[84] Upon landing in Lisbon the Portuguese crown harbored the same suspicions. Outwardly receiving the Admiral with great respect, behind the scenes, there was talk of having him assassinated. Again Columbus' native companions probably saved the day, as they were obviously of a different race than the peoples of West Africa.[85]

Because these new discoveries created the same conflict as in the Canaries and West Africa, and because the papacy had been asked to adjudicate such disputes in the past, it seemed logical to approach the current pope, Alexander VI, to resolve the new tensions. In brief, Ferdinand and Isabella requested that the pope confirm Spanish possession of these newly discovered lands. Alexander responded with the famous—or infamous—"bulls of donation" or, as some prefer to call them, the "bulls of demarcation."

A popular misconception of these bulls has it that the pope in effect divided the world between Portugal and Spain. In reality, as Charles-Martial de Witte notes, the bull "rather than a partition, is an exclusion of Portugal from the
field of discoveries."[86] Furthermore, the realpolitik of the situation gave the pope little room for maneuvering.[87] Not being in a position to send out missionaries on his own, the pope had to rely on the good will of the ruling Iberian powers in these cases. Secondly, the pope assumed that these powers were in firm possession of the new lands, and would soon acquire more. Thirdly, if the Iberian Kingdoms were not given jurisdiction, what was to prevent other seafaring nations from colonizing these lands? These nations had less generous motives, at least according to the Spanish and Portugese, who maintained that a principal reason for Iberian expansion was the spread of the Christianity to these peoples who "seemed sufficiently disposed to embrace the Catholic faith and be trained in good morals."[88]

A related factor shaping the decision of Alexander VI was the description of the newly encountered peoples. The Pope, no doubt relying on descriptive accounts from Columbus' diary, as well as descriptions of the Indian captives actually present in Europe, realized that these peoples were not the sophisticated Chinese and Japanese that the Europeans had set out to find. The Arawak and Carib Indians Columbus met on his first voyage of discovery closely resembled the Guanches of the Canary islands in terms of cultural organization and development. The demise of the Canary islanders, as a
distinct people, was by this point in history nearly complete. What was to prevent the same thing happening to these simple peoples who were said to be "living in peace, and as reported, going unclothed, and not eating flesh?"[89] As subsequent events proved, nothing did prevent the extinction of the tribes living on the greater Antilles islands.[90] Using the conflict between the Iberian powers as leverage, the Pope was trying to influence the course of the conquest. Later when Portugal and Spain signed the treaty of Tordesillas (1494) the papacy lost most of this power to mediate between these Catholic states.[91]

Thus the papacy, in the person of Alexander VI, caught between the responsibility to bring all nations to Christ, and the reality that the conquest would go forward no matter what he said, basically tried to make the best of a bad situation. Alexander VI, moreover, realized that he could not achieve his goals of civilizing, Christianizing, and protecting the newly "discovered" native population without the cooperation of the Portugese and Spanish crowns. The fact of conflict between these two powers allowed Alexander VI the opportunity to adjudicate the issue, and like Eugenius IV before him, create an opening for the proclamation of the Gospel.
Terms of the Donation

The same year that Columbus sailed to the West Indies, the Castilians reconquered the kingdom of Granada, the last Moslem bastion in Spain. Alexander VI takes note of this event in the prologue to his bull, indicating that Spain was now free to pursue "the spread of the Christian rule ...to the end that you might bring to the worship of our Redeemer and the profession of the Catholic faith their residents and inhabitants..."[92] The spirit of the enterprise is very much the continuation of the crusading mentality that had fired Spain's wars of recuperation for seven centuries. However, unlike the Moslems who had unjustly usurped the Iberian peninsula, the new "barbarous nations to be overthrown and brought to the faith,"[93] were no longer the Islamic kingdoms of the Middle East, North Africa, and Spain. Thus it is surprising that Alexander VI does not directly address the rights of these "new infidels" to political power and property, issues that had preoccupied his predecessors. Perhaps realizing that the conquest was a fait accompli, and that the European colonizers would not face military power comparable to the Mongols of an earlier era, he tries instead to make provision for the preaching of the Gospel, which, after all, was his prime responsibility.
The principle section of this bull details the terms and conditions of the donation. First of all using the tool of a line of demarcation he excludes Portugal and all other nations from the newly discovered islands and mainlands, and those to be discovered:

drawing and establishing a line from the Arctic pole, namely the north, to the Antarctic pole, namely the south, no matter where said mainlands and islands are found and to be found in the direction of India or towards any other quarter, the said line to be distant one hundred leagues toward the West and South from any of the islands commonly known as the Azores and Cape Verde.[94]

Later in the bull Alexander backs up this ban with a threat of excommunication incurred latae sententiae, that is an excommunication incurred in virtue of committing the act itself.[95]

Alexander VI places one limiting condition on these concessions to Spain. If in their explorations territories are discovered already to be ruled by a Christian king or prince[96] these officials maintain their rights and privileges.[97] This is an intriguing text. Does it imply by its silence on the issue of non-Christian dominium that only Christians possess dominium? Muldoon denies this arguing that:

Inter Caetera was not...an assertion of long-dead papal claims to world domination but rather a carefully worded statement which balanced the rights of the infidels, the papal responsibility for preaching the Gospel, and the political realities of aggressive expansionism. It would
appear that Alexander basically accepted Innocent IV's views on the right of infidels to dominium. At least he did not argue that the mere fact of the natives being infidels would justify conquest. Instead the granting of the Americas to the Castilians was based on the argument that the natives require protection and that the pope, in the absence of any other authority capable of providing this protection, was required by the nature of his vicariate of Christ to provide protection. The best means to do this was to authorize the Portuguese and the Castilians to be responsible for the exercise of this papal responsibility in specific regions.[98]

With respect to the debate about the legitimacy of the papal donation itself Alexander's own description of the indigenous population is germane. Echoing Columbus' account of first contact, Alexander reports that these peoples are "living in peace...and seem sufficiently disposed to embrace the Catholic faith and be trained in good morals."[99] Since these lands were populated, and the people peacefully received the Spanish visitors, there were no obvious grounds to claim sovereignty over these islands. However, the right and responsibility of the Church to evangelize the nations with all of the possible interventions that might be necessary to effect it provided an opening for the state. As Olive Dickason perceptively points out:

All the best legal authorities agreed that rights of discovery could only be invoked in the case of unoccupied territory as set out in Justinian's Institutes (2.1.12); but on Guanahani, Columbus had planted Spain's flag and gone through the prescribed ritual of possession before a group of wondering Tainos. Not only that, he had no hesitation in naming the island San Salvador although he already knew that Amerindians called it
Guanahani. Since the newly discovered land was irrefutably occupied...the alternative for Spain was to obtain the right to evangelize. It was with imperial interests in mind that Fernando and Isabel sought papal sanction to take whatever measures would be necessary to evangelize the non-Christian inhabitants of this New World.[100]

Thus the canonical mission to evangelize, in this case entrusted to the Spanish crown, served the mutual interests of Church and state. The Pope was able to exercise his responsibility to evangelize and protect the non-Christian members of the flock of Christ, and the King of Spain was able to legitimize his acquisition of these lands. In fact, at the time of the bulls of donation most Spaniards believed that Alexander VI gave outright ownership of these lands to Spain. Then, as now, this interpretation was disputed.[101]

The most famous opponent of this interpretation was Bartolomé de las Casas (1474-1566), the great sixteenth century defender of the rights of the Amerindians. He maintained that the bulls of donation gave the Spanish crown a canonical mission to evangelize in the territories demarcated. He did admit, however, that the papal grant gave the Spanish crown a ius ad rem as opposed to a ius in re right to sovereignty over these lands.[102] By this distinction Las Casas basically meant that the discovering state had the first right to receive the allegiance of the newly contacted peoples. This was still contingent on the free consent of the Amerindians to
Spanish sovereignty over them. According to Kenneth Pennington he derived this position from the Roman law principle: "Quod omnes tangit ab omnibus debet approbari." (What affects all should be approved by all).[103] This principle, which became a foundation stone for democracy, had been used by the Church to regulate the relationship between a Bishop and his local chapter of canons.[104] An obvious obstacle to Las Casas' interpretation was the literal wording of the text. Did not "Omnibus illarum dominiis et jurisdictionibus" (all their dominions and jurisdictions) mean what it said? By invoking the canonical understanding of a papal rescript he tried to get around a literal interpretation. In brief, canon law required that concessions and privileges granted to one party must not prejudice a third party. Applying this to the Indians, Las Casas concluded--somewhat ingenuously in my opinion--that the pope could not have meant what he literally wrote.[105] Yet all the legal arguments that Las Casas used were available to the drafters of the papal bulls. They did not mention them, and they did not make an explicit defence of Indian dominium.

On the other hand, they did not deny it either. Yet the silence on the issue reflects a lack of further development on the issue in the fifteenth century. Of the three popes we have considered in this section Eugenius IV came closest to
following the leadership of Innocent IV. Nicholas V and Alexander VI both failed to follow the earlier distinctions between Moslems who were at war with Christendom, and other non-Christian peoples who had never even encountered Christianity. Nicholas, as we have seen, considered both groups "enemies of Christ," while Alexander, speaks of "overthrowing barbarous nations" without specifying which peoples he had in mind, or on what grounds they were considered "barbarous."

In the end, as James Muldoon asserts, the papal policy was quite pragmatic. It was:

...based on the realistic view that papal refusal to allow European rulers the right to govern infidel lands in return for promises to convert the natives and to raise them to a European standard of social and political life would not prevent anyone from raiding such lands, enslaving the natives, or establishing colonies. ...Furthermore, the natives of the Americas were, at first glance at least, on a primitive level of existence and would not be able to protect themselves against Europeans bent on conquest. Faced with authorizing an orderly settlement of the great contemporary colonial rivalry, or leaving expansion to those whom Edward I had described as seeking only their personal gain, Alexander and his aides chose to authorize orderly expansion based on the high motives expressed by the parties involved. As the lesser of two evils, the Castilians were authorized to control the Americas as the Portugese had been authorized to govern the Canaries.[106]

When the two Iberian powers later made peace with each other the papacy lost its ability to shape colonial policy to any
degree. Early in the sixteenth century the papacy was only called on to legitimize what Spain and Portugal had already negotiated between themselves.[107]

Thus as the papacy moved into the sixteenth century the context of its operations was shifting dramatically. Its temporal power, which had been at its zenith in the era of Innocent IV, had now waned considerably. As well the real patronato system, the agreement between the papacy and the crown of Spain which allowed Spain to oversee the work of the Church in the new world, greatly limited even the "spiritual arm" of the Church. The questions that were emerging were no longer able to be handled within canon law and ecclesiology, though the argumentation developed during these centuries would be drawn upon by the architects of the new international law.[108] Innocent IV and his successors had thought of the issues in terms of the nature of the Christian Church in relation to its potential members among the non-Christian peoples of the world. The type of international law that was now needed, and would in fact emerge in the sixteenth century, concerned itself with the interactions between mainly European nation-states.[109]

Alexander VI shared the assumptive world of his medieval predecessor Innocent IV. He also had opportunities for exercising the ministry of evangelization that were not open
to Innocent IV. Yet, as we have seen earlier, his capacity to carry out this ministry and to protect the newly discovered peoples was greatly curtailed. The question for Alexander VI was how to implement this twofold responsibility in a period of waning papal power and rapid expansionism of the Iberian powers. His solution was to use the fact of conflict between these kingdoms, and the tool of a "line of demarcation" to keep open a way to fulfil the duty of evangelizing the nations.

From the perspective of Gospel values the Church had strayed far from its norms and ideals for evangelization during these centuries. This was a theme that Las Casas would tirelessly expound on during several decades of the sixteenth century.[110] Yet, just when it seemed to have lost its prophetic spirit, new voices in the Church would emerge to defend the rights of the non-Christian indigenous populations. Among the papal advocates of native rights that arose in the sixteenth century Pope Paul III (1534-1539) stands out as the most important representative. He had to confront new arguments being put forward to justify the conquest, arguments that even called into question the validity of evangelization itself. This new problematic was addressed in the papal decrees promulgated by Paul III in 1537. In the following section I will discuss both the background,
ecclesial and political, leading up to these decrees, and the documents themselves.

1.3. PAUL III AND THE HUMAN DIGNITY OF THE AMERINDIAN

The Historical and Political Context

Long before the central authorities of the Catholic Church responded to the justice issues occasioned by the Spanish conquest of the Americas, missionaries and bishops in the field initiated a prophetic challenge to the colonial enterprise, and to the method of evangelization linked with it. Lewis Hanke, a leading Americanist and Lascasian scholar, considers the sermon preached by the Dominican friar, Antonio de Montesinos (1486?-1530), at Santo Domingo in December of 1511 to be the opening salvo in this long and bitter struggle. In that famous sermon, given on the last Sunday of advent, the fiery preacher excoriated the colonists in no uncertain terms. He declared that they were living in mortal sin, defended the humanity of the Indians, proclaimed the colonists duty to evangelize the Indians, and compared the colonists with their own worst enemies. Las Casas at the time was a secular priest. Later, after joining Montesinos'
Dominican community, he gave a vivid account of the episode.

The following is the text of the sermon as remembered by Las Casas:

At the appointed time fray Antonio Montesinos went to the pulpit and announced the theme of the sermon: Ego vox clamantis in deserto. After the introductory words on Advent, he compared the sterility of the desert to the conscience of the Spaniards who lived on Hispaniola in a state of blindness, a danger of damnation, sunk deep in the waters of insensitivity and drowning without being aware of it. Then he said: "I have come here in order to declare it unto you, I the voice of Christ in the desert of this island. Open your hearts and your senses, all of you, for this voice will speak new things harshly, and will be frightening." For a good while the voice spoke in such punitive terms that the congregation trembled as if facing Judgment Day. "This voice," he continued, "says that you are living in mortal sin for the atrocities you tyrannically impose on these innocent people. Tell me, what right have you to enslave them? What authority did you use to make war against them who lived at peace on their territories, killing them cruelly with methods never before heard of? How can you oppress them and not care to feed or cure them, and work them to death to satisfy your greed: and why don't you look after their spiritual health, so that they should come to know God, that they should be baptized, and that they should hear Mass and keep the holy day? Aren't they human beings? Have they no rational soul? Aren't you obliged to love them as you love yourselves? Don't you understand? How can you live in such a lethargical dream? You may rest assured that you are in no better state of salvation than the Moors or the Turks who reject the Christian faith." The voice had astounded them all; some reacted as if they had lost their senses, some were petrified and others showed signs of repentence, but no one was really convinced.[112]

After the momentary shock of the sermon the colonists quickly regained their composure, and reverted to their former
views on the *encomienda* system. They were not convinced that the system was unjust in theory or in practice. This included even Las Casas himself, who at the time was an *encomendero*, and had participated in the conquest and pacification of Cuba. The *encomienda* system, which Montesinos was criticizing in this sermon, began with Columbus in 1499. In practice it differed little from slavery, but in theory, at least, the Indian was considered a free person. In this economic and social arrangement the *encomendero* was to protect and instruct the Indians in the Christian faith, and pay them a small wage. In return the Indians were to pay him tribute. Periodically they were also expected to work on his farm or in the mines, or on some community project. This was referred to by the Spaniards as the *mita* system. In this system the Indians also had to buy goods from their Spanish masters.[113] The *encomienda* was dependent on *repartimiento*, the initial allotment of a group of Indians into the care and control of the *encomendero*. Montesinos was criticizing the Spaniards for their failure to comply with the terms of the *encomienda* when he questioned: "And why don't you look after their spiritual health, so that they should come to know God, that they should be baptized and that they should hear Mass and keep the Holy day?" The obligation on the part of the colonists to give catechetical instruction in the Catholic faith to their Indian charges, as we have seen, was one of the justifications for
setting up the encomienda system in the first place. In practice this system of slavery—or more accurately serfdom—provided cheap labour for the mines and farms of new Spain. It was also meant as a tool of religious and civil acculturation. The strategy of mission towns or reducciones, which today we might compare to "reserves" or "reservations" is a direct descendent of this mission philosophy. Las Casas and other early missionaries used this approach in their work. It came to its fullest and most successful development in the Jesuit reductions of Paraguay.[114]

From time to time attempts were made to ameliorate this institution. The Spanish crown, for example, promulgated the Laws of Burgos in 1512 and the New Laws of 1542. For the most part these reforms were ineffective. Given the immense wealth the system was generating for Spain it is hard to believe that Spain was sincere in implementing legal reforms. On the other hand, the Spanish crown was truly concerned that the new ruling elite in the colonies was getting out of their control—which by and large it was—and that the decimation of their "Indian subjects" would diminish their rule and wealth.[115]

Church officials were also concerned about the implementation of a system, the encomienda, which they had originally hoped would facilitate the work of evangelization.
They soon began to worry that the harsh treatment meted out to the Indians would turn them against Christianity. This, in fact, was the case. But even episcopal threats of excommunication and the refusal of absolution had little effect on the colonists. For their efforts in this reform movement bishops, like Valdivieso in Nicaragua, and Las Casas in Chiapas, Mexico, were persecuted. Valdivieso was murdered, and Las Casas went into exile in Spain never to return to the New World.[116]

The question Montesinos hurled at his congregation: "are these not human beings?" was disputed time and time again. The indescribable cruelty[117] of the first decades of conquest indicates that most of the colonists, and even many of the clergy, thought the Indian peoples less than human, and fit only for slavery.[118] If this ideology had prevailed it would have followed logically that the missionaries could not evangelize and baptize the Indians.[119] Fortunately, the papacy never wavered in this regard because of its concern for mission. However, the struggle was a painful and protracted one. As late as the fourth decade of the sixteenth century the Council of the Indies was still hearing testimony to the effect that "the Indians could never be Christians, even though 'the Emperor, the Pope, and all the celestial powers intervened on their behalf.'"[120] On the basis of this
opinion Cardinal Loaysa passed a law allowing the Spanish conquistadores to enslave the Indians.[121]

Responding to this new affront to the dignity of the Indian peoples Bishops Zumarraga of Mexico city, Julián Garcés[122] of Tlaxcala, and Las Casas met to discuss strategy. Using materials previously written by Las Casas[123] they drew up a set of petitions which they entrusted to the Dominican priest, Bernardino de Minaya,[124] and sent him off to represent them before the Holy See. Upon arriving in Spain he confronted Cardinal Loaysa, and disputed the opinions of Fray Betanzos, the Dominican who had been spreading these falsehoods about the nature and capacity of the Indian. Finally, strengthened with letters of recommendation he headed for Rome. There Minaya prevailed upon Paul III to write several important documents bearing on the dignity and liberty of the Indian.[125]

Justly proud of his achievement he returned to Spain. There the triumph quickly ended. Manuel Martinez recounts what happened:

Minaya, very satisfied with the success of his mission, departed from Rome with the Papal documents, but had hardly set foot in Spain when he had to surrender them, and was thrown in prison on the grounds of the famous royal privilege of pase regio.

Thus the papal initiative was frustrated. The bull and the brief were buried in the archives, and
the voice of the church concerning the abuses of the Indians and the spiritual government of the Indies was silenced for a space of some thirty years, until, again at the instance of Las Casas, the church, speaking through the great Pope Pius V, broke its silence.[126]

But this is to jump far ahead in the story, and so I will now examine the actual documents promulgated by Paul III in 1537.

Contemporary authors commenting on Sublimis Deus tend to focus on its human rights doctrine.[127] However, seen in the context of the time, its principal intent was evangelical. As the previous section demonstrated, the missionaries were primarily concerned about the legitimacy of evangelization. If Betanzos' counterposition had prevailed Roman Catholic missionaries would have had no missionary basis for being in the Americas. Seen in this context, even the Catholic Church's teaching on baptism was significant because it implied that the Indians were true members of the human race.

A further consequence of the dehumanization of the indigenous population was of course the legitimacy of slavery. Vitoria in a letter written to a fellow Dominican commented on the status questionis:

I do not understand the justice of this war...In truth, if the Indians are not men but monkeys, non sunt capaces iniuriae. But if they are men and our fellow creatures, as well as vassals of the Emperor, I see no way to excuse these conquistadores nor do I know how they serve your Majesty in such an important way by destroying your vassals.[128]
The papal response to these questions treats both areas, but principally reiterates the Church's "logic of mission." It is now my task to verify this assertion in the texts themselves. The following section will examine in chronological order the papal brief *Pastorale Officium* released May 29, 1937, two papal bulls, *Veritas Ipsa* and *Sublimis Deus*, both published on June 2, 1537, and finally, the brief of revocation *Non Indecens Videtur* which was issued a year later on June 19, 1538.

**The Papal Brief "Pastorale Officium"**

On May 29, 1537, Paul III sent a letter in the form of a brief to the Archbishop of Toledo, Cardinal Tavera. This letter's purpose was ostensibly to make Tavera the executor of the forthcoming papal bull, *Sublimis Deus*. This it certainly does in the strongest terms possible:

By this letter, then, we enjoin and command, through you or another or others and as a bulwark for the effective defense of all the aforesaid Indians, that you must very strictly forbid each and every person of whatever dignity, status, condition, degree, or excellence to presume to enslave the aforesaid Indians or despoil them of their property in any way whatsoever under pain of automatic excommunication if they act contrary to his directive, from which they can be absolved only by us or by the Roman Pontiff then reigning, unless they are in extreme danger of death and have made previous satisfaction. Further, you must proceed to declare that the disobedient have incurred this excommunication and take further steps by making statutes, orders, and dispositions concerning
whatever is necessary or opportune in any way in relation to the other matters which have been mentioned, and this as it seems to be in keeping with your prudence uprightness, and religion. In these matters we give you full power. All to the contrary notwithstanding.[129]

In addition the text was attempting to pave the way for the teaching of the subsequent papal bulls. In fact, the brief, according to Lewis Hanke, attempts to reinforce the Spanish royal declaration of August 2, 1530. The Spanish Emperor, Charles V, had decreed, in terms similar to this brief and the subsequent bulls, that the Indians were not to be enslaved nor their property expropriated.[130] Echoing the views on papal responsibility developed by Innocent IV, Paul III presents a synopsis of the doctrine and policy he will develop more fully in Sublimis Deus:

Exercising our pastoral office toward those of his sheep who have been entrusted to our vigilant care by heaven, we rejoice in their progress just as we are saddened by their loss. Moreover, not only do we praise their good works but we spread the fruits of apostolic meditation ever more extensively so that they might enjoy what is to their advantage. In fact, we have been informed that our most dear son in Christ, Charles, the ever August Emperor of the Romans and King of Castille and Leon, has pronounced a public edict on all his subjects with a view to restraining those who, burning with greed, have an inhuman attitude toward the human race. This edict forbids anyone whomsoever to dare to enslave the Indians in the south or west or to deprive them of their property. Recognizing then that those Indians, though they are outside the bosom of the Church, must not be deprived of their freedom or their ownership over their property, and since they are men and therefore capable of receiving faith and salvation, they must not be destroyed by reduction to slavery but invited to
life by preaching and good example.

Furthermore, seeking to repress the wicked attempts of such evil men, as well as to make provision lest, exasperated by injuries and harm, these nations should be hardened against embracing the faith of Christ...[131]

Thus after a rhetorical attempt, which failed miserably, to render Charles benevolent, Paul III ends with the major concern of the Church. This is to evangelize peoples. The atrocities perpetrated by the Spanish on the native peoples of the Americas were having a negative impact on the evangelization process as both Las Casas and Minaya had argued. The mainline Catholic position held that the Gospel must be preached peacefully and respect the freedom of those receiving it. This was not happening except in a few instances where missionaries were able to preach without the threat of the military to back them up.[132]

While Paul III recognizes the indigenous peoples rights to property and freedom, one must note the silence on political sovereignty. No mention is made of their right to the political dimension of dominium. This is a definite regression from the teaching of Innocent IV. It also reflects the de facto situation, partially created by the papal bulls of donation, of Spanish sovereignty in the New World. Paul III never questions the legitimacy of Spanish rule, something we should keep in mind when he is touted as a great defender of
Indian rights.[133]

The Papal Bull "Veritas Ipsa"

On June 2,[134] 1537, just four days after the publication of the brief Pastorale Officium, Paul III promulgated the papal bull Veritas Ipsa. This text addressed to "Universis Christi fidelibus" was really a shorter version of Sublimis Deus. The fact of multiple papal documents on the same subject usually reflected different audiences to which they were addressed. In this case, the audience was the same, but the content differed slightly. There is also some variant wording of minor significance. Like Pastorale Officium, Veritas Ipsa taught the basic humanity of the native people, affirmed their aptitude and desire for the Christian faith, urged a respect for their property and freedom, and maintained that these rights obtained even if they lived outside the Christian faith:

We who, in spite of our unworthiness, hold the place of Christ on earth, and who desiring with all our might to lead to the fold the sheep of his flock who have been confided to us even if they are outside his fold, seeing that these Indians, since they are true human beings, are not only apt for the Christian faith, but as we have learned, run with haste towards it, and desiring to support them with all the help necessary, we have decided and declare by this writing and in virtue of our apostolic authority that it is forbidden to deprive the said Indians and all other peoples who will come to the attention of Christians in the future of their liberty and the enjoyment of their goods, even if they are outside the faith. We declare and have
decided, on the contrary, that they can freely and licitly use and enjoy their liberty and their goods and may acquire them; that they not be reduced to slavery, and that the Indians and other peoples must be invited to the said faith of Christ by preaching of the word of God and by the example of a good life.\[135\]

While reflecting some aspects of the human rights doctrine that derived from innocent IV, this text stresses the Gospel imperative to evangelize the nations. Citing Matthew 28:19, Paul III recalls Christ's commission to "go and teach all nations."\[136\] The universality of the mission is then used as a major premise to justify the proclamation of the Gospel to the Indian nations. The minor premise is, of course, that the Indians are truly human.\[137\] Furthermore, even if they are outside the Christian faith they cannot for that reason be deprived of their basic natural rights.

This argument met head on the ideology of the colonists. Their distorted thinking had been brought to the attention of the Pope by the Dominicans, Garces and Winaya. Using language that reflected the writings of Las Casas, Paul III goes on to unmask the "diemonic" origins of their thinking:

Seeing that the jealous adversary of the human race, always hostile to the works of humanity seeking to destroy them, has discovered a new way, unheard of until now, to prevent the preaching of the word of God for the salvation of the nations; He has urged certain of his satellites and accomplices, desiring to increase their greed, to force into their service like brute beasts the inhabitants of the Indies west and south and other peoples which have recently come to our knowledge under the
pretext that they are outside the Catholic faith.[138]

As was noted in section one of this chapter, Innocent IV who initiated the dominant canonical position on the rights of the infidel, taught that even those outside the Christian faith have certain basic human rights. *Veritas Ipsa* is very much in this line of thinking. The teaching of this papal bull was further refined in *Sublimis Deus* promulgated June 2, 1537.

The Papal Bull "Sublimis Deus"

In the historical period following the conquest *Sublimis Deus*[139] is the high point of papal teaching on the rights of aboriginal peoples. As Monsignor John Tracy Ellis, the Dean of American Catholic historians, states: "this is a key document in the lengthy controversy over the intellectual capacities of the American Indians."[140] And despite the fact that *Sublimis Deus* may have been annulled, Lewis Hanke observes that, "the bull lived on as a force to be reckoned with in the endless disputes over the true nature of the American Indians because the nullification was not widely known."[141]

Since the history leading up to the promulgation of this bull has already been outlined I will now examine the text itself. Because of its importance *Sublimis Deus* in its entirety is included here:
Paul III Pope to all faithful Christians to whom this writing may come, health in Christ our Lord and the apostolic blessing.

The Sublime God so loved the human race that He created man in such wise that he might participate, not only in the good that other creatures enjoy, but endowed him with capacity to attain the inaccessible and invisible Supreme Good and behold it face to face; and since man, according to the testimony of the sacred scriptures, has been created to enjoy eternal life and happiness, which none may obtain save through faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, it is necessary that he should possess the nature and faculties enabling him to receive that faith; and that whoever is thus endowed should be capable of receiving the same faith. Nor is it credible that any one should possess so little understanding as to desire the faith and yet be destitute of the most necessary faculty to enable him to receive it. Hence Christ, who is the Truth itself, that can neither deceive nor be deceived, said to the preachers of the faith whom He chose for that office "Go ye and teach all nations." He said all, without exception, for all are capable of receiving the doctrines of the faith.

The enemy of the human race, who opposes all good deeds in order to bring men to destruction, beholding and envying this, invented a means never before heard of, by which he might hinder the preaching of God's word of Salvation to the people: he inspired his satellites who, to please him, have not hesitated to publish abroad that the Indians of the West and the South, and other people of whom we have recent knowledge should be treated as dumb brutes created for our service, pretending that they are incapable of receiving the Catholic faith.

We, who, though unworthy, exercise on earth the power of our Lord and seek with all our might to bring those sheep of His flock who are outside, into the fold committed to our charge, consider, however, that the Indians are truly men and that they are not only capable of understanding the Catholic faith but, according to our information, they desire exceedingly to receive it. Desiring to provide ample remedy for these evils, we define and declare by these our letters, or by any translation thereof
signed by any notary public and sealed with the seal of any ecclesiastical dignitary, to which the same credit shall be given as to the originals, that, notwithstanding whatever may have been or may be said to the contrary,[142] the said Indians and all other people who may later be discovered by Christians, are by no means to be deprived of their liberty or the possession of their property, even though they be outside the faith of Jesus Christ; and that they may and should freely and legitimately, enjoy their liberty and the possession of their property; nor should they be in any way enslaved; should the contrary happen, it shall be null and of no effect.

By virtue of our apostolic authority we define and declare by these present letters, or by any translation thereof signed by any notary public and sealed with the seal of any ecclesiastical dignitary, which shall thus command the same obedience as the originals, that the said Indians and other peoples should be converted to the faith of Jesus Christ by preaching the word of God and by the example of good and holy living.

Given in Rome in the year our Lord 1537. The 2nd of June, and the third year of our Pontificate.[143]

The two principal Spanish commentators on this papal bull concur that the first part of the text is a rigorous scholastic argument centered on the nature and destiny of the human person.[144] The major premise can be stated as follows: Creatures who have the capacity to receive faith are human. The text explicitly goes on to affirm that all human beings have the capacity to attain the supreme good which is eternal life and happiness. Also implicit within this segment of the argument is the assumption that all human beings have rights. A second premise affirms that the desire for faith entails the
capacity to receive it. For, using a reductio ad absurdum argument, the pope argues that God would never create a creature with such a desire for faith but who does not possess the capacity to receive it. Add to this the empirical argument that the Indians "desire exceedingly to receive it (the faith)" [143] and it follows logically that the Indians, and all other newly discovered peoples exhibiting the same desire, have the capacity to receive the Catholic faith. In turn it follows that those who have such a capacity are truly human beings and are entitled by nature to all the rights belonging to the human person.

This reasoning is reinforced with an argument drawn from scripture: "Go, therefore, and make disciples of all the nations." (Matt. 28:19) His own commentary on this text explicates the basis of the proof: "He (Christ) said all, without exception, for all are capable of receiving the doctrines of the faith." [146] In other words, revelation teaches implicitly the capacity for the faith of all human beings--otherwise Christ would not have commissioned the apostles to make disciples of all nations.

Having set forth clearly and unequivocally his doctrinal position, Paul III then addresses the immediate challenge to this teaching, and to the mission of the Church. In apocalyptic terms he portrays the colonist's ideology as a
strategy instigated by Satan in league with his "satellites"[147] to "hinder the preaching of God's word of salvation to the people."[148] This new method of argument, claimed to be unheard of until this time in history, differs dramatically from the terms of the debate in the Middle Ages. While Innocent IV and Hostiensis differed on the issue of universal human rights both assumed that the peoples whose lands they were invading were human and capable of receiving the faith. Here the very humanity of the newly discovered peoples was put in question.

Paul III, in this document, is clearly closer to Innocent IV's teaching than to Hostiensis. From the point of view of evangelization the free response of those hearing the Gospel is paramount. Thus we can see once again that the papal human rights teaching retrieved in the pontificate of Paul III is still very much at the service of, and subordinate to the "logic of mission." His declaration of a limited dominium of Indian people over their personal property and freedom can't be isolated from the context of mission:

We define and declare....that not withstanding whatever may have been said to the contrary, the said Indians and all other people who may later be discovered by Christians, are by no means to be deprived of their liberty or the possession of their property,[149] even though they be outside the faith of Jesus Christ; and that they may and should, freely and legitimately, enjoy their liberty and the possession of their property; nor should they be in any way enslaved; should the contrary happen, it
shall be null and of no effect...the said Indians should be converted to the faith of Jesus Christ by preaching the word of God and by the example of good and holy living.[150]

The final injunction is a vindication of the work of Las Casas whose mission methodology it reflects.[151] As noted already, Bernardino de Minaya went to Rome with written documents and petitions mainly composed by Las Casas.[152] Some of this material was incorporated into the papal bull itself. In addition to the mission strategy sentence at the end of the document, it appears that the section describing the tactics of "Satan's satellites" also reflects the thinking and wording of Las Casas.[153] Be that as it may, Paul III made this thinking his own, and wrote a prophetic document containing what Seco Caro would even call a true "Christian humanism."[154]

The Papal Brief "Non Indecens Videtur"

Earlier in this section I alluded to the unhappy events that afflicted Bernardino de Minaya upon his return to Spain. Hanke recounts that "much to his surprise he was imprisoned for two years by the General of the Dominican order and on being released he was sent to work preaching to prisoners in Valladolid. Thus were his labours for the American Indians requited."[155] His attempted return to Spain also sparked a counter-offensive by Charles V. The king of Spain was not
against the papal teaching, which by and large he agreed with, but against the perceived threat to the real patronato—by this time well established.[156] Minaya, by sending copies of the papal documents directly to the New World, thus bypassing the Council of the Indies, understandably upset the king and Council.[157] This incident provoked a series of royal orders which as late as 1657 "directs the Franciscans not to obey papal briefs and patents unless they have first been approved by the Council of the Indies."[158]

In the period under discussion, the years 1537-38, Charles V urged the papacy to revoke the brief and bulls of 1537. In the Spanish interpretation of the brief, Non Indecens Videtur, this is what the papacy did.[159] A close reading of the text, however, does not support the Castilllan interpretation.

What we see operating in the papal brief of 1538 is a good example of the tension between the concern for evangelization exemplified by the teaching of 1537, and the pressure to honor the system of royal patronage so evident in the brief of 1538.[160] Yet, despite the pressures on the papacy, the Spanish interpretation of the brief of 1538 seems incorrect. The brief seems clear enough in its intent. It revoked "letters in the form of a brief."[161] Now, as we have already seen, the only brief Paul III published in the form of
a letter was *Pastorale Officium*. Furthermore, in annulling this document he could not be denying the doctrinal teaching of the spiritual equality of all human beings, nor could he be now saying that the Indians were incapable of the Christian faith.[162] As Lewis Hanke observes, "no pope could have made such a decision so contrary to canon law and the practice of the Catholic church."[163] In fact, this very letter states that he wrote the brief in order that the Gospel be preached without hindrance.[164]

What had disturbed the Spanish crown was not so much the basic teaching of these documents,[165] but the stringent ecclesiastical sanctions contained only in *Pastorale Officium*. An excommunication *latae sententiae*[166] reserved to the Holy See was severe indeed. More pertinent and threatening still, such actions would have involved the pope immediately in adjudicating the affairs of the Indies. This Charles V would not tolerate.[167] Basically, what the bull, *Non Indecens Videtur* annullled were the canonical penalties contained in *Pastorale Officium*. By nullifying these sanctions, as Lewis Hanke remarks, the pope "withdrew from the ecclesiastics in the Indies a powerful weapon which they might have used to good effect in their attempts to protect the Indians from the rapacity of the conquistadores."[168]

Despite the setback and accomodation this brief
represented. the Indianist faction, rallying around Las Casas, achieved their most notable successes in these years. The highpoint of their efforts was the promulgation of the Nuevos Leves in 1542. That the Emperor acceded to the views of the Lascasian school indicates that the Spanish crown basically agreed with its policy views. In 1542, the crown's reforming spirit was in ascendancy as it all but dismantled the *encomienda* system and "envisaged a plan that would make all *encomienda* Indians direct vassals of the King."[169] This effort of the crown confirms my earlier assertion that the crown—in theory at least—was in basic agreement with papal teaching. In reality, however, when the expected resistance, both violent and non-violent, from the colonists to the new policy soon ensued, the crown was "compelled to revoke the provisions relating to the *encomienda*."[170] It was a severe blow to the Indianist movement in Spain, and for the missionaries of the New World. In fact, as Juan Friede points out, it "signified a grave political defeat for the Indianist movement in general, and the Lascasian movement in particular, from which it never entirely recovered."[171]

However, the struggle went on. Las Casas continued his efforts for social justice until the ninety second and last year of his life. With the exception of the papal bull *Cupientes* which was peripheral to the main struggle, for some
thirty years after *Sublimis Deus* there had been virtual silence from the papacy. However, with the election of Cardinal Ghislieri, a fellow Dominican, to the papacy Las Casas mounted one last effort on behalf of the Amerindian peoples. Pius V, responded to his request for reform with a number of diplomatic initiatives in the years 1567-69.[172]

In the next, and last section, of this chapter I will review the writings of popes who spoke out and defended the Indian cause over the next three centuries. Before moving on to consider the interventions of Pius V(1566-1572) and four other post-Lascasian popes: Gregory XIV(1590-1591), Urban VIII(1623-1644), Benedict XIV(1740-1758), and Gregory XVI(1831-1846), I will summarize the results of this section.

Like his papal predecessors Innocent IV and Alexander VI, Paul III shared a similar sense of papal responsibility for evangelizing the nations. With Alexander VI he also faced the limitations of papal power more and more circumscribed by the emerging nations states of Europe. But Paul III faced a new question not posed to the earlier popes: were the newly discovered peoples human beings? Certainly, if they were not human the issue of rights could not arise. But, more significantly, if they were not human they could not be evangelized. And it was this concern for evangelization, and not the issue of human rights that was the focus of Paul III's
teaching. However, by affirming the humanity of the newly colonized peoples he also was led to defend their human rights. This was done principally for evangelical reasons. Using theological and biblical arguments he reiterated the common Catholic teaching that all human beings without distinction have the capacity to receive the Christian faith. To be consistent with this premise the pope necessarily had to promote the conditions for a free assent to the proclamation of the Gospel. Thus freedom from slavery and the right to private property were seen by Paul III as necessary conditions for the free assent to, and fruitful reception of the Gospel message. In addition to the fundamental canonical concerns about the validity of conversions the issue was also a practical pastoral one. As Paul III noted in *Pastorale Officium*, the contrary practices of the Spanish colonists were too often causing the nations to be "hardened against embracing the faith of Christ..." Further evidence for this view was seen in the absence of any discussion of the political sovereignty of indigenous peoples in these documents. Paul III simply assumes the legitimacy of Iberian rule over these peoples. The great medieval debate over *dominium* in its full sense which included political sovereignty as well as personal and property rights is conspicuous by its absence. This omission was occasioned, no doubt, by the lack of any formidable and sustained resistance
in the Americas. It would have been a different story had the Iberian powers run up against military power equivalent to the Mongols or the Islamic empire that Innocent IV faced. In any case, from a minimalist concern for the most basic of rights seen in the writings of Alexander VI we move with Paul III back to a partial reinstatement of rights as a necessary condition for evangelization. While both popes are concerned with evangelization, understood in terms similar to Innocent IV’s approach as the implantation and extension of the universal Church, Alexander VI was more concerned than Paul III with keeping good relations with the Spaniards. No doubt the fact that Alexander VI was a Spanish Borgia partially explains this difference.

1.4. POST LASCASIAN PAPAL RESPONSES

Pius V (1566-1572) and the Mission to Latin America

In his last known piece of writing, Las Casas petitioned pope Pius V to intervene directly in the affairs of the new world. Concerned that the good name of the Church was being damaged irreparably, and that God might soon "manifest our nakedness before all humanity,"[173] he urged that a copy of
his book on evangelization[174] be examined and approved for publication.[175] He then asked that his teaching on evangelization and just war theory be backed up with ecclesiastical sanctions:

Because there are many flatterers who secretly are rabid and insatiable dogs who bark against the truth. I humbly petition your holiness to make a decree in which you declare that whoever says that it is just to make war on the infidels only on account of idolatries, or that the Gospel be better preached, be excommunicated and anathematized.[176]

At this point in history Las Casas considered it futile to work through the Spanish crown. In fact this was the first and only time[177] that Las Casas bypassed the Council of the Indies to appeal directly to the Holy See. Considering the long term good of the Church in the Americas he encouraged the pope to reform it beginning with the bishops. Bishops were to live out their role, even to the shedding of their blood, as defenders of the poor.[178] They were to learn the indigenous languages of their people.[179] Furthermore, those who had enriched themselves unjustly by collaborating with the conquistadores and encomenderos must be ordered to "make restitution for all the gold, silver, and precious stones which they have acquired."[180] Finally, because the Indian people were in a state of extreme necessity the bishops were obligated by natural and divine law to give away their own possessions to help the poor.[181]
This was Las Casas's last political act. One last time he declared his undying concern "for the Indians, whose cause, I have defended, at personal risk and with great effort right up to death for the honor of God and his Church."[182] Later, in a deathbed testament, he asked that his writings be preserved "because if God should decide to destroy Spain people will see that it was on account of the destruction we have wrought in the Indies."[183]

The Papal Brief "Cum Oporteat Nos"

Pius V soon responded to the concerns raised by the aged bishop. In a papal brief, Cum Oporteat Nos, written to King Philip of Spain, and dated August 17, 1568, the pope set forth the basic position of the papacy. He begins his brief by reminding the king of the papal responsibility "not only for those who have embraced the Christian faith but also for those who could be led to it."[184] He then recalls the original evangelical mandate which motivated the donation of these newly discovered lands to the crown of Spain:

It was for this end, from the beginning, that this part of the world was conceded to the ancestors of your Majesty in order that, thanks to the praiseworthy administration of the governors, and the good example of the preachers of Christian doctrine, the yoke of Christ be recognized as sweet and light.[185]

Consequently, those in authority whose task it is to nurture the neophytes should avoid every form of behavior which would
make the Indians take offense at the faith of Jesus Christ.\[186\] In this way, those who still have not become Christians will be lead to do so.

Once again we see that a concern for human rights arises as secondary to the principal concern for the Church to proclaim the Gospel to all peoples. Yet for pastoral and canonical reasons human rights were seen as a practical condition for evangelization. However, the brief ends on a less evangelical note. In order to motivate the king of Spain to pursue these objectives, Pius V suggests that services rendered to the people and the faith will be recompensed "not only in this life, but in eternal life."\[187\] One of the rewards he should expect in this life is "that your majesty should hold for certain that, by the extension of the faith, your empire will be extended in these countries."\[188\] Las Casas would not have been pleased with this mixing of motives. On the other hand, he would have recognized and approved the concern to evangelize by good example, charity, and adroit preaching.\[189\]

This brief to King Philip was accompanied by a letter to Cardinal Espinosa, Archbishop of Seville, and a minister of state.\[190\] The Cardinal Archbishop was instructed more precisely on the contents of the papal brief in order that he might support the king in implementing the reforms suggested
in the brief. He again urged that "if there remain burdens which should be removed, remove them, so that those peoples will be lead to rejoice more each day that they have abandoned the cult of idols for the sweet and gentle yoke of Christ."

Thus the evangelical concern is paramount in this letter as well. In fact, unlike Sublimis Deus, there is no discussion of the basic human rights of the Indians. Nor was there such a discussion in a second letter written the same day to the Viceroy of Peru, Francisco Toledo.[192] Finally, a third letter dated August 18, 1568, and addressed to the Council of the Indies, broke no new ground.[193]

The following year, on July 6, 1569, Pius V wrote two more letters to important figures in the New World. The first was written to the bishop of San Salvador in the Portuguese province of Brazil, "[194] and the second to Fernando de Vasconcelos, the Viceroy of Brazil.[195] Both letters are more concerned with acculturating the neophytes to European customs than to promoting their human rights.[196] Thus Pius V is actually caught in a contradiction between promoting the physical survival of the Indians at the cost of their cultural death.

While these briefs and instructions do not exhaust the interventions of Pius V on behalf of the Indians, they are the most important texts, and are representative of his
thinking.[197] Pius V not only helped to ameliorate the conditions of the Indians in the New World, but set up new structures in the Church. Of special note was the commission on evangelization and care of the Indians. This commission in later pontificates, came to be known as The Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, and would enable the Church to reassert a measure of independence from the state apparatus controlling the colonies.[198] He should also be remembered for being the pope who encouraged the formation of an indigenous clergy.[199] For the most part the pontificate of Pius V continued within the framework of Paul III. Like his predecessors, Pius V was principally concerned with the evangelical mission of the Church. Human rights and the proper treatment of the Indian were seen as necessary conditions for the reception of the Gospel. All the remaining popes discussed in this section followed suit. After Pius V, and nearly a quarter century later, the next pope to venture into the Indian debates was Gregory XIV.

**Gregory XIV (1590-1591) and the Liberty of the Indians in the Philippines**

The invasion of the Philippines in 1564 was fiercely resisted by the indigenous population. Thus, in order to convert the indigenous people the Spaniards resorted to arms, and seized their goods.[200] However, after it was all over,
some of the Spanish conquerors had qualms of conscience, and wanted to make restitution, a sentiment rarely seen in Latin America.[201] Such was the immediate context of the papal bull, *Cum Sicuti*, Gregory XIV sent to the Archbishop of Manila on April 18, 1591. Basically he was giving the Archbishop faculties to oversee and adjudicate this process of restitution.[202] The instructions were quite straightforward and traditional: if the aggrieved owners were known the restitution was made directly to them, if unknown the same settlement would go to the support of poor Indians, if those obligated to make restitution were at that time insolvent they would have to make satisfaction when their assets increased.[203]

In the final section of the bull, Gregory XIV attempts to build on, and reinforce Philip II's prohibitions against the enslavement of the Indians under whatever pretext.[204] He orders that all the Indians still enslaved should be allowed to return to their *doctrinas*, that is to their parishes,[205] and their own homes. In addition, no new Indian slaves were to be captured in the future.[206] Furthermore, this emancipation should be published and made known to all the Indians by virtue of holy obedience and under pain of excommunication.[207] The motivation was evangelical. For as in the other Spanish colonies the maltreatment—especially the enslavement of the indigenous population—was hindering the
reception of the Gospel. Once again, we see that the concern for human rights is secondary to, and a condition for, the proclamation of the Gospel.

Gregory XIV died the same year that this bull was published, his pontificate lasting only ten months and ten days. While impressive in many ways, the bull in no way contradicted the common Catholic position on slavery which held that "the enslavement of hostile non-Christian Indians by right of capture in just war is in conformity with natural law, the *jus gentium*, and the Christian customary law."[209] In fact, as Maxwell observes, both Paul III and Gregory XIV:

had been able to forbid on pain of excommunication all enslavement of American Indians by reason of any of the titles of Roman civil law because a previous Royal edict had already prohibited all such enslavement. ... In this way any conflict between civil and ecclesiastical courts were avoided. But neither of these Popes intended to contradict the common Catholic teaching concerning the moral legitimacy of the title of enslavement by capture in just war.[211]

The bull also omits the common Catholic position on the political sovereignty of the indigenous nations elaborated by Innocent IV. This document recognizes only the property aspect of *dominium*.

**Urban VIII (1623-1644) and the Indians of the Portuguese Territories of South America[212]**

The next major figure[213] in the history of Catholic
social thought on indigenous peoples is Urban VIII. On April 22, 1639, nearly a half century after Gregory XIV's important pronouncement on native rights, Urban VIII promulgated a bull, *Commissum Nobis*, addressed to the collector general of Portugal.[214] *Commissum Nobis* was occasioned by a report on the Portuguese missions to *Propaganda Fidei*. This Congregation had just been established in 1622 by Pope Gregory XV (1621-1623). The report came from a conscientious Collector General of taxes, Albergati, who presented an accurate and distressing picture of the missions at that period. Everywhere in the Portuguese territories the missions were in decline. He attributed this malaise to three factors. First, the barbarous treatment of the Indians by the colonists. Secondly, the religious in the field at the time were more interested in amassing wealth than saving souls. And thirdly, he felt that having only one nationality of missionary, Portuguese, was a weakness since most seemed intent only on enriching their own families.[215]

As in most papal documents of this type, Urban VIII begins by recalling the papal mandate to care not only for the Christian faithful, but also for "those who still live in the darkness of pagan superstition and outside of the bosom of our Holy Mother the Church."[216] In order to fulfill his evangelical commission he is determined to remove whatever obstacles exist to the preaching and reception of the
Gospel.[217] The principal block at that juncture in Church history was the inhuman treatment of the indigenous populations by the colonists. In particular, the institution of slavery continued to render the proclamation of the Gospel ineffective and hypocritical.[218]

Ignoring, or being unaware of its nullification, Urban VIII reconfirms the "letters in the form of a brief dated May 29, 1537."[219] This is the brief known as *Pastorale Officium* which was discussed in section three of this chapter. What is perhaps most noteworthy in this text is his reinstatement of the penalties attached to the original brief, and annulled by *Non Indecens Videtur*. In declaring this, the pontiff recalls that:

Our predecessor, Paul III, of happy memory desiring to improve the conditions of the Indians...because their enslavement and the robbery of their goods prevented them from embracing the faith of Christ, forbade... everyone, and each one in particular, of whatever, state, condition, rank or dignity, from arrogating to themselves the right to reduce the aforesaid Indians to slavery in whatsoever manner, and to despoil them of their goods, and these were forbidden under pain of excommunication incurred latae sententiae from which only he alone, or the reigning pope could absolve after suitable reparation, except in danger of death.[220]

Acknowledging that the treatment afforded the Indians in the pontificate of Paul III still persisted in his day, Urban VIII, wishing to repress the unjust practices which were hindering the spread of the faith, forbade everyone, including
religious of whatever order or rank, from reducing the Indians to slavery.[221] This prohibition included the buying, selling, exchanging, and giving of slaves. As well, the Indians were not to be separated from their wives and children, nor were they to be deprived of their property and goods, nor were these to be removed to other places. They were forbidden to deprive the Indians of their freedom in whatever manner this might be done. Furthermore, no one was to teach, or preach the legitimacy of such slaving activities, or to cooperate in any way in such practices.[222] In addition to the ecclesiastical penalties already mentioned, the pope urged that if necessary the power of the secular arm should be used to suppress these abuses, and enforce this teaching.[223] Finally, because there existed papal and other legislation opposing the doctrine of the present bull, Urban VIII, in the strongest terms possible, abrogates all such teaching[224] including any other ordinances and decrees emanating from the Holy See or from any other religious or secular source.[225]

While Maxwell[226] maintains that this bull did not contradict the common Catholic teaching on slavery I contend that he is partially mistaken. First of all he is working from the Hernaez text of the bull which does not include the abrogations of all previous teaching and legislation on the subject. Secondly, he had also overlooked the statement in Cum Sicuti which forbade the enslavement of the Indians even
in "belli justi et injusti."[227] As we have seen earlier in discussing Veritas Ipsa slavery that was the result of capture in a just war was taken for granted by the pope. In addition, this teaching of Urban VIII seems to have been racially selective. During this period, for example, there was no mention of the flourishing slave trade in West Africa or the traffic in slaves cross the Atlantic.[228]

Both Hernaez[229] and Pastor[230] report that this bull met with stiff resistance in Brazil, and did little to stem the Indian slave trade. It was only the destruction of the Mamelucos, the mestizo slave traders from Sao Paulo, by the Guarani Indians, and their Jesuit military advisors, that brought a measure of peace and security to a segment of the Indian population.[231] However ineffective this papal bull was in practice, it at least maintained the concern for human rights as a necessary condition for the reception of the Gospel. At the same time, the fact that a century later pope Benedict XIV had to reiterate this same teaching is further evidence of the ineffectiveness of papal diplomacy at this period concerned with Indian affairs.

Benedict XIV (1740-1758) and the Liberty of the Indians of Brazil, Paraguay, and the River Plata

*Immensa Pastorum,*[232] published on December 20, 1741, was a papal bull written to the Bishops of Brazil and the King
of Portugal. It is basically a renewal and confirmation of
earlier teaching. In particular, Benedict reconfirms the
contents of "the letters in the form of a brief," Pastorale
Officium of Paul III, and the sanctions attached to Commissum
Nobis of Urban VIII.[233] Here once again the pope is
primarily concerned with removing obstacles to the
proclamation of the Gospel. He laments that after so many
decrees, and even with heavy ecclesial and secular sanctions,
the practice of enslavement of the Indian population persists
with the consequence that the Indians continue to be alienated
from the Christian faith.[234] With the hope of rectifying
this situation, he renews, almost verbatim, the severe
sanctions against Indian slavery of his predecessor Urban
VIII, who excommunicated violators of his teaching latae
sententiae reserved to the Holy See alone.[235] This text is
basically a reaffirmation of the dignity of aboriginal peoples
in continuity with previous papal teaching. Yet, like earlier
papal documents, it too had little impact on Indian affairs.

Gregory XVI(1831-1846) and the Slave Trade
In Africa and the Indies

The last papal document to be discussed in this chapter
does enlarge the scope of the debate. I refer to In Supremo
Apost·latus,[236] an apostolic letter written by Gregory XVI
and published on December 3, 1839 nearly a century after
Immensa Pastorum. What had been noticeably absent from previous papal writings on slavery was a concern for African slaves in general.[237] Gregory does make mention of previous efforts on behalf of newly christianized Africans who were still being enslaved,[238] but the basic human rights of non-Christian blacks were ignored. In fact, slavery per se was not challenged, even in this document, and even at this late date.[239] Only unjustified slavery was proscribed, but at least this was to apply in addition to the Indians, to Africans, and other peoples.[240] Yet, while claiming that previous papal sanctions had contributed greatly to reducing the slave trade,[241] Gregory XVI does not reconfirm them as Benedict XIV had done.

Conclusion

In summary, what is transparent in Gregory XVI's text, and the whole set of papal documents in this series, is the overriding concern for evangelization. Time and again Rome was motivated to act from a legitimate fear that because of slavery, and other evil behavior of christians, "the infidels would become more and more hardened in their hatred of the true religion."[242] Thus in condemning human rights abuses they were trying to pave a way for the reception of the Gospel. While they shared this concern for evangelization with all earlier popes the context of the question had changed
dramatically. Unlike Innocent IV, and to some extent Alexander VI, they did not ask questions about the relationship between Christians and infidels or about the legitimacy of non-Christians exercising political power. They all assumed Spanish or Portuguese sovereignty over these peoples. Thus, at best, they were asking about the rights of these new subjects of the Iberian powers. In particular, the rights to personal property and freedom were affirmed, and in all the texts slavery was the main focus of attention. For example, the issue of restitution, which occasioned the papal bull of Gregory XIV, *Cum Sicuti*, implies the prior right of aboriginal peoples to keep their possessions and personal property.

In general, the ethical problems being faced in the colonies were to be solved within the framework elaborated by Paul III in 1537. This meant that in all these texts *dominium* was understood in the reduced sense expounded in *Sublimis Deus*. In that text, Paul III while making a strong plea for personal and property rights, prescinds from any discussion of political sovereignty and the right of aboriginal peoples to self-government. In brief, we see a gradual shift of focus away from the earlier preoccupation with sovereignty, evident in the writings of Innocent IV, to a concern with slavery as impeding evangelization. For the most part the post Lascasian popes who addressed the issue were content to reaffirm
previous teaching especially that of Paul III. In addition, there was an attempt, with Urban VIII, to reinstate the severe canonical penalties first introduced, but later abrogated by Paul III. These ecclesial disciplinary measures failed to ameliorate the institution of slavery.

The meaning of evangelization changes little during these centuries. Prior to Innocent IV the accommodationist approach of the patristic era had given away to coercive methods exemplified by Charlemagne's military approach. Innocent IV, as we have seen, while advocating an initial peaceful approach to evangelization did not rule out the use of military force. In the pontificates between Innocent IV and Paul III this militant mission method began to predominate once again. Under the influence of Las Casas, Paul III reasserts the importance of proclaiming the Gospel by the witness of a good life, by ministries of the word, and by acts of charity. However, whatever the dominant mission model, the aim of evangelization was the implantation and extension of a European version of the Christian faith. Pius V, for example, was very ethnocentric in his approach to mission. He advocated, as we have seen earlier, an acculturation of Indian converts to European customs.

Finally, I conclude from this review of papal social thought on indigenous peoples, which reaches back some six
centuries from Gregory XVI to Innocent IV, that there existed a rudimentary Catholic human rights doctrine applying to non-christians. This was implicit in the papacy's missiology. The fullest expression of this teaching is to be found in the writings of Innocent IV. Unhappily, it was never consistently applied to the justice questions that emerged with contact and conquest of the new world. While the papacy generally recognized aboriginal rights to property and freedom, this was to be exercised within the context of Spanish or Portuguese political sovereignty. Furthermore, with the possible exception of Innocent IV, human rights questions were seen to be secondary to, and a necessary condition for, evangelization. They were not considered as issues in their own right, a development which would come only in the modern period of papal social thought. The person who most fully reflected and upheld the complete teaching of Innocent IV was Bartolomé de las Casas. But in the end his magnificent witness was blunted, and his fundamental objections to the conquest ignored. Belatedly, Vatican II would vindicate much of his thinking on the rights of non-Christian peoples, and on his methodology for evangelization. In the next, and second chapter of this thesis, I will complete this historical review of papal social thought on indigenous peoples. There I will delineate the developments in the modern era beginning with Leo XIII and ending with the present pontiff, John Paul II.
CHAPTER TWO: MODERN PAPAL SOCIAL THOUGHT ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES LEO XIII TO JOHN PAUL II

With Leo XIII (1878-1903) we move into a new era of papal thinking on social questions. For most of this modern era issues related to indigenous peoples were peripheral to the consciousness of the Church. However, even in this period aboriginal rights issues were not completely forgotten. In this chapter, in six sections I will survey the Holy See's thinking regarding indigenous peoples over the past one hundred years. I intend to show that aboriginal issues have evolved from marginal concerns to being at the cutting edge of Catholic social thought.

Sections one and two will review the pontificates of Leo XIII, and Pius X, who faced the recurring issues of "slavery" and "genocide." Section three will focus on papal human rights thought during the era of John XXIII especially his treatment of questions surrounding the rights of "minorities." This will lead us into the pivotal discussion on the notion and significance of "culture" and "cultural rights" which emerged during the Second Vatican Council. The recognition of cultural rights, of course, has had a tremendous bearing on the Church's support for the survival of indigenous peoples, and relates to the evangelical mission of the Church in
significant ways as well. In particular, I have in mind the issue of expressing the Christian faith in local cultural forms, what we now call the process of "inculturation." Section four will treat this paradigm shift. During the Pontificate of Paul VI the globalization of the "social question" was addressed in new ways culminating in a shift from "development" to "liberation." This theme of liberation has important implications for the Church's solidarity work with indigenous peoples, and raises questions about what these peoples can do to redress the oppression and colonization of the past five centuries. This will be considered in section five. Finally, section six will treat John Paul II's contribution to papal thinking on the rights of indigenous peoples. The focus of this chapter will be documents issued from Rome. The subsequent chapter will review his addresses to indigenous peoples during apostolic visits to their homelands.

2.1. Leo XIII and the Slavery of Indigenous Peoples

While Leo XIII (1878-1903) did not initiate Catholic social teaching he is credited with being its first modern exponent.[1] Justly famous for his social encyclical, Rerum Novarum, which took as its focus the condition of the working class within Industrial society,[2] Leo also continued the papal concern for indigenous peoples. In the years prior to
Rerum Novarum he published two encyclicals relevant to the present investigation.

The first, In Plurimis[3] was promulgated May 5, 1883. Addressed to the Bishops of Brazil, it was occasioned by the abolition of slavery that same year in the former Portuguese colony. While slavery by this point in history had ceased to be a major problem for most European states it still remained an issue in mission lands. What is more pertinent to our theme was the continuing gap between official Catholic teaching on slavery and world practice. In a revisionist presentation of the Catholic teaching on slavery Leo XIII corrected the common Catholic position which had allowed slavery in certain circumstances because it was not believed to be intrinsically evil.[4] We have already seen that the Catholic Church had justified slavery under a number of titles.[5] This changed with Leo XIII.

However, nowhere in this document or in the encyclical Catholicae Ecclesiae[6] published November 20, 1890, did the pope explain this momentous, but belated shift. As Maxwell points out in his study:

Pope Leo XIII offered no explanation for this shift of theological attitude. He did not indicate in these two letters whether it was a correction of Scriptural exegesis, or the beginnings of the movement for the revision of canon law of the Church, or a correction of the philosophical analysis of the very nature of slavery, or a growing awareness that the economic and social circumstances
and conditions in many countries had completely changed, or a realization that rationalist humanists and Protestant Christians could have been assisted by the Holy Spirit. Clearly, this was already about 100 years too late to be of any effective value in the anti-slavery campaigns and civil wars and revolutions of the nineteenth century; the lay reformers and abolitionists had won their campaigns without much effective help or moral leadership from the teaching authority of the Catholic Church which had hitherto consistently refused to condemn the institution of slavery and the practice of slave-trading as such.[7]

What he did instead was reinterpret papal teaching from the past in such a way as to suggest that it had had an anti-slavery slant from the beginning.[8] Thus he begins Catholicae Ecclesiae with a questionable interpretation of ecclesial history:

As you know, venerable brothers, the Church from the beginning sought to completely eliminate slavery, whose wretched yoke has oppressed many people.... This zeal of the Church for liberating the slaves has not languished with the passage of time; on the contrary, the more it bore fruit, the more eagerly it glowed. There are incontestable historical documents which attest to that fact, documents which commended to posterity the names of many of our predecessors. Among them St. Gregory the Great, Hadrian I, Alexander III, Innocent III, Gregory IX, Pius II, Leo X, Paul III, Urban VIII, Benedict XIV, Pius VII, and Gregory XVI stand out. They applied every effort to eliminate the institution of slavery wherever it existed. They also took care lest the seeds of slavery return to those places from which this evil institution had been cut away.[9]

Since I have singled out the writings of Paul III as a high point in the indigenous rights tradition, it is instructive to see how Leo XIII interprets his illustrious
predecessor's defense of the Indians. According to this pope:

Paul III, anxious with a fatherly love as to the condition of the Indians and of the Moorish slaves, came to this last determination, that in open day, and, as it were, in the sight of all nations, he declared that they all had a just and natural right of a threefold character, namely, that each one of them was master of his own person, that they could live together under their own laws, and that they could acquire and hold property for themselves. More than this, having sent letters to the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, he pronounced an interdict and deprival of sacraments against those who acted contrary to the aforesaid decree, reserving to the Roman Pontiff the power of absolving them.[10]

The reference in the text is to *Veritas Ipsa*. This papal bull, like the longer version *Sublimis Deus*, certainly affirms the rights to personal freedom, and property. Nowhere, however, do these bulls advocate the right of the Indians to "live together under their own laws." This would be closer to the position of Innocent IV whose notion of *dominium* included political sovereignty, as well as the right to property and personal freedom. Paul III, I would argue, assumed that the newly discovered and colonized peoples of the Americas were and would remain subjects of the Iberian powers. Las Casas, as we have seen in chapter one, generally supported the views of Paul III. However, he went further than the pope, condemning the conquest as unjust, and advocating that the Indians should freely choose whether or not they wanted to become Spanish or Portugese subjects and citizens. It should also be noted that Leo XIII overlooks the fact that Paul III a
year after promulgating his famous papal bulls, abrogated the canonical penalties attached to them.

Thus, Leo XIII was labouring under two mistaken assumptions about the positions of his papal predecessors. In reality, Leo's views amounted to a dramatic shift in the Holy See's position on slavery, and a partial return to the pre-discovery era views of Innocent IV. First, and foremost, he shifted the papal position on slavery, bringing it into harmony with modern thinking and practice.[11] Secondly, Leo retrieved an element of Catholic natural law teaching that is crucial to the struggle of indigenous peoples everywhere in the world, namely, the right to live under one's own laws which implies the right to self-government.

Leo XIII, in the documents under discussion, was confronting the persistent problem of slavery as it afflicted aboriginal peoples. The immediate context was the abolition of slavery in Brazil. He also used the occasion to address the embarrassing gap that existed between current world opinion and practice regarding slavery and the common Catholic teaching that tolerated slavery in a number of circumstances. In brief, Leo's solution was to proscribe the institution of slavery as such. However, as noted earlier, he gave no justification for this shift. We know, certainly, that Leo was operating in a quite different assumptive world than his
predecessors Innocent IV and Paul III. Universal human rights, while we might make a case that they were embryonic in Innocent's era, were generally taken for granted in Leo's time. He, after all, was writing after the French and American revolutions, and after the Communist Manifesto. While these historical events were instrumental in eventually forcing papal thought out of its earlier fortress mentality, the renewal of theology in the nineteenth century, especially the revival of Thomism, was more crucial in shaping the thought of Leo XIII.[12] Michael Schuck summarizes the shift in theological perspective this way:

In the Leonine period, the prevailing metaphor representing God, the world, and humanity shifts from the earlier sheepfold metaphor to the metaphor of cosmological design. Thus, the idea of God is communicated more through the model of a universal creator, sustainer, and fulfiller than the more parochial image of Christ the Good Shepherd. Similarly, the earlier model of the world as an ambiguous pasture of sustenance and threat is replaced by the image of a system wherein nature's existence and movement reflects God's beneficent intentions. Human beings, too, are characterized more by common possession of a propitious, rational nature than by their shared territorial traditions. Concomitantly, the divinely established natural law gives humanity a more apparent universal moral standard than that provided by the earlier morality based on personal conversion to faith in Jesus Christ.[13]

The full implications of this more universal standard of morality would not be worked out in his time. But Leo XIII laid the groundwork for such developments. As a later Vatican document put it, Leo XIII "placed particular emphasis on the
social context of human rights, emphasizing the responsibility of public authority to ensure that justice be observed in all labour relations."[14] This concentration on European industrial relations precluded any significant discussion of aboriginal rights—with the exception of the slavery issue discussed above.

In Summary, Leo XIII faced three important historical issues. First there was the persistent issue of slavery itself. Secondly, there was the unacknowledged gap between official Catholic social teaching on slavery and the practice of the contemporary world which had for the most part abolished it as an institution. Thirdly, in the mission lands where it was still an issue, the problem that slavery posed for successful evangelization cannot be overlooked. Unlike his predecessors discussed in chapter one, Leo XIII does not make this an explicit focus, nor link justice concerns in an instrumental way with evangelization. In fact, what is dramatically new in this period is the view that human rights have become a direct and principal concern, and not just a secondary condition for evangelization. This more direct concern with justice and human rights as issues in their own right flows from an assumptive world in which natural law provides the basis for a theory of universal human rights. However, theological arguments were also used to buttress the fundamental dignity of each person and every people. Leo, for
example, in the writings under discussion, recalls that the dignity of the human person is rooted in the belief that all have the same creator, all have been redeemed by the same Savior, and all are destined for the same eternal salvation. On this basis he condemns the institution of slavery itself, and not just the unjust titles and methods that previous popes had criticized. In this way, he brought the common Catholic teaching on slavery into line with current world opinion and practice. Secondly, by interpreting the notion of *dominium* in its full sense to include political power as well as personal and property rights he set the stage for a fuller discussion of aboriginal rights in the future. Thirdly, by making the abolition of slavery a concern of the Church in the mission fields, as well as at the highest levels of papal diplomacy, Leo XIII was setting an important precedent for the Church's involvement in justice issues. As yet, justice was not seen as constitutive of the preaching of the Gospel. However, it was by this time viewed as more than a functional condition for its fruitful reception. Even so, evangelization, for Leo XIII, remains what it had been understood to mean in previous centuries—the implantation of a hierarchical European Catholic Church in these mission lands.
2.2. Pius X and the Genocide of the Amerindian Peoples of South America

The problem of slavery continued to be an unresolved issue, and a concern of the Church well into the twentieth century. For this reason Leo XIII's immediate successor, Pius X, was forced to deal with the enslavement of Indian peoples in the Americas. In a little known encyclical, *Lacrimabili Statu Indorum*,[15] Pius X (1903-1914) denounced the condition of the Indians in South America. It is as timely today as it was 80 years ago. Pius began his encyclical by recalling the deplorable conditions which moved his predecessor Benedict XIV to publish *Immensa Pastorum* in 1741. Pius X, no doubt responding to the *ad limina* reports of Latin American bishops and other trustworthy witnesses, noted the many sources confirming the atrocities being committed.

For our part, indeed, when reports of these things were first brought to us, we hesitated to give credence to such atrocities, since they certainly seemed to be incredible. But after we had been assured by abundant witnesses—to wit, by many of yourselves, Venerable brethren, by the Delegates of the Apostolic See, by the missionaries, and by other men wholly worthy of belief—we can no longer have any doubt as to the truth of these statements.[16]

Earlier in the text Pius X had already described the continuing atrocities committed against the Indian peoples of the Americas:
...when we consider the crimes and outrages still committed against them, our heart is filled with horror, and we are moved to great compassion for this most unhappy race. For what can be so cruel and so barbarous as to scourge men and brand them with hot iron, often for the most trivial causes, often for a mere lust of cruelty; or, having suddenly overthrown them, to slay hundreds or thousands in one unceasing massacre; or to waste villages and districts and slaughter the inhabitants, so that some tribes, as we understand, have become extinct in these last few years?

...Nor in this do they take any pity on the weakness of sex or age, so that we are ashamed to mention the crimes and outrages they commit in seeking out and selling women and children, wherein it may truly be said that they have surpassed the worst examples of pagan iniquity.[17]

The kind of events the pope was referring to were no different from what is happening in the Amazon rain forests today. Out on the frontiers of Brazilian society, beyond the pale of legal constraints, prospectors and settlers, then, as now, did not hesitate to eliminate the Indians who got in their way. As I write, the ethnocide and genocide of the remaining tribes of Brazil continues. Over sixty tribes have disappeared in this century alone. The media, for example, have made us aware of the plight of the Yanomami, to cite a current example of what the Indians were facing during the pontificate of Pius X.[18] The pope attributes this barbarity to a number of factors. In addition to greed, he claims the hot climate enervates virtue.[19] Furthermore, since the perpetrators are far removed from the salutary influences of Church and state "it easily comes to pass that those who have
not already come here with good morals soon begin to be corrupted. and then....they fall away into all hateful vices."[20]

Recognizing the serious difficulties in ameliorating the conditions of the Indians, Pius X advocates a partnership between Church and state.[21] Then, invoking the tradition of the bishop as the defender of the Indian, the pope exhorts the Latin American episcopacy to enhance existing pastoral works on behalf of the Indians as well as to initiate new ones.[22] He then encourages a campaign to involve the laity in supporting the work "by their gifts and by their prayers."[23] He also urges instruction in the various educational institutions of the Church to the effect: "that all men, without distinction of nation or color, as true brethren, shall be continually preached and commended."[24] His most practical pastoral strategy for the protection of the Indians was to "extend the field of apostolic labour in these broad regions, appointing further missionary stations, where the Indians can find safety and succor."[25] This strategy to serve and protect the Indians in mission towns appears to be a revival of the "reduction" model of earlier centuries. For the most part the Indian is still seen as a member of the set of "barbarous nations,"[26] a passive recipient of the aid mobilized by Church and state. This approach reflects the continuing adherence of the Church to a hierarchical
classicism understanding of human society, politics, and culture. Here, too, the evangelical motive is paramount in Pius X's concern for the Indian peoples. This was evident in the first paragraph of the text where he recalls Benedict XIV's reasons for acting. These reasons included the concern that the Gospel was being rejected because of the behavior of the colonists. It appears again at the end of the encyclical where Pius X notes that despite similar obstacles in his time: "when so many abhor the faith or fall away from it, the zeal for spreading the Gospel among the barbarous nations is still strong..."[27]

In Summary, Pius X broke no new ground. He continued the concern of his predecessor, Leo XIII, and other earlier popes for the final elimination of the practice of slavery, and the genocidal practices that often accompanied it. In this encyclical there is no theoretical discussion of the issue, or of a human rights theory which grounds his opposition. Pius X, like Leo XIII, assumed a natural law school of thought which grounds universal human rights. But basically his solution to the problem is primarily pastoral. He sees concern for the Indians as principally an act of charity. Apart from exhorting civil authorities to carry out their duties of protecting the Indians, this pontiff encouraged the development of more mission towns, and the preaching of Christian charity towards the Indians in schools and
churches. In terms of the extent of the human rights of the Indian peoples Pius X remains silent. It would appear that he assumes these groups would remain subjects of the new nation-states of Latin America. Within this framework personal freedom and property rights are implicitly affirmed, but the rights to political sovereignty are ignored—or assumed to have been extinguished. Finally, the relationship between evangelization and human rights appears to have returned to a pre-Leonine position. For as noted above, Pius X was concerned that the evil behavior of the settlers and prospectors would bring the Christian faith into disrepute. Thus the rationale for the works of charity and justice which were meant to manifest and support the Gospel message. The implantation model of Church and mission remains intact as well.

It would be another half century, with the pontificate of John XXIII (1958-1963), before the contemporary concerns related to religious freedom, culture, and integral human development would come to the fore. The intervening Popes, Pius XI (1922-1939), and Pius XII (1939-1958), both wrote voluminously on social issues, but their focus was Europe and the problems of the industrialized world. Aboriginal peoples, and their ongoing issues, faded into the background. With John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council a new context was created for addressing aboriginal issues. In the following
section I will examine this human rights teaching of John XXIII which created a new framework for addressing the rights of aboriginal peoples. Actually, John XXIII did not directly address the concerns of indigenous peoples. However, they are included by definition in his discussion of the rights of "minorities." The conceptual framework worked out by John XXIII would become the starting point for subsequent papal discussions of aboriginal rights.

2.3. John XXIII and the Rights of Minority Peoples

Within two months of publishing *Pacem in Terris*[29], the document in which John XXIII presented his thinking on "minorities," the pope was dead. It was truly his last will and testament. But why was it written so soon after *Mater et Magistra*[30], his earlier encyclical, in which he had addressed many of the same issues? One commentator, Edward Hales, contends that the timing and motivation related to gaps in the agenda of *Vatican II*(1962-1965):

It was needed because *Mater et Magistra* had been ignored by the Council, which had no item as yet on its agenda about the church in the modern world. Unless the Pope himself were to take over the functions of the Cardinal Presidents of the Council by inducing them to introduce a suitable schema—a procedure which would have been at variance with his policy of leaving it free—he would have to sharpen the message of *Mater et Magistra* so that the Council would pay attention. If it did not, at least the world would.[31]

The world did pay attention, and eventually so did the Council
with its own document, *Caudium et Spes*, the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World.

There were other motivating factors. The encyclical was written at the time of the Cuban missile crisis.[32] In an era when nuclear war seemed highly probable, even imminent, an encyclical addressed to "all men[sic] of good will" was most appropriate. Furthermore, John XXIII was adept at reading the "signs of the times." Among other developments, the post world war II process of decolonization, which accelerated in his pontificate, was just such a sign:

In the modern world human society has taken on an entirely new appearance in the field of social and political life. For since all nations have either achieved or are on the way to achieving independence, there will soon no longer exist a world divided into nations that rule others and nations that are subject to others.

Men[sic] all over the world have today—or will soon have—the rank of citizens in independent nations. No one wants to feel subject to political powers located outside his own country or ethnic group. Thus in very many human beings the inferiority complex which endured for hundreds and thousands of years is disappearing. While in others there is an attenuation and gradual fading of the corresponding superiority complex which had its roots in socio-economic privileges, sex or political standing.[33]

In spite of, and often because of the decolonization process, peace between nations, and within the new states was, and still is, a precarious reality. A reality which "can be firmly established only if the order laid down by God be
dutifully observed."

In a four part process John XXIII expounds this "order" on which true justice and peace are based. In this, the most systematic treatment of human rights by a pope up to that time, he builds on the thinking of his predecessors.[35] His major contribution, according to Hollenbach, is his systematic elaboration of the consequences of taking the dignity of the human person as a fundamental moral norm.[36] In his earlier social encyclical *Mater et Magistra* he spelled out some of the implications of this foundational principle of Catholic human rights doctrine:

...Individual human beings are the foundation, the cause and the end of every social institution. That is necessarily so, for men[sic] are by nature social beings. This fact must be recognized, as also the fact that they are raised in the plan of Providence to an order of reality which is above nature. On this basic principle, which guarantees the sacred dignity of the individual, the Church constructs her social teaching.[37]

While the papal thought he refers to is principally that of the last one hundred years[38] we have only to reread Paul III's *Sublimis Deus* to see that this aspect of modern papal thinking is not a radical break with the past, but is in fundamental continuity with it.[39] In fact, as David Hollenbach maintains, the tradition has been shaped by Aristotelian-Thomistic as well as biblical-patristic matrices.[40] In the remainder of this section I will
summarize *Pacem in Terris' treatise on human rights, discuss the set of human and social relationships which circumscribe modern human existence, and finally examine how John XXIII applies this teaching to the reality of multi-ethnic states.

The Human Rights Theory of "Pacem in Terris"

In this encyclical, beginning with the dignity of the human person as the core or hub, John XXIII unfolds several levels of human rights. Hollenbach labels these the personal, the social, and finally the instrumental.[41] Within each level or concentric circle of rights there are various sectors or clusters of rights corresponding to aspects or dimensions of the human person.[42] He identifies eight sectors: bodily rights, political rights, rights of movement, associational rights, economic rights, sexual and familial rights, religious rights, and communication rights.[43] Basically, then, human rights in papal social thought are the set of necessary conditions for protecting and promoting human dignity. These conditions make our essential rights effective in the real world. Thus the Catholic approach is able to mediate between the liberal tradition, which stresses personal rights, primarily seen as negative immunities, and the socialist-Marxist school which stresses instrumental or institutional rights considered as positive entitlements.[44]

In other words, the liberal tradition stressed freedom from
interference of outside agencies including the state, while the socialist schools encouraged the active involvement of the state in creating structures which made operative socio-economic rights. The Catholic perspective holds that both sets of rights are needed to ensure the dignity and worth of human beings.

A consideration of the most foundational sector of the human personality, the right to life and bodily integrity, will illustrate the progression from center to periphery, from the dignity of the human person in the abstract to the realization of human worth in reality. Human dignity would be meaningless without the fundamental right to life and physical integrity. These in turn remain pure abstractions without the social rights to food, clothing, shelter, rest, and medical care, etc. Finally, to meet these recurrent needs a "good of order"[45] must be set up in which institutional structures provide social security benefits in case of sickness, inability to work, old age or unemployment. At any given time in human history our instrumental rights may be quite rudimentary and limited. They also cannot be divorced from other important sectors, especially the economic. Without a productive economic base, which is an integral component of it, no adequate "good of order" can be achieved.

Inevitably, there are disputes about the best means or
instruments for making effective our human rights. In terms of the social right to health care, for example, should we construct a socialized medicare system, or an order relying on private enterprise medicine? If we opt for the former, how socialized do we want to be? Do we choose the Chinese or the British, the Canadian or the American way? Inevitably, too, there are conflicts of rights and claims between persons and groups within society and between societies on these issues. If we set up a socialized medicare system, what happens to the doctor's rights to freedom of practice, to organize, and the right to safeguard the confidentiality of the doctor-patient relationship, to cite only a few contemporary concerns? A similar development from center to periphery could be performed for the other basic human rights, but this should suffice to illustrate the structure and complexity of Catholic human rights thinking as it had evolved up to, and including, the pontificate of John XXIII.

Correlative Duties

Correlative to the set of human rights belonging inalienably to every human person there exists a set of duties. First of all, there exist duties on the part of the subject of the rights. The human subject must work at preserving the rights possessed by natural law.[46] For example, "the right of every man[sic] to life is correlative
with the duty to preserve it; his right to a decent standard of living with the duty of living it becomingly."[47] In addition, other human persons have obligations to respect the human rights at issue.[48]

This mutual recognition and respect for human rights on the part of citizens of any given society would also remain ineffectual without a further dimension of active cooperation to create a "civic order in which rights and duties are more sincerely and effectively acknowledged and fulfilled."[49] In other words, without a viable "good of order" everyone's rights remain weak and unrealized. As John XXIII urges, "it also requires that they collaborate in many enterprises that modern civilization either allows or encourages or even demands."[50]

Catholic human rights thinking as elaborated by John XXIII could be characterized as an ethic of responsibility. A theme with which John XXIII concludes this subsection on duties:

The dignity of the human person also requires that every man[sic] enjoy the right to act freely and responsibly. For this reason, therefore, in social relations man should exercise his rights, fulfil his obligations and, in the countless forms of collaboration with others, act chiefly on his own responsibility and initiative. This is to be done in such a way that each one acts on his own decision, of set purpose and from a consciousness of his obligation, without being moved by force or pressure brought to bear on him externally. For any human society that is established on relations of
force must be regarded as inhuman, inasmuch as the personality of its members is repressed or restricted, when in fact they should be provided with appropriate incentives and means for developing and perfecting themselves.[51]

In this work of human development those who have been discriminated against in the past have "the duty to claim those rights as marks of...dignity, while all others have the obligation to acknowledge those rights and respect them."[52]

Having discussed human rights and duties in the context of the person as source and subject of society, John XXIII next describes the normative relationship which should exist between individuals and the state, between states, and finally between individuals, political communities, and the global world community. All of these relationships cohere and are integrated in terms of the notion of the "common good" which John XXIII, following his earlier encyclical, defines as "the sum total of those conditions of social living whereby men[sic] are enabled to achieve their own integral perfection more fully and more easily."[53]

Because the "common good" is achievable only in community, and with the cooperative effort of all its members, authority is necessary in civil society to coordinate these efforts. John XXIII envisages two principle responsibilities of civil authorities: "to safeguard the inviolable rights of the human person, and to facilitate the fulfillment of
his [sic] duties..."[54] A delicate balance must be maintained between protecting and promoting human rights. For it can happen that the laudable attempt to protect human rights of individuals and groups can diminish their "full expression and free use."[55] In this context the pope introduces an important principle which protects the dignity of the human person. He maintains that:

State activity in the economic field, no matter what its breadth or depth may be, ought not to be exercised in such a way as to curtail an individual's freedom of personal initiative. Rather it should work to expand that freedom as much as possible by the effective protection of the essential personal rights of each and every individual.[56]

This was a healthy corrective and admonition in the era of the development of the social welfare state which has tended to stifle the initiative and participation of the marginal members of society. In terms of the present discussion this personalist, even to a degree, individualist, slant to pope John's social thought shaped his thinking on the treatment of minorities within existing nation states. In the encyclicals of John XXIII we can also see how human rights issues have become very clearly issues in their own right. Justice concerns are no longer relegated to a secondary status subordinate to evangelization. This is well illustrated in his treatment of the human rights of "minorities."
The Treatment of Minorities

John XXIII takes up the discussion of the treatment of minorities principally within part III of the encyclical devoted to the relations between states. This may appear incongruous. However, paragraph 94 of the document spells out a reason why this placement is appropriate. After advocating methods of peaceful negotiation to settle grievances and disagreements between nation-states, in paragraph 93, the pope introduces the issue of minorities precisely, I believe, because it is one of the main causes of conflict between and within states.

John XXIII introduces the topic by recalling the "political trend which since the nineteenth century has gathered momentum and gained ground everywhere, namely the striving of people of the same ethnic group to become independent and to form one nation."[57] Conflict is the inevitable consequence of this movement. Since independent statehood cannot always be achieved by these ethnic minorities "the result is that minorities often dwell within the territory of a people of another ethnic group..."[58] How, then, are states to handle this volatile issue and relate to the ethnic groups within their territories? Earlier in the encyclical John XXIII introduced a principle which forms the backdrop to the discussion. Reiterating the teaching of Pius
XII[59], the pope relates the fact of "ethnicity" to the "common good": "the ethnic characteristics of the various human groups are to be respected as constituent elements of the common good."[60] Having asserted the value of these groups to the larger society he goes on to draw a logical consequence for the governing authorities, the need for what today we call "affirmative action":

Considerations of justice and equity, however, can at times demand that those involved in civil government give more attention to the less fortunate members of the community, since they are less able to defend their rights and to assert their legitimate claims.[61]

Given that the dominant ethnic group within a society will inevitably feel threatened by the independence movements of its minorities, they will not easily be led to promote their rights. On the contrary they often move to curtail—even suppress them. In the extreme this can amount to efforts at genocide[62] or attempts to "limit the strength and numerical increase of these lesser peoples."[63] Not unexpectedly John XXIII declares this a serious violation of justice.[64]

Having proscribed genocidal policies the pope moves on to advocate the active and positive promotion of elements of their cultures. I say elements because at this point in papal thinking the notion of "culture" is still for the most part understood in the classical rather than the modern anthropological and empirical sense.[65] In the classical
understanding of culture there is one standard ideal way of human living. The contemporary social science understanding, in contrast, recognizes a plurality of cultures. Witness the use of "culture" in paragraph 38 where John XXIII notes in passing that "it can happen that one country surpasses another in scientific progress, culture (emphasis mine) and economic development."[66]

Despite its classicist assumptions the encyclical is quick to point out that this seeming superiority on the part of some nations does not entitle them to dominate other nations. In fact it entails an obligation "to make a greater contribution to the general development of the people."[67] Moreover, the pope is careful to point out the natural law basis for the equal dignity of all peoples and nations:

In fact, men[sic] cannot by nature be superior to others since all enjoy an equal natural dignity. From this it follows that countries too do not differ at all from one another in the dignity which they derive from nature. Individual states are like a body whose members are human beings. Furthermore, we know from experience that nations are wont to be very sensitive in all matters which in any way concern their dignity, and honor, and rightly so.[68]

In this context, then, the encyclical advocates:

that effective measures be taken by civil authorities to improve the lot of the citizens of an ethnic minority, particularly when that betterment concerns their language, the development of their natural gifts, their ancestral customs, and their accomplishments and endeavors in the economic order.[69]
At the same time the pope is concerned about the danger of an exaggerated ethno-centrism and destructive nationalism arising among ethnic minorities. This concern is illustrated today especially in eastern Europe as we witness the breakup of the Soviet empire, and the disintegration of Yugoslavia. Noting that ethnic minorities, because of past experiences and present grievances, tend to "exalt beyond due measure anything proper to their own people,"[70] the encyclical points out the advantages of multi-cultural interaction:

reason rather demands that these very people recognize also the advantages that accrue to them from their peculiar circumstances; for instance, no small contribution is made toward the development of their particular talents and spirit by their daily dealings with people who have grown up in a different culture since from this association they can gradually make their own the excellence which belongs to the other group. But this will happen only if the minorities through association with the people who live around them make an effort to share in their customs and institutions. Such, however, will not be the case if they sow discord which causes great damage and hinders progress.[71]

The goal of "bi-culturalism" espoused in this text is certainly an ideal worthy of implementation. However, the conditions for its realization are rarely met, and are becoming more difficult as time goes on, especially for aboriginal peoples.[72]

The governments of these countries must in turn not only passively respect the right of these groups to exist, but they
should also work to implement the full complement of human rights pertaining to minorities. The minorities themselves, as responsible human subjects, are encouraged to take an active role in claiming their own rights.

At the same time, in Pope John's view, minority ethnic rights are relativized by, and subordinated to, the universal common good of humanity, and the common destiny of the goods of the world. Furthermore, despite the risks inherent in contact with other cultures and the larger world, interaction between peoples is seen as a way of enhancing the culture of the minority itself. As he sees it, since all human beings share common characteristics in addition to their own specific cultural traits, it is important for all peoples to interact and live in communion with one another in order to perfect their common human nature. This being said, what is dramatically new in these writings is the focus on the issue of political self-determination—even if most of the groups seeking it cannot hope for full political independence. Basically, the full complement of human rights is affirmed for all persons and peoples.

The relationship between evangelization and human rights is not directly addressed in *Pacem in Terris*. In fact, "evangelization" is not mentioned at all in this encyclical. Thus, with John XXIII we can truly say that human rights
became an independent concern. Human rights, then, are no longer seen merely as necessary conditions for the reception of the Gospel. I also submit that evangelization, understood in earlier pontificates as the extension and implantation of the Catholic Church in mission lands, persists as the dominant model during the pontificate of John XXIII. The Second Vatican Council will build on this foundational human rights thinking of John XXIII in further significant ways. The following section will examine what is perhaps its most important contribution to the discussion, namely, "culture."

2.4. Vatican II and Cultural Rights

Schema XIII, The Church in the Modern World, better known as Gaudium et Spes, is probably the best known document produced at Vatican Council II. [73] It has become the symbol for the whole Council because it inaugurated and typified major developments in Catholic social thought. For some critics of the Church, like Paul Blanchard, these shifts are hardly earth shattering, and can be called a success only if measured against the Roman Catholic Church's own history:

In terms of the movement of western culture, however, the council moved so slowly that it almost stood still. In an age when culture and science had moved further in two centuries than the whole world had progressed up to that point in time, Vatican II chose to cling to dogmas and policies that were centuries out of date, dogmas and policies that
could be abandoned without any surrender of spiritual ideals. In terms of the 20th century velocity the council brought Catholicism from the 13th to the 17th century, no mean achievement, but it still left this largest segment of world Christianity 300 years behind the times.[74]

_Gaudium et Spes_ builds on, but basically repeats, two social encyclicals of that period, _Mater et Magistra_ (1961) and _Pacem in Terris_ (1963). However, there are significant innovations in this text. Specifically, the inclusion of "culture" as a central theme, as well as the incipient appropriation of the anthropological/ethnological understanding of "culture," are perhaps the most striking features of the whole constitution.[75]

Herve Carrier, the present secretary of the _Pontifical Council for Culture_, describes three influences that shaped this section on culture.[76] First there was the influence of ethnologists, and the development of cultural anthropology in this century.[77] As Bernard Lonergan was fond of saying, the contemporary world has shifted to a pluralistic empirical notion of "culture." This understanding is taken up in part two of the constitution:

one can speak about a plurality of cultures. For different styles of living and different scales of values originate in different ways of using things, of working, and self expression, of practicing religion and of behavior, of establishing laws and juridical institutions, of developing science and the arts and cultivating beauty.[78]
Secondly, Carrier identifies an influence of Marx in the text. In particular he refers to "class analysis." This method reveals the dominators of "culture" and those whose "culture" is shaped by the dominant elites. This approach to "culture," he goes on to say, "contains a dynamic and voluntaristic aspect: the proletarians, dominated by the culture of the bourgeoisie, will have to fight to change their culture."[79]

Finally, the political liberation of more than 100 nations since world war II has alerted the world community to the quest for cultural rights and identity.[80] For too long, he says, development models did not sufficiently take "culture" into consideration and were often doomed to frustration and failure for that fact alone.[81]

While the word "aboriginal" does not appear anywhere in the documents of the Second Vatican Council, the reality of the "First Nations" is implicit in several places. For example, in Gaudium et Spes we are alerted to a world wide "culture" in process of formation which is a definite threat to particular, traditional, and especially, tribal cultures.[82] In this complex milieu the Council tried to hold in tension the advantages of modern "technological culture" on
the one hand, while at the same time promoting respect for the wisdom and particular characteristics of ancient traditions.[83] Later, in the section on cultural development[84], passing mention is made to "minorities". In this context governments are encouraged to promote an environment favorable to the development of cultural forms without "overlooking minority groups in the nation."[85] According to this view the state has no formal role in "determining the proper nature of cultural forms."[86] This position allows for the rightful autonomy of cultural groups within the nation state, and is a protection for "cultural minorities." Initially, this would appear to be a straightforward application of the "principle of subsidiarity."[87], in other words, the state should not interfere in activities that can be carried on effectively by the various sectors and communities within a society. At the same time it does have a role in "building up the environment and the provision of assistance favorable to the development of culture."[88] This would be a further application of the principle of "subsidiarity" which requires the state to "aid" the smaller and weaker groups within a society.

This passing reference to "minorities" was apparently inserted at the request of a group of 20 Council fathers.[89]
The theme is left undeveloped. Instead a footnote refers the reader to papal statements by John XXIII and Pius XII. [90] These texts I have already commented on in section 2.3 of this chapter. It appears, then, that the most innovative aspect of this document concerns the meaning of "minorities." Defined formerly in terms of quantity, the gentes pauciores of Pius XII, have now been transformed into "cultural minorities"--a minor, but potentially momentous shift.

The Meaning of the Right to Culture in "Gaudium et Spes"

A first reading of section three of chapter two, where the constitution calls for a recognition of everyone's "right to culture,"[91] seems to indicate that a fundamentally new collective right is being elaborated. A closer analysis, however, unmask a problem with this assumption. Fundamentally, as René Jaouen has convincingly demonstrated, there has been a major shift in the meaning of the word "culture" from its introduction in article 53, to its use in all subsequent sections.[92] In order to understand this shift and reduction of meaning it will be helpful to have before us the description of "culture" presented in article 53 of Gaudium et Spes. The text reads as follows:

The word "culture" in the general sense refers to all those things which go to the refining and developing of man's[sic] diverse mental and physical
endowments. He strives to subdue the earth by his knowledge and his labour; he humanizes social life both in the family and in the whole civic community through the improvement of customs and institutions; he expresses through his works the great spiritual experiences and aspirations of men throughout the ages; he communicates and preserves them to be an inspiration for the progress of many, even all mankind.

Hence it follows that culture necessarily has historical and social overtones, and the word "culture" often carries with it sociological and ethnological connotations; in this sense one can speak about a plurality of cultures. For different styles of living and different scales of values originate in different ways of using things, of working and self-expression, of practicing religion and of behavior, of establishing laws and juridical institutions, of developing science and the arts and of cultivating beauty. Thus the heritage of its institutions forms the patrimony proper to each human community; thus, too, is created a well-defined, historical milieu which envelops the men of every nation and age, and from which they draw the values needed to foster humanity and civilization.[93]

In this text the classicist and contemporary notions of culture are, Hervé Carrier maintains, incorporated in "a perfectly balanced way."[94] This balance would not be sustained in later discussions. In the text being considered here the referent for the "right to culture" is clear. It is the classicist notion. The first line of article 60 sharply reveals the emphasis of this section: "man[sic] is now offered the possibility to free most of the human race from the curse of ignorance..."[95] The goal, according to this Constitution is to "ensure that there is a sufficiency of cultural benefits
available to everybody, especially the benefit of what is called 'basic' culture.”[96] This "basic culture" fundamentally means literacy, and for those capable of it, "the opportunity for higher studies."[97]

Concern is shown especially for the marginalized. In this context women, manual labourers, and rural farm workers are mentioned. But the assumption is that they lack "culture," the access to its benefits, and the capacity to contribute to its further development.[98] René Jaouen claims this is a highly ethnocentric exposition of "culture," revealing its classicist bias.[99] He concludes that this ethnocentric conception of ignorance and knowledge "deviates very far from the global definition of culture in Gaudium et Spes 53, and returns very clearly to an elitist conception of culture which leaves the poor even poorer than they are in reality."[100] The point here is not to denigrate or preclude the possibilities for human development and refinement within western culture. It is simply to establish that the referent for the "right to culture" in Gaudium et Spes is not the collective right to maintain one's particular culture in the ethnological or anthropological sense.

In Summary, the focus in the pastoral constitution was personalist, concentrating on the development of the
intellectual capacities of the human person. At the same time, the Council was trying to come to grips with the political emergence of many new nations and cultures. The document, as we have seen, does in fact recognize the pluralistic empirical notion of culture. Yet, the emergence of the "right to culture" in the full anthropological sense would await post Vatican II developments. Evangelization, therefore, while there are hints of developments to come in future Church synods, remains in this, and other documents of Vatican II, basically the same as in earlier teaching. In brief, a more open accommodationist, adaption model prevails. Coming after, and building on, Pacem in Terris, a full spectrum of human rights is taken for granted in Gaudium et Spes. These rights continue to be grounded in the dignity of the human person, but now rooted more in theological, Christological principles. Thus it follows, from the Church's perspective, that an adequate promotion of human rights requires the revelation of the relationship of humanity to the person of Christ. In this way, an intimate connection between evangelization and human rights is established.

Before moving to a study of texts in which the "right to culture" is understood in its full anthropological sense, several other documents of Vatican II relevant to this theme
must be examined. In particular, two decrees and one declaration of Vatican II have contributed to papal thinking on the "right to culture" in important ways. Arguably, the most significant document in this regard is the decree, Dignitatis Humanae[101], on religious liberty, promulgated the same day as Gaudium et Spes. Also on the same date the decree, Ad Gentes[102], on the Church's missionary activity was released. Finally, just prior to the key documents of December 7, 1965, Paul VI had approved the declaration on the relation of the Church to non-Christian Religions, Nostra Aetate.[103] In the following section I will review these three documents beginning with Nostra Aetate.

The Influence of other Vatican II Decrees and Declarations on the Development of Cultural Rights

As in earlier periods of Church history, the evangelical mission of the Church remains a paramount concern of Nostra Aetate. Clearly in this document the Church once again declares that it is "duty bound to proclaim without fail, Christ, who is the way, the truth, and the life (Jn. 14:6)."[104] At the same time confronted with a pluralism of world and other religions--a pluralism of religions that shows no signs of disappearing in the near future--the Church has come to acknowledge the many values inherent in these
cultures. In response to this reality of the contemporary world this text makes a remarkable plea for mutual dialogue and cooperation.[105] It urges Christians to "acknowledge, preserve, and encourage the spiritual and moral truths found among non-Christians. Also their social life and culture."[106] Here, by implication, "culture" is understood in the ethnological pluralist sense, and is seen in a positive light which is to guide the missionary activities of the Church. In passing I would suggest that a motive for preserving and promoting other cultures is that the Church's desire to "inculturate" the Gospel requires healthy cultures as dialogue partners.

These cultures with their religious expressions are still seen as intrinsically related to Christianity as their ultimate fulfillment: "In him, in whom God reconciled all things to himself (2 Cor. 5:18-19), men[sic] find the fullness of their religious life."[107] While the fullness of religious truth and life resides only in Christianity in the view of the Council:

The Catholic Church rejects nothing of what is true and holy in these religions. She has a high regard for the manner of life and conduct, the precepts and doctrines which, although differing in many ways from her own teaching, nevertheless often reflect a ray of that truth which enlightens all men[sic].[108]
These insights are more fully developed and applied in Ad Gentes, the Council's decree on missionary activity. This decree summarized Catholic missiology at this juncture in Church history. While retaining the traditional, perhaps outmoded, concepts of "implantation of the church"[109] and "adaptation" of the Christian life to the local cultures[110] one can discern here the beginning of a new model of evangelization we now characterize as "inculturation."[111] In this thesis I have been using this term to mean the process of expressing Christian faith and life in the forms of the local culture to the benefit both of the local culture and the universal Church. In embryonic form "inculturation" is described in chapter three of this decree where the Council Fathers discuss particular churches. These local churches are obligated to:

Give expression to this newness of life in their own society and culture and in a manner that is in keeping with the traditions of their own land. They must be familiar with this culture, they must purify it and guard it, they must develop it in accordance with present day conditions, they must perfect it in Christ so that the faith of Christ and the life of the Church will not be something foreign to the society in which they live, but will begin to transform and permeate it.[112]

The giving of expression to Christian belief and life in the culture and traditions of the local church is what we now call the process of "inculturation." Yet, over all, the
implantation. adaptation approach to mission and evangelization remains even here the dominant paradigm. Whatever its mission model the Church has come to recognize a prior right of the receiving cultural community. Here I refer to what the Council calls the most basic human and cultural right, the "right to religious liberty."[113] Because of its seminal importance in shaping a new view of evangelization and its relationship to human rights generally the final pages of section 3.4 will be devoted to this fundamental human right.

"Dignitatus Humanae" and Aboriginal Rights

As late as the 1950's a pope was still denying the right to religious freedom.[114] At the same time to put this in perspective it was only in 1951 that the Canadian parliament rescinded its laws against the practice of traditional Indian religions.[115] Yet, all things considered it was the state that had led the Church in recognizing this fundamental human right. When the Church finally did so it amounted to a significant example of the development of doctrine. As we have seen in earlier phases of this study, because of a belief that the acceptance of the Christian faith must be a free act a certain degree of tolerance existed for other faiths. In practice this was often violated. The scriptural text that ends the banquet feast parable, "compel them to come in"[Luke
14:23] was often used to justify forced conversion. This interpretation Las Casas vigorously but ineffectively attacked.[116] Consequently, the declaration's assertion that "it has always remained the teaching of the Church that no one is to be coerced into believing."[117] does not stand up to historical scrutiny.

When the Church itself began to face irreversible religious pluralism even within Europe—not to mention the open hostility of regimes both in the communist East and the capitalist West—it began to teach a more universal tolerance for all religions. Leo XIII seems to have been the first to explicitly state this view.[118] Actually, the first Catholic statement of the right to religious freedom in a positive sense came not at Vatican II, but is to be found in John XXIII's encyclical Pacem in Terris. There, in the context of a general treatment of human rights, the pope stated: "this too must be listed among the rights of a human being, to honor God according to the sincere dictates of his[sic] conscience, and therefore the right to practice his religion privately and publicly."[119]

In Dignitatis Humanae this right is systematically explicated and grounded—first from reason and then from revelation. After simply declaring that "the human person has
a right to religious freedom"[120] the Council fathers immediately clarify what they mean by "religious freedom." In this document the referent is immunity from coercion in religious matters:

Freedom of this kind means that all men[sic] should be immune from coercion on the part of individuals, social groups and every human power so that, within due limits, nobody is forced to act against his convictions in religious matters in private or in public, alone or in associations with others.[121]

As this text indicates, the emphasis on "immunity from coercion" is itself ordered to respect for the conscience of the human person, a view that was accentuated in John XXIII's treatise on human rights.

The foundation for this human right, as was the case in John's encyclical, is the dignity of the human person.[122] From the perspective of human reason this human dignity is rooted in this same human reason coupled with free will such that the human person can not only attain the truth, but responsibly adhere to it.[123] In addition, since human beings are social by nature, interior acts of religion must have scope for external expression, communication, and profession.[124] In other words, religion is usually lived out socially and communally. Consequently, the Council posits a collective right to religious freedom:
The freedom or immunity from coercion in religious matters which is the right of individuals must also be accorded to men[sic] when they act in community. Religious communities are a requirement of the nature of man and of religion itself.[125]

Flowing from this collective right are certain institutional and organizational requirements. Religious bodies must be free to organize themselves publicly. This means, according to the view of the Council, that freedom of religion entails the rights of a religion to set up its own institutions for worship, for the training of its own members and ministers, for witnessing to their belief system, and for demonstrating how these beliefs have value for the structuring of society itself.[126]

In a second chapter of the declaration devoted to "religious freedom in the light of revelation" further grounds for this human right are presented. After admitting that there is no explicit reference to the right to be free from external coercion in religious matters to be found in scripture, this text tries to demonstrate how the example of Christ and his disciples reveals "the dignity of the human person in all its fullness."[127] Specifically, the declaration sees in Christ's respect for the freedom of individuals to accept or reject the Gospel further evidence to support this human right.[128] In addition to this argument
from scripture "tradition" is also invoked to ground the right to religious freedom: "one of the key truths in Catholic teaching...is that man's[sic] response to God by faith ought to be free, and that therefore nobody is to be forced to embrace the faith against his will."[129] Outside of the context of faith itself this argument would not be persuasive, and as I have noted earlier, the claim that it was constantly taught throughout Church history is certainly challengeable.

The views expounded in Dignitatis Humanae, taken together with the other major documents of the Council, provide a new mind-set for the Church in its dealings with the indigenous cultures of the world. Since religion is foundational to "culture"[130] the right to religious freedom has ramifications well beyond freedom from state coercion in religious matters. In its discussion of the social and institutional implications of this right Dignitatis Humanae opens up new grounds for respect for all cultures. For in most traditional cultures religion and life cannot be separated as they have been in the Western World. Thus to affirm religious rights is tantamount to affirming the cultural rights of these peoples. Furthermore, since the values inherent in these cultures are now seen as rays of the divine truth, or in patristic terms, "seeds of the Word,"
these cultures can be actively supported and promoted as a good in their own right.

The implications for evangelization are dramatic. At the juncture under discussion, namely in the texts of Vatican II, the model of mission based on the analogy with the "incarnation"[131] of Christ begins to shape mission methodology. This analogy with "incarnation" presupposes viable and dynamic cultures with which the Gospel can interact, and ultimately be incarnated, or to use the terminology of a later period, inculturated. The implication being that these cultures will not only be enhanced by their encounter with the Gospel, but that the Church itself will be enriched, and, in a sense, become more catholic in its existence.

This does not mean that evangelization is to be downplayed or done away with altogether—interpretations that did emerge after the Council.[132] In fact, the call to the whole Church to evangelize is as strong as ever in these documents. The emphasis now is on methods that are consonant with, and do justice to the source of the message, and at the same time respect the freedom of the receiver. This holds whether or not the receivers are objectively in error with respect to the faith. In other words, as Heinz Schlette has
suggested, "the approach which seeks to convert non-Christians is described by the metaphor of 'invitation.'"[133] Invitation, in turn, sets the stage for dialogue, and also for cooperation in shaping a just world order:

In which alone the sincere effort for religious truth can be made in fitting form, and in which the religious act--like the rejection of religion--can be truly itself, the free, responsible... "private affair" of each person.[134]

In summary, we are now far removed from the medieval worldview of Innocent IV. As we saw in chapter one he and later popes considered it their right and duty to actively intervene in the private and public affairs of other cultures and religions to bring them into harmony with natural law, and even to conquer them if they aggressively resisted the preaching of the Gospel. It is to his everlasting credit that Las Casas pointed out the absurdity and immorality of interventions that destroyed whole peoples and cultures on the pretext of stamping out violations of the natural law,[135] an approach that made the reception of the Gospel virtually impossible.

The Second Vatican Council did not really transcend the basic mission paradigm of recent centuries. The dominant view of evangelization presented at the Council still could be characterized as accommodationist, that is the implantation and
extension of the universal Church in a form adapted to local cultures. Yet it must be said that the Council certainly introduced concepts that would enable later models to emerge. By coming to grips, for example, with political and cultural pluralism *Gaudium et Spes* was led to affirm a pluralistic empirical notion of culture. However, the full implications of this understanding of culture were not developed in this or other documents of the Council. Thus, an acknowledgement of the "right to culture" in the full anthropological sense had to await post *Vatican II* developments. An understanding of evangelization, as a consequence, rooted in the theology of inculturation would also have to wait for a later explicit articulation and affirmation. In brief, a more flexible accommodationist, adaption model prevailed at *Vatican II*.

The relationship between evangelization and human rights now shaped by the admission of cultural rights and the right to religious freedom has yet to be fully and adequately explicated. Some clues to a possible solution are to be found in the discussion of the foundation of human rights in *Gaudium et Spes*. There human rights continue to be grounded in the dignity of the human person, but now rooted more in a Christology than in rational principles. Thus it follows, from the Church's perspective, that an adequate promotion of
human rights requires the revelation of the relationship of humanity to the person of Christ. In other words, it is only Jesus Christ who can truly reveal to humanity the full sense of what it means to be human. Since it is the task of evangelization to proclaim the meaning of the Christ event to the world, an intimate connection between evangelization and human rights, seen as the conditions for the full flowering of human dignity, can be established. The implications for evangelization are dramatic. At the juncture under discussion, namely in the texts of the Second Vatican Council, the model of mission based on an analogy with the "incarnation" could begin to shape mission methodology. This analogy, moreover, presupposes the desirability of having viable and dynamic cultures with which the Gospel can interact, and ultimately in which the Gospel can be incarnated, or to use the terminology of a later period, inculturated. The implication of this view is that cultures will not only be enhanced by their encounter with the Gospel, but that the Church itself will be enriched, and, in a sense, become more catholic in its existence because of this interaction.

The emphasis on "culture" and the development of a missiology attuned to it continued to pick up momentum in the
post Conciliar era. This is not surprising given the continuity provided by pope Paul VI (1963-1978) who presided over the completion of the Council, and worked at its implementation for more than a decade. In the following, and fifth section of this chapter, I will examine the contributions of his pontificate to papal social thought on the rights of indigenous peoples.

2.5. The Pontificate of Paul VI

Two years after the close of the Second Vatican Council Paul VI published the only social encyclical of his pontificate. It was entitled Populorum Progressio and commemorated the 80th. anniversary of Rerum Novarum. In it he recognized, and attempted to address, the principal dynamic of the age, the fact that "the social question has become world-wide."[136] Actually, this situation, as he himself notes,[137] had already been acknowledged by John XXIII[138] and by the Council itself.[139] However, because of the increasing urgency of the issues surrounding world development, and because of his own personal exposure to these issues,[140] he wished to "bring together men[sic] of good will with our Catholic sons and our Christian brothers,"[141]
to effect "concrete action toward's man's [sic] complete
development and the development of all mankind."[142]

In this encyclical the only explicit reference to
"indigenous peoples" is found in a brief discussion of
racism.[143] In that context Paul VI recalls the often violent
conflict that erupted between the colonizers and the local
population:

During the colonial period it {racism} often
flared up between the colonists and the indigenous
population, and stood in the way of mutually
profitable understanding, often giving rise to
bitterness in the wake of genuine injustices.[144]

This text touches on two crucial concerns being raised
today by indigenous peoples. First, and factually speaking,
they still are for the most part colonized peoples. This is
the case even if the nation-states in which they presently
exist have themselves severed their links with the original
European colonial powers. Secondly, the question of the use
of violence to achieve their liberation from oppressive
powers, whether foreign or domestic, remains a major issue and
option.

As Donal Dorr points out,[145] and the above text
illustrates, Paul VI has an ambivalent attitude towards
colonialism. Early in part one of the encyclical the pope
recognizes many of the negative aspects of the colonial era:

it must certainly be recognized that colonizing
powers have often furthered their own interests, power or glory, and that their departure has sometimes left a precarious economy, bound up for instance with the production of one kind of crop whose market prices are subject to sudden and considerable variation.[146]

However, Paul VI goes on to give the impression that the benefits balanced the losses:

Yet while recognizing the damage done by a certain type of colonialism and its consequences, one must at the same time acknowledge the qualities and achievement of colonizers who brought their science and technical knowledge and left the beneficial results of their presence in so many underprivileged regions. The structures established by them persist, however incomplete they may be; they diminished ignorance and sickness, brought the benefits of communications and improved living conditions.[147]

Yet, even these benefits, he has to admit, are "manifestly inadequate for facing the hard reality of modern economics."[148]

This is especially the case now that much of the traditional culture has been destroyed or altered irreparably. Yet it must be noted that all cultures are constantly changing. This was as true in the earlier centuries as it is the case today. What has changed dramatically since first contact between European cultures and those of the rest of the world is the rate and extent of cultural change. Also in the present context, with the decolonization that has occurred in this century, traditional civilizations must face new and seemingly tragic dilemmas:
whether to retain ancestral institutions and convictions and renounce progress, or to admit techniques and civilizations from outside and reject along with the traditions of the past all their human richness. In effect, the moral, spiritual and religious supports of the past too often give way without securing in return any guarantee of a place in the new world.[149]

The response of these stressed cultures to this dilemma is often a form of "messianism which give promises but create illusions. The resulting dangers are patent: violent popular reactions, agitation towards insurrection, and a drifting towards totalitarian ideologies."

Recourse to Violence and Revolution

While not the first encyclical to face the issue of recourse to violence and revolution[151] Populorum Progressio treated the issue at a time when wars of liberation were proliferating. Consequently, the issue could not be avoided. The text does not discuss particular cases, but sets forth grounds for making moral judgments about its legitimacy. The discussion is instructive but brief, realistic but cautionary. The encyclical is realistic in admitting the causes that give rise to revolution, and sanguine in assessing its probable outcome. Pope Paul first clearly sets forth the causes of violence:

There are certainly situations whose injustice cries to heaven. When whole populations destitute of necessities live in a state of dependence barring them from all initiative and responsibility, and all
opportunity to advance culturally and share in social and political life, recourse to violence, as a means to right these wrongs to human dignity, is a grave temptation.[152]

Why a grave temptation? The document states bluntly that "a revolutionary uprising...produces new injustices, throws more elements out of balance and brings on new disasters."[153] This line of reasoning has Thomistic roots.[154] It also is supported by enough contemporary empirical evidence to warrant the pope's caution. That being said, Paul VI does allow for revolution as an ultima ratio, a last resort: "...where there is manifest, long standing tyranny which would do great harm to the common good of the country..."[155] In other words, the unjust situation must be grave, persistent, and so threatening to the public good that no other means of changing it are judged possible. While the Church wants its members to avoid such violent tactics if possible, unlike earlier times, the Church is no longer preaching passivity and resignation to injustice.[156] As this encyclical illustrates the Church definitely exhorts all peoples, including Christians, to fight against, and overcome injustice in the world.[157]

In addition to eliminating injustices in the world this encyclical above all introduces a positive dynamic vision of the meaning of development contained in the notion of "integral development." By this term Paul VI meant that:
Development cannot be limited to mere economic growth. In order to be authentic, it must be complete: integral, that is, it has to promote the good of every man[sic] and of the whole man. As an eminent specialist has very rightly and emphatically declared: "We do not believe in separating the economic from the human, nor development from the civilizations in which it exists. What we hold important is man, each man and each group of men, and we even include the whole of humanity."[158]

In this text he was citing the Dominican social theorist, Fr. Lebret, who played a major role in drafting this encyclical.[159] "Integral development" has become, in the words of David Hollenbach, "the normative standard of...all those personal and social rights which have been set forward in previous phases of the tradition."[160] It is basically an acknowledgement that "the human personality is multifaceted."[161] Consequently, the dignity of the human person--always understood as a person intimately rooted in community and society--requires "respect for the multiple social, economic, intellectual, interpersonal and religious conditions of personal development."[162]

This concept of "integral development," coupled with the emphasis on "political participation" found in the Apostolic letter, Octogesima Adveniens[163] provide the framework for a new phase in thinking about the issues of indigenous peoples. This development is most clearly presented in the 1971 synod document, Justice in the World.[164]. But before discussing this challenging document, and the development of these
themes, I want to digress slightly by introducing a text from a direct encounter with an indigenous people which occurred a year before the famous synod of 1971. This text will provide us with an opportunity to see what aspects, and to what extent, the new social ethics of the papacy was being applied to the aboriginal rights issues of that period.

Paul VI and the "Aborigines" of Australia

In late 1970 Paul VI had an opportunity to confront the aboriginal rights issue in the concrete when he became the first pope to meet and address an aboriginal people in their homeland. This event took place during a pastoral visit to Australia. On December 2, the pontiff met with representatives of the "Aborigines" of Australia. During his short address on that occasion he made the following points.

First, with respect to the culture of the "Aborigines" he declares: "we know that you have a life style proper to your own ethnic genius or culture: a culture which the Church respects and which she does not in any way ask you to renounce."[165] Next, the pope proclaims their human rights:

The Church declares that you, like all other ethnic minorities, have all human and civic rights—in every way the equal of those in the majority. You have likewise certain duties and obligations. By reason of the common good, these necessitate the harmonizing of your activities in a spirit of brotherhood and collaboration for the benefit of the society to which you belong."[166]
With one exception, the position reiterated in this address is identical to that expounded in *Pacem in Terris.*[167] In brief, aboriginal peoples are still seen as one among other "ethnic minorities." However, the one exception I referred to earlier is an important one. It is a qualification to the use of the "common good" as a criterion for judging the culture and activities of the "Aborigines." Paul VI states very forcefully "that the common good never can be used legitimately as a pretext to harm the positive value of your particular way of life."[168] The reason being that "society itself is enriched by the presence of different cultural and ethnic elements."[169] As we have seen in the context of the human rights treatise found in *Pacem in Terris* the "common good" has two important components. There is first of all the "good of order." that is the set of conditions which enables a human community to meet their recurrent needs systematically. This, however, is not an end in itself. The "good of order" is itself ordered to the "integral perfection" of the members of that society. Thus on the one hand the notion of the "common good" can be used to relativize the aspirations of minority cultures if they are seen to be jeopardizing the ability of civil society to create a viable "good of order." But on the other hand, and I believe this is the point the pope is making, the sharing in the positive values of a particular culture are the reasons
for a having a society in the first place. Thus, the pope is implicitly affirming the value of a multicultural society, not just for the minority cultures within it, but for the nation as a whole.

This being said, the address while supportive and encouraging to the "Aborigines," remains quite general and abstract. It fails to tackle the hard questions about the nature of "aboriginal rights," the continuing tension between the desire to maintain a traditional culture with the pressures towards modernization, and the full possibilities for minority cultures within existing nation-states.

"Justice in the World": Implications for Indigenous Peoples

A year after his meeting with the "Aborigines" of Australia Paul VI convened a synod in Rome. The resulting document entitled, Justice in the World, further elaborates the important teaching of Paul VI on development. It also addresses directly the tension noted above between maintaining one's traditional way of life and the effects of modernization on one's culture. Most significantly of all the document explicitly teaches that the promotion of justice is a constitutive dimension of the proclamation of the Gospel. These three themes I will now treat in the order in which they have been introduced.
First, there is the issue of the maintenance of cultural identity. Even though they do not use the terminology, the bishops opted for a model of development which in anthropological terms could be equated with "revitalization" in a "revivalistic" mode. In other words, cultures under stress must on the one hand retrieve and preserve the valuable elements in the culture, while at the same time be willing to import outside elements and technology that will enhance their way of life. Thus, the synod fathers clearly "affirm the right of people to maintain their own identity."[170] At the same time, they are only too well aware that many attempts to achieve this have proven futile—even fatal—to the cultures involved:

We see ever more clearly that the fight against a modernization destructive of the proper characteristics of nations remains quite ineffective as long as it appeals only to sacred historical customs and venerable ways of life. If modernization is accepted with the intention that it serve the good of the nation, men[sic] will be able to create a culture which will constitute a true heritage of their own in the manner of a true social memory, one which is active and formative of authentic creative personality in the assembly of nations."[171]

Secondly, the synod text embodies two fundamental principles that Paul VI had introduced earlier in his pontificate, and which the synod fathers now clearly proclaim as human rights:

1: "The right to development must be seen as a dynamic
interpenetration of all those fundamental human rights upon which the aspiration of individuals and nations are based."[172]

2: "Participation constitutes a right which is to be applied both in the economic and in the social and political field."[173]

As David Hollenbach points out, these rights are not to be seen as additional rights to be added to other specific rights. They flow from a relational understanding of the foundation of human rights in the dignity of the human person.[174] Since one of the main realities of the modern world is the growing marginalization of vast numbers of the human family, political participation, in this view, is seen as the necessary condition for the realization of the fundamental right to development in the integral sense advocated by Paul VI. Hollenbach summarizes the teaching this way: "The right to development thus implies that all other rights are expressions of the claims of the person to be a self-determining agent, that is, they are expressions of claims to be participant in the social, economic, and political process."[175] This is also the essence of what the Church has meant by "social justice."

By way of application to indigenous peoples, participation would also be the necessary condition for the
creation of a viable and authentic culture which lies more in the future than in the past. In passing it should be noted that "culture" in this document appears firmly rooted in the anthropological or ethnological sense first described in Gaudium et Spes article 53. In order to facilitate a participatory and integral development of culture the synod proposes the following guidelines:

1: people should not be hindered from attaining development in accordance with their culture;

2: through mutual cooperation, all peoples should be able to become the principal architects of their own economic and social development.

3: every people, as active and responsible members of human society, should be able to cooperate for the attainment of the common good on an equal footing with other peoples.[176]

Finally, the synod document is most famous for its thesis on the relationship between evangelization and justice. As we have seen often enough throughout this thesis, the mandate to proclaim to Gospel to all nations has often conflicted with the human rights of those who were to receive the "Good News." In this text justice is seen as integral to the Gospel mandate:

Action on behalf of justice and participation in the transformation of the world fully appear to us as a constitutive dimension of the preaching of the Gospel, or, in other words, of the Church's mission for the redemption of the human race and its liberation from every oppressive situation.[177]

This text represents the end point of a long evolution in
Church understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights.

In a section of the document entitled "the Gospel Message and the Mission of the Church," several reasons are given to demonstrate that the work of justice is "constitutive" of the Gospel. First, the situation of injustice—characterized as a grave sin—calls the Church to a discernment process so that God "shows us new paths toward action in the cause of justice in the world."[178] Secondly, the revelation of God as liberator of the oppressed, a characteristic of the Hebrew scriptures, requires that justice be done so that "God is truly recognized as the liberator of the oppressed."[179] Thirdly, the preaching of Jesus himself includes a justice dimension which the Church must faithfully fulfill.[180] Fourthly, according to the teaching of St Paul, faith must issue in love and service of neighbor "which involve the fulfillment of the demands of justice."[181] Fifthly, the Gospel message itself, will have little credibility "unless the Christian message of love and justice shows its effectiveness through action in the cause of justice in the world."[182] Finally, the mission of preaching the Gospel includes a call to humankind to turn away from sins of injustice.[183] Thus the justification for the intervention of the Church in denouncing injustices at all levels of society.
At the same time the Church recognizes her limitations in working towards justice and liberation. This is especially true of the magisterium when it comes to proposing concrete solutions to contemporary problems. The synod document states very clearly that:

Of itself it does not belong to the Church, insofar as she is a religious and hierarchical community, to offer concrete solutions in the social, economic and political spheres for justice in the world. Her mission involves defending and promoting the dignity and fundamental rights of the human person.[184]

Despite this caveat the synod fathers are very careful to add that the hierarchy is not the whole Church. In its members, who are also members of civil societies, the Church does have a responsibility to engage in concrete action for the transformation of the world.[185]

While generated for, and applicable to the whole human race, much of the social thought elaborated under the aegis of Paul VI has special import for indigenous peoples. It will be some years before the full implication of this thinking begins to be explored and applied. This occurs during the pontificate of John Paul II(1978-). Before moving to that stage in the development of papal social thought I want to discuss two other significant documents that emerged during the papacy of Paul VI.

The first document appeared three years after the synod
of 1971. This text entitled, The Church and Human Rights of
the Pontifical Commission, Justice and Peace, was occasioned
by the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United Nation's
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Intended as a guide for
national Justice and Peace Commissions in their efforts at
promoting human rights,[186] it desired specifically to expand
the human rights agenda by recalling that:

In dealing with human rights, neither the
defense of these rights nor the discharge of duties
can be limited to the individual alone. It is
necessary to open our minds and to widen the range
of our actions beyond the sphere of the individual
so as to include the rights and duties of whole
societies with their groups and minorities.[187]

This social emphasis reflects the growing awareness that
fundamental human rights cannot be realized "except in a civil
community which is organized both juridically and
politically."[188]

With this motivation in mind, the document first traces
the history of the Roman Catholic Church's involvement in
human rights.[189] Secondly, it lists the human rights
recognized by the Catholic Church.[190] Thirdly, and most
importantly for the present thesis, the Commission develops a
biblical and theological basis for Catholic human rights
teaching. Beginning with the "incarnation" the Commission
outlines its implications for the dignity of human persons and
cultures:
Every person has a special relation with God, grounded in the mystery of the Incarnate Word. When the Son of God became man, he entered into the world's history as Perfect Man. He lived in a particular nation, a particular culture, even in a particular minority group, and thus raised the whole human family and its members, which is to say human nature with all its prerogatives, to the dignity of Sons of God. Thus in a definite way he sanctified all humanity.

It is precisely this choice by our Saviour of a particular nation or people, heirs of blessings destined for all nations, which gives value and dignity to every people, culture or nation.[191]

The dignity and worth of all peoples and cultures in virtue of the incarnation is further enhanced by the paschal mystery: "by his death on the cross Christ has redeemed through his blood every man, every race, every group, every culture."[192] And finally, in response to the eschatological truth that the kingdom is already inaugurated here on earth, the Christian community is inspired to labor even more intensely for a "definite approximation or anticipation of the new world."[193] Concretely, this means "pastoral activity to protect and promote human rights."[194] The remainder of the document details the unfinished business concerning human rights, and the many ways the Church can collaborate with other concerned citizens and groups to bring about a fuller realization of all human rights.

In this text, then, we see the justice dimension of the proclamation of the Gospel being spelled out in terms of a concerted program for defending and promoting human rights.
The cultural dimension of this quest was more directly addressed in the last major document of Paul VI's papacy, *Evangelium Nuntiandi*. [195]

"Evangelii Nuntiandi" and the Liberation of Cultures

This document devoted to the theme of "evangelization" was released to the Catholic community one year after the 1974 synod on the same theme. Unlike the text of the 1971 synod, which was written by the participant bishops themselves, the document published in 1975 was issued in the name of Paul VI himself. He, of course, built on the materials assembled and discussed at the 1974 synod. [196]

In a key section on the meaning of evangelization Paul VI declares that the drama of our time is: "the rift between the gospel and culture." [197] In order for the Church to overcome this rupture it must come to accept a fundamental fact of modern social existence: the need to evangelize not just culture in general, but the plurality of human cultures. [198]

This new found respect for cultures differs greatly from the approaches of the thirteenth to the nineteenth centuries. In these earlier centuries—for the most part—the recipients of the Gospel not only had to convert to Christianity but adopt western culture as well. This had many negative effects on the nascent local church—not least of which was the fact that the Gospel was not received in many of the major cultures of
the world. This was also a great loss to the universal Church which failed to be enriched by these local cultures.

Furthermore, in order for the Gospel to be a liberating force it must become incarnate, "inculturated," in the region being evangelized. Here the implications of the discussion on culture in *Gaudium et Spes* comes to fruition:

Evangelization is to be achieved, not without as though by adding some decoration or applying a coat of color, but in depth, going to the very center and roots of life. The gospel must impregnate the culture and the whole way of life of man[sic], taking these words in the widest and fullest sense which they are given in the constitution *Gaudium et Spes*, ...

The gospel and, therefore, evangelization cannot be put in the same category with any culture. They are above all cultures. Nevertheless, the Kingdom of God which is proclaimed by the Gospel is put into practice by men[sic] who are imbued with their own particular culture, and in the building up of the kingdom it is inevitable that some elements of these human cultures must be introduced. The gospel and evangelization are not specially related to any culture but they are not necessarily incompatible with them. On the contrary, they can penetrate any culture while being subservient to none.[199]

This text is important for a number of reasons. First, it relativizes all cultures in the sense that all need to be evangelized, and liberated from their own internal inconsistencies and structures of injustice. In other words, there is no pristine pure culture standing above and beyond the need for transformation. Secondly, it relativizes the culture of the evangelizers—which actually may be further
removed from many gospel values than the receiving culture. This should even apply to the culture of the Church itself as embodied in its many variant "rites." Thirdly, it links culture and the "kingdom" implying that the "kingdom" begins and grows within human history, but can never be equated with any politico-cultural configuration and achievement.[200] That being said, the present text overlooks the extent to which the Gospel is obviously wedded to the cultures from which it originally emerged, and in whose languages it was written, namely, Hebrew, and Greek. The Church should also admit that the ministry of evangelization has for most of Church history been "specially related" to the Latin culture, and rite.

In summary, the pontificate of Paul VI represents the culmination of a transition in the Church's understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. Human rights in the middle ages, as we saw in chapter one, were seen as secondary and subordinate to the main mandate of the Church to evangelize the nations. This basic understanding prevailed through the age of discovery and colonization. During this period, as was often explicitly stated by the popes of the era, human rights were considered necessary conditions for the fruitful reception of the Gospel. It was only during the Leonine period of papal social thought that we really see justice and human rights issues becoming a concern in their own right independent of discussions of
evangelization. Finally, in the period after Vatican II, in
the documents that amplify the teaching of the Council we can
discern a third major phase in the understanding of the
relationship between evangelization and human rights. Paul
VI's pontificate contributed a number of important elements
and refinements in this relationship.

First, Populorum Progressio's discussion of "integral
development" set the stage for new developments in Catholic
human rights thinking and implicitly for a new view of
evangelization. For by stating that development must include
all the dimensions of human existence it supported cultural
rights in a stronger way. As well the wholistic notion of
development implies that salvation must itself include the
"whole man[sic] and every man." If this is the case
evangelization must be integrally related to justice. Why
this was so was spelled out in the synod document Justice in
the World in which a number of theological arguments were
offered to justify the assertion that justice was a
constitutive dimension of the Gospel.

Secondly, in Evangelii Nuntiandi the liberation from
every oppressive situation, which the synod of 1971 also
proclaimed as a "constitutive dimension of the preaching of
the Gospel,"[201] was seen to include liberation from both
internal and external cultural oppression. Thus, Evangelii
Nuntiandi has, I submit, sublated the earlier notion of "integral development" found in *Populorum Progressio* into an incipient notion of "integral liberation." In this perspective, liberation must embrace "the whole man[sic] in all his aspects and components, extending to his relation to the absolute, even to the Absolute which is God."[202] This understanding of liberation grounds an expanded definition of "evangelization" which, in the words of Paul VI, was expressed as "the bringing forth of the good news to every sector of the human race so that by its strength it may enter into the hearts of men[sic] and renew the human race."[203] This renewal of humanity is to include even "the whole environment which surrounds them."[204] With this understanding of evangelization the previously predominant accommodationist model has been transformed into a truly contextual inculturation model. At this stage, it is also probably true to say that this does not yet amount to a complete paradigm shift in the meaning of evangelization, for in papal writings much of the earlier conceptualization and methodology for mission is retained. This is especially true when we examine papal practice with respect to the churches attempting to exercise contextual inculturation approaches in their cultural regions. Be that as it may, the rich and complex legacy of social thinking bequeathed by pope Paul VI invited further theological and pastoral reflection on these themes vital to
Church life and growth. In the next and final section of this chapter I will examine the texts of John Paul II which continue the discussion, and bear on the rights of indigenous peoples.

2.6. John Paul II and the Uniqueness of Aboriginal Peoples

Karol Wojtyla was elected to the papacy in 1978. As Pope John Paul II he was very quickly immersed in the harsh and complex reality of aboriginal life. This happened because the death of his two predecessors, Paul VI, and John Paul I, had put on hold the planned second General Conference of Latin American Bishops. John Paul II decided that the Conference should go ahead at the planned for meeting place in Puebla, Mexico. He also decided to attend himself. During his apostolic visit he made his first contact with, and address to, the indigenous populations of the Americas.

Subsequently, he has spoken to indigenous peoples in Canada, the United States, Mexico, Guatemala, Brazil, Peru, Columbia, Ecuador, Chile, Paraguay, Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. In all, some fifteen speeches have been directly addressed to the "First Nations" of these countries and continents. These addresses range in scope from short greetings, as in Brazil, to the provocative and skillfully
crafted speech to the "Aborigines" at Alice Spring, Australia.

In addition to this corpus of speeches, John Paul II has reflected on aboriginal rights issues in a number of important documents. He does this principally in the 1989 World Day of Peace Message entitled: To Build Peace, Respect Minorities.[205] A year earlier, in a general audience following his 1988 apostolic visit to Latin America, he remarked that his social encyclical, Sollicitudo Rei Socialis, published in 1987 "contains, in fact, an appropriate message also as regards the correct attitude to be adopted concerning the American indigenous peoples."[206] Finally, in 1988 the Vatican's Justice and Peace Commission issued an important document on "racism."[207] This text contains two sections pertaining to indigenous peoples. The first discusses the racist behavior experienced by indigenous peoples in the Americas following European contact. Later, in part two of the document, the present situation of aboriginal peoples is outlined, and some policy guidelines are offered for resolving present problems.

I will now examine these three documents in chronological order. This will complete chapter two. In the next and last chapter of the thesis I will examine John Paul II's addresses to aboriginal peoples. This will enable us to see how, and to what extent, papal social thought on indigenous peoples
elaborated in the modern period is being applied in specific cultural contexts. In particular, I will be focussing on the persistent problematic of the relationship between the fundamental mandate of the Church to evangelize the nations, and the human rights of the recipients of the gospel message.

"Sollicitudo Rei Socialis" and Indigenous Peoples

The first document to be considered was written to commemorate the 20th anniversary of Paul VI's encyclical, Populorum Progressio. John Paul II's second social encyclical[208] stressed the need to continuously update Catholic social teaching, and to apply it to current historical circumstances.[209] Specifically, John Paul II highlighted "the need for a fuller and more nuanced concept of development."[210]

From the perspective of indigenous peoples three themes emerge in this encyclical which widen and deepen the notion of "development" and impinge on "aboriginal rights." In the general audience referred to above, John Paul II did not cite a specific text where we can find an explicit reference to aboriginal or indigenous peoples. In fact, the terms are not used in this encyclical. However, I believe the pope was referring to the discussion of "integral development" of persons and peoples when he stated that the encyclical contained "an appropriate message as regards the correct
attitude to be adopted concerning the American indigenous peoples" --and by implication all aboriginal peoples.

In *Sollicitudo Rei Socialis* the "social question" in addition to being seen in its global perspective--first articulated by John XXIII--is further explicated in ways relevant to our topic. First the pope asserts that to the economic and political dimensions of "development":

We must add the *differences of culture and value systems* between the various population groups, differences which do not always match the degree of *economic development*, but which help to create distances. These are elements and aspects which render the social question much more complex, precisely because this question has assumed a universal dimension.[211]

Since the social question was first addressed within the relative homogeneity of Europe it is understandable that the cultural dimension was--for the most part--overlooked in earlier papal writings. However, faced with the irreducible pluralism of the late twentieth century, the cultural dimension of development can no longer be ignored. More importantly, the respect for cultural differences, and the right of peoples to maintain them--teaching the Church has espoused in this century--is a direct challenge to the dominant views about development which accentuate the economic dimension.

Behind this text I see as well the tragic dilemma alluded
to by Paul VI in *Populorum Progressio*: "whether to retain ancestral institutions and convictions and renounce progress, or to admit techniques and civilizations from outside and reject along with the traditions of the past all their human richness."[212] Yet, this human richness when confronted with the very real lack of development in many third world countries in recent decades, seemed to many people a luxury in face of more pressing survival needs.[213] The pope, while quite aware of the stagnation—even regression—in the development process disagrees.[214] Culture, he insists, must be a component of "integral development."

A second theme relevant to our topic is the ecological crisis which for the first time is directly addressed in an encyclical.[215] The pope sees the growing concern about ecology as a positive sign. This includes even the recognition of the limits to growth:

Among today's positive signs we must also mention a greater realization of the limits of available resources, and of the need to respect the integrity and the cycles of nature and to take them into account when planning for development, rather than sacrificing them to certain demagogic ideas about the latter. Today this is called *ecological concern*. [216]

"Ecological concern," while it can lead to a greater respect for indigenous cultures—because they are deeply wedded to the natural world—has also been used to undermine the traditional way of life of many aboriginal peoples. "Animal rights," for
example, have often taken precedence over the human rights of
groups like the Inuit of Canada. The Church teaches, in this
encyclical, that indigenous peoples have an equal right "to be
seated at the table of the common banquet."[217] In terms of a
traditional economy this is more and more being denied them,
or rendered impossible because of industrialization, and the
environmental degradation that has accompanied it.

Thirdly, in terms of human rights itself, Sollicitudo Rei
Socialis repeats and reaffirms the teaching of Paul VI on the
social and collective rights of all peoples. There is,
however, in this work an emphasis on cultural
rights—especially that of religious freedom. The latter
right John Paul II sees as the sign and guarantor of all human
rights.[218] The pope explicates these collective rights in
terms of the theme commemorated in this document, namely,
"integral development":

Peoples or nations too have a right to their
own full development, which while including—as
already said—the economic and social aspects should
also include the individual cultural identity and
openness to the transcendent. Not even the need for
development can be used as an excuse for imposing on
others one's own way of life or own religious
belief.[219]

However, unlike John XXIII in Pacem in Terris, this
encyclical does not attempt to work out how societies are to
accommodate these collective rights, or how the indigenous
minority is to view the nation-state in which they presently
reside. Some of these questions will be addressed in the World Day of Peace Message, but before presenting that text I will now review the contribution of the Justice and Peace Commission's statement on "racism." For this text also presents a set of directives for dealing justly with indigenous peoples.

Aboriginal Peoples and Racism

Issued in 1988, The Church and Racism: Towards a More Fraternal Society, is a refreshing--often frank document. It bluntly admits, for example, the horrific destruction wrought by the early conquistadores:

The first great wave of European colonization was, in fact, accompanied by a massive destruction of pre-Columbian civilizations and a brutal enslavement of their peoples. If the great navigators of the fifteenth and sixteenth century were free from racial prejudices, the soldiers and traders did not have the same respect for others: they killed in order to take possession of the land, reduced first the "Indians" and then the blacks to slavery in order to exploit their work. At the same time, they began to develop a racist theory in order to justify their actions.[220]

This description is certainly questionable in its assessment of the racial attitudes of the early explorers, and also lacks an adequate acknowledgement of the Church's role in setting off this chain of events. The document does confess, however, that the "patronage" system set up by the Church and the Iberian powers of the day, "meant that the Church was not
always able to take the necessary pastoral decisions."[221]

The Church and Racism tries—unsuccessfully I would submit—to balance out this negative early history by honoring members of the Roman Catholic Church who made positive contributions to the defense of human rights during that era. First, it recalls the publication on June 2, 1537 of Paul III's Bull, Sublimis Deus, and quotes its most famous section:

The Pope solemnly affirmed that: "In the desire to remedy the evil which has been caused, We hereby decide and declare that the said Indians, as well as any other peoples which Christianity will come to know in the future, must not be deprived of their freedom and their possessions—regardless of contrary allegations—even if they are not Christians and that, on the contrary, they must be left to enjoy their freedom and their possessions." The directives of the Holy See were extremely clear even if, unhappily, their application soon met with difficulties. Later Urban VIII went so far as to excommunicate those who kept Indians as slaves.[222]

The allusion to "directives" whose application "met with difficulties," refers to the intractable opposition of the Spanish crown to Sublimis Deus. This reaction led to the papal Bull of 1538, Non Indecens videtur, rescinding the penalties attached to Paul III's Bull. Consequently, the papal response was greatly muted. Since this controversy was already examined in Chapter one no further discussion is needed here.

Secondly, in addition to the papal defense of aboriginal rights the text praises the contribution made by theologians and missionaries. Preeminent in this regard was Bartolome de
Las Casas who is singled out for his "resolute commitment on the side of the Indians."[223] In particular, his work is seen as making a major contribution to the "doctrine of universal rights, based on the dignity of the person, regardless of his or her ethnic or religious affiliation."[224] The Spanish scholastic theologians, Vitoria, and Suárez, are lauded for their pioneering efforts in developing international law which also included a position similar to that of Las Casas on "the basic equality of all persons and of all peoples."[225]

Later, in part two of the document--devoted to forms of racism today--the Commission sets forth perhaps the clearest statement of current Vatican policy on "aboriginal peoples."

For this reason the text deserves to be quoted in full:

In some countries, forms of racial discrimination still persist with regard to aboriginal peoples. In many cases, these peoples are no more than the remaining vestiges of the original populations of the region, the survivors of veritable genocides carried out in the not too distant past by the invaders, or tolerated by the colonial powers. It is also not uncommon to find these aboriginal peoples marginalized with respect to the country's development.

In many cases, their situation is similar in fact, if not in law, to segregationist regimes in that they are relegated to limited territories or subjected to statutes which the new occupants of the country have, in most cases, unilaterally granted to them. The right of the first occupants to land, and a social and political organization which would allow them to preserve their cultural identity, while remaining open to others, must be guaranteed. With regard to indigenous peoples, often numerically small, justice demands that two opposing risks be avoided: on the one hand, that they be relegated to
reservations as if they were to live there forever, trapped in the past; on the other hand, that they be forced to assimilate without any concern for their right to maintain their own identity. Solutions are indeed difficult, and history cannot be rewritten. However, forms of coexistence can be found which take into consideration the vulnerability of autochthonous groups and offer them the possibility of maintaining their own identity within the greater whole to which they belong with all due rights. The greater or lesser degree of their integration into the surrounding society must be made on the basis of a free choice.[226]

In the quarter century since the publication of *Pacem in Terris* many new independent nations have come into existence. However, even at the time of that encyclical, the Holy See recognized that independence as a goal for many—if not most—"minorities" was out of the question. This assumption is clearly present in the text on racism, and is applied particularly to indigenous peoples. The general policy of the Holy See is clear:

Forms of coexistence can be found which take into consideration the vulnerability of autochthonous groups and offer them the possibility of maintaining their own identity within the greater whole to which they belong...[227]

However, in significant ways the text on racism differs from *Pacem in Terris*. First, aboriginal peoples are recognized as a distinct subset of communities experiencing racism. Secondly, their actual condition, as usually the most marginalized people in any nation, is acknowledged. Thirdly, the issue of "assimilation" is dealt with in a more sensitive manner. In the earlier document the emphasis is on the
dangers of an excessive nationalism as well as the benefits of appropriating the "excellence" of the dominant group.[228] Here the freedom of the aboriginal group is accentuated: "the greater or lesser degree of their integration into the surrounding society must be made on the basis of a free choice."[229] In brief, the Church wants to avoid two extremes: a retrogressive isolationism on the one hand, a forced assimilation on the other.[230]

In summary, this text represents the first time that the complex problems facing indigenous peoples who live in multicultural nation-states are explicitly addressed. Its solution to these issues is in continuity with the teaching expressed in Pacem in Terris. Once again the claim is put forth that the collective rights of aboriginal peoples can be affirmed and enhanced by developing "forms of coexistence...with the greater whole to which they belong."[231] As well The Church and Racism sets the stage for the next major development in the Holy See's understanding of, and concern for, aboriginal peoples. I refer to the special relationship of aboriginal people to the land. This affinity is explicitly stated in John Paul's 1989, World Day of Peace Message.
Indigenous Peoples, the Land, and Cultural Survival

The pope begins his new year's day address by recalling that John XXIII had already raised the issue of the status and future of ethnic minorities twenty five years earlier in *Pacem in Terris*. [232] This issue, he says, "with the passing of time has become even more pressing since it is related to the organization of social and civil life within each country as well as to the life of the international community." [233] Given the events and tensions that have arisen subsequently to this statement, particularly, but not exclusively, in Eastern Europe, this is a prescient observation. Consequently, John Paul II goes on to remark: "the question of minorities is assuming a notable importance," and constitutes for Church and state "matter for careful reflection." [234]

Observing at the outset that for minorities, "the situations in which they live are so diverse that it is almost impossible to draw up a complete picture of them," [235] the pope instead offers two fundamental guiding principles. The first is the now familiar and foundational notion of "the inalienable dignity of every human person, irrespective of racial, ethnic, cultural or national origin, or religious belief." [236] Furthermore, since human beings are social by nature, a necessary condition for realizing the dignity of persons is the "right to a collective identity that must be
safeguarded in accordance with the dignity of each person."[237] In other words, the person in official Catholic social thought, is always seen in relation to, and in tension with, community. In fact, as an earlier encyclical of John Paul II put it, "the person in community ... must, as a fundamental factor in the common good, constitute the essential criterion for all programs, systems, and regimes."[238]

A second principle complements and qualifies the first. This "second principle concerns the fundamental unity of the human race, which takes its origin from the one God, the creator."[239] Basically, the Church is teaching that beyond the particularities, and differences of the various races, colors, and creeds, there is the reality that human beings form one human family and community.[240] This view of humanity as forming a common family—especially in its origin and destiny—is one the modern papacy shares with its medieval and post-discovery predecessors. Today, however, there are major differences in the claims that the papacy would make over humanity in general. In the Middle Ages they claimed both temporal and spiritual power over the human family. Today, faced with an irreducible pluralism, and shorn of its temporal power, the papacy seeks above all the freedom to proclaim the Gospel, and consequently, to share its spiritual heritage with the world.[241] The communitarian social ethic
advocated by the papacy should lead to a freedom from discrimination between peoples, and a solidarity among them.[242]

At the same time, repeating a theme introduced by earlier popes,[243] John Paul II stresses that diversity among cultures should contribute to the unity of the human race, and the "common good."[244] This is difficult to achieve, and is only possible if everyone works at it constantly. Otherwise, he says, racial prejudice and discrimination continue to "reappear time and time again under new forms."[245]

The Reciprocal Rights and Duties of Indigenous Peoples

This search for true peace between and among peoples requires the recognition of "reciprocal rights and duties."[246] In the present discussion, "the existence of minorities as identifiable groups within a state raises the question of their specific rights and duties."[247] It is in this context of recalling the fundamental right of "minorities" "to exist,"[248] "to preserve and develop their own culture,"[249] "to have contact with groups having a common cultural and historical heritage,"[250] and "to religious freedom,"[251] that John Paul introduces a different approach to grounding "aboriginal rights." Since the most fundamental human right is the right to life, John Paul points out how "the right to exist can be undermined in...subtle
ways."[252] It is in this context that he points out the special relationship existing between aboriginal peoples and the land:

Certain peoples, especially those identified as native or indigenous, have always maintained a special relationship to their land, a relationship connected with the group's very identity as a people having their own tribal, cultural, and religious traditions. When such indigenous peoples are deprived of their land they lose a vital element of their way of life and actually run the risk of disappearing as a people.[253]

The logical inference to be drawn from this understanding of the intimate relationship between indigenous people and the land is their right to an adequate land base. In this text, then, the right to land would seem to flow from the right to life in a double sense. First, indigenous peoples share with all humanity the right to a land base sufficient to support their very existence. This is simply a corollary of a view of human rights rooted in the dignity of the human person. Secondly, and specific to indigenous populations, is the vital connection between the traditional way of life and land. The native peoples, according to this papal text, so identify with the land that separation often leads to death of the people, and extinction of the culture. As we will see in the next chapter, the right to an adequate land base is a frequent focus of John Paul II's speeches to aboriginal peoples.
Indigenous Independence Movements

A second important innovation to be found in this text is the treatment of the issue of movements for independence. In the first place, the pope teaches that such political claims should be worked out by means of peaceful negotiation.[254] This seems to go beyond the policy found in the document on racism, and pope John XXIII's *Pacem in Terris*, where coexistence with other groups in multicultural nation-states seems to be the optimal solution. Here John Paul II does not rule out a priori the possibility of new independent states, of evolution within states to allow for greater political autonomy on the part of indigenous peoples and other ethnic minorities.

At the present time in which ethnic nationalism is reemerging—especially, but not exclusively, in Eastern Europe—the pope is concerned principally with an unacceptable but common means to achieve these ends. Specifically, he warns against "terrorist groups" who:

unduly arrogate to themselves the exclusive right to speak in the name of a minority, depriving it of the possibility of freely and openly choosing its own representatives and of seeking a solution without intimidation.[255]

He is also concerned about the effects of this violent strategy on minority groups who often "suffer from the acts of
violence wrongfully committed in their name."[256] The experience of the Indian populations of Guatemala and Peru poignantly bear witness to the truth of this assertion.[257]

Armed Struggle Versus Non-Violence

It must immediately be added that, in this text, there is no explicit denial of the Church's traditional teaching on armed struggle as an ultima ratio. The pope, after all, had approved the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith's 1986 "Instruction" on Christian Freedom and Liberation in which it states: "the Church's magisterium admits as a last resort {armed struggle} to put an end to an obvious and prolonged tyranny which is gravely damaging the fundamental rights of individuals and the common good."[258] Yet, even here, we see signs of a move towards a more consistent non-violent approach to social change. For the Congregation qualifies the ultima ratio principle as follows:

Nevertheless, the concrete application of this means cannot be contemplated until there has been a very rigorous analysis of the situation. Indeed, because of the continual development of the technology of violence and the increasingly serious dangers implied in its recourse, that which today is termed "passive resistance" shows a way more conformable to moral principles and having no less prospects for success. One can never approve—whether perpetrated by established powers or insurgents—crimes such as reprisals against the general population, torture, or methods of terrorism and deliberate provocation aimed at causing deaths during popular demonstrations. Equally unacceptable are the detestable smear campaigns capable of destroying a person psychologically or morally.[259]
Here again recent experience in Eastern Europe has given hope that non-violent protest can effect meaningful and lasting change in society, while even successful revolutions, as in Nicaragua, often occasion interminable violence.

In this process of non-violent resistance John Paul II reminds members of minority groups who are living in exile, or who have settled permanently in other countries, that they have a duty of solidarity towards those who "remain oppressed in their place of origin and who cannot themselves make their voice heard."[260] At the same time the Church stresses freedom of choice in these complex situations. The pope, for example, recognizes that some individuals, or segments of the minority group, might decide to voluntarily assimilate: "a minority group has the duty to promote the freedom and dignity of each one of its members and to respect the decisions of each one, even if someone were to decide to adopt the majority culture."[261]

Realistically, most minority groups will not evolve into independent states. Consequently, in his closing remarks devoted to building a peace based on justice, pope John Paul II envisages the ideal situation in which:

... Respect for minorities is to be considered the touchstone of social harmony and the index of civic maturity attained by a country and its institutions. In a truly democratic society, to guarantee the participation of minorities in
political life is a sign of a highly developed civilization, and it brings honor upon those nations in which all citizens are guaranteed a share in national life in a climate of true freedom.[262]

In Summary, John Paul II's policy framework regarding "minorities" remains basically the same as found in *Pacem in terris*. This is quite understandable given the persistent problematic of the existence of "minorities" within nation-states. If anything, with the breakup of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia these issues are even more pressing. Yet, as I have discussed above, his social thought differs from previous papal social thinking on these issues in significant ways. In discussing the rights of minorities, John Paul II is the first pope to recognize the uniqueness of aboriginal peoples. This uniqueness is located above all in the intimate connection that exists between aboriginal people and the land. A growing ecological consciousness in the Vatican coupled with the fact that indigenous peoples themselves have voiced their own perceptions of the link to land have precipitated this new understanding. Flowing from these new insights has come an additional foundation for aboriginal rights.

John Paul II has supported the right to an adequate land base for indigenous peoples by linking land rights with the right to life. In the context of aboriginal rights the right to life is interpreted to mean more than the right to maintain
one's basic human existence. As John Paul II understands it, traditional indigenous ways of life are inextricably bound up with the land they occupy. In other words, to remove them from the land is to promote their destruction and eventual extinction.

Conclusion

Thus a look back over the past century—from the pontificate of John Paul II to the Leonine period—reveals that the understanding of aboriginal rights issues have shifted dramatically. The issue of slavery, which had preoccupied Leo XIII and his predecessors of the previous four centuries, continued to be a focus of attention whenever he addressed the concerns of native people. In fact, Leo faced three important historical issues. First, there was the persistent issue of slavery itself. Secondly, there was the unacknowledged gap between official Catholic social teaching on slavery, and the theory and practice of the contemporary world which had for the most part abolished it as an institution. Thirdly, in the mission lands where it was still an issue, the problem that slavery posed for successful evangelization cannot be overlooked. Unlike his predecessors discussed in chapter one, Leo XIII does not make this an explicit focus, nor does he link justice concerns in an instrumental way with evangelization.
What is striking in this period is the realization that human rights have become a direct and principal concern. They are not just a secondary condition for evangelization. This more direct concern with justice and human rights as issues in their own right flows from an assumptive world in which natural law provides the basis for a theory of universal human rights. However, theological arguments were also used to buttress the fundamental dignity of each person and all peoples. Leo, for example, in the writings under discussion, argues that the dignity of the human person is rooted in the belief that all have the same creator, all have been redeemed by the same Savior, and all are destined for the same eternal salvation. On this basis he condemns the institution of slavery itself, and not just the unjust titles and methods that previous popes had criticized. In this way, he brought the common Catholic teaching on slavery into line with current world opinion and practice.

Secondly, by interpreting the notion of dominium in its full sense to include political power as well as personal and property rights, he set the stage for a fuller discussion of aboriginal rights in the future. Thirdly, by making the abolition of slavery a concern of the Church in mission lands, as well as at the highest levels of papal diplomacy, Leo XIII was setting an important precedent for the Church's involvement in justice issues. As yet, justice was not seen
as constitutive of the preaching of the Gospel. However, it was by this time viewed as more than a functional condition for its fruitful reception. Even so, evangelization, for Leo XIII, remains what it had been understood to mean in previous centuries: the proclamation of the Gospel to the non-Christian followed by the implantation of a hierarchical European Catholic Church in these mission territories.

Pius X continued the efforts of Leo XIII towards the final elimination of the practice of slavery, and the genocidal practices that often accompanied it. In the encyclical he wrote dealing with the matter there is no theoretical discussion of the issue, or of a human rights theory which grounds his opposition. In brief, he broke no new ground. However, Pius X, like Leo XIII, assumed a natural law school of thought which underpinned universal human rights. Basically his solution to the problem of slavery is primarily pastoral. Apart from exhorting civil authorities to carry out their duties of protecting the Indians, this pontiff encouraged the development of more mission stations, and the preaching of Christian charity towards the Indians in schools and churches.

In terms of the extent of the human rights of the Indian peoples Pius X remains silent. It appears that he assumed these groups would remain subjects of the new nation-states of
Latin America. Within this framework, personal freedom and property rights are implicitly affirmed, but the rights to political sovereignty are ignored—or assumed to have been extinguished. Finally, the relationship between evangelization and human rights appears to have returned to a pre-Leonine position. For Pius X was concerned that the evil behavior of the settlers and prospectors would bring the Christian faith into disrepute. Thus works of charity and justice were meant to manifest and support the Gospel message. The implantation model of Church and mission remains intact as well during his pontificate.

In the intervening half century between Pius X and John XXIII the issues of indigenous peoples fade into the background. With John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council a new problematic had emerged which would shape papal thinking on aboriginal rights in the decades following the Council. Pope John was writing during a period of massive decolonization. Many new nations, as a result, had just come into existence. These countries were not nation-states in any strict definition. Most contained many different ethnic communities, a reality which gave rise to inter-ethnic conflict.

The pope's major assumption concerning this situation was that most of these ethnic groups would not be able to become
independent sovereign nations. While not precluding future independence in some cases, the focus of the pope's reflections was on "minorities" within new or old nation-states. Working within the framework of a "common good" theory of society and a natural law ethic traditional to Catholicism, the pope works out a highly nuanced solution to the problem. In the first place, he sees "ethnicity" as a value constitutive of the common good, and therefore, affirms the right of minorities to exist and flourish within multicultural societies. The governments of these countries must in turn not only passively respect the right of these groups to exist, but they should also work to implement the full complement of human rights pertaining to minorities. The minorities themselves, as responsible human subjects, are encouraged to take an active role in claiming their own rights.

At the same time, in Pope John's view, minority ethnic rights are relativized by, and subordinated to, the universal common good of humanity and the common destiny of the goods of the world. Furthermore, despite the risks inherent in contact with other cultures and the larger world, interaction between peoples is seen as a way of enhancing the culture of the minority itself. As he explains, all human beings share common characteristics in addition to their own specific cultural traits. Consequently, it is important for all
peoples to interact and live in communion with one another in order to perfect their common human nature. This being said, what is innovative in these writings is the focus on the issue of political self-determination—even if most of the groups seeking it cannot hope for full political independence. Basically, the full complement of human rights is affirmed for all persons and peoples.

Finally, the relationship between evangelization and human rights is not directly addressed in *Pacem in Terris*. In fact, "evangelization" is not mentioned at all in this encyclical. Thus, with John XXIII we can truly say that human rights became an independent concern. Human rights, then, are no longer seen merely as necessary conditions for the reception of the Gospel. Despite this shift in understanding I submit that evangelization, understood in earlier pontificates as the extension and implantation of the Catholic Church in mission lands, persists as the dominant model.

The Second Vatican Council built on the foundational human rights thinking of John XXIII in further significant ways. We are now far removed from the medieval worldview of Innocent IV. As we saw in chapter one, he and later popes considered it their right and duty to actively intervene in the private and public affairs of other cultures and religions to bring them into harmony with a Christian interpretation of
natural law. and even to conquer them if they aggressively resisted the preaching of the Gospel.

Yet, the Council did not really transcend the basic mission paradigm of recent centuries. The dominant view of evangelization presented at the Council still could be characterized as accommodationist. In this model of mission the implantation and extension of the universal Church in a form adapted to local cultures is the ideal. However, it must be said at the same time that the Council certainly introduced concepts that would enable later models to emerge. By coming to grips, for example, with political and cultural pluralism 

_Gaudium et Spes_ was led to affirm a pluralistic empirical notion of culture. The many implications of this shift in understanding were not developed in this or other documents of the Council. For example, an acknowledgement of the "right to culture" in the full anthropological sense had to await post _Vatican II_ developments.

An understanding of evangelization, as a consequence, rooted in the theology of inculturation would also have to wait for a later explicit articulation and affirmation. In brief, a more flexible accommodationist model prevailed at _Vatican II_. Furthermore, the relationship between evangelization and human rights, now shaped by the admission of cultural rights and the right to religious freedom, had yet
to be fully and adequately explicated. Some clues to a possible solution are to be found in the discussion of the foundation of human rights in *Caudium et Spes*. In that text human rights continue to be grounded in the dignity of the human person, but now rooted more in a Christology than in rational principles. Thus it follows, from the Church's perspective, that an adequate promotion of human rights requires the revelation of the relationship of humanity to the person of Christ. In other words, it is only Jesus Christ who can truly reveal to humanity the full sense of what it means to be human. Since it is the task of evangelization to proclaim the meaning of the Christ event to the world, an intimate connection between evangelization and human rights, conceived as the conditions for the full flowering of human dignity, can be established. The implications for evangelization are dramatic. For instance models of mission based on an analogy with the "incarnation" could begin to shape mission methodology. This analogy, for example, presupposes the desirability of having viable and dynamic cultures with which the Gospel can interact, and ultimately in which the Gospel can be incarnated, or to use the terminology of a later period, inculturated. A further implication of this understanding being that these cultures will not only be enhanced by their encounter with the Gospel, but that the Church itself will be enriched, and, in a sense, become more
catholic in its existence because of this interaction.

The emphasis on "culture" and the development of a missiology attuned to it continued to pick up momentum in the post Conciliar era. In particular, the pontificate of Paul VI represents the culmination of a transition in the Church's understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. Human rights in the Middle Ages, as we saw in chapter one, were seen as secondary and subordinate to the main mandate of the Church to evangelize the nations. This basic understanding prevailed through the age of discovery and colonization. During this period, as was often explicitly stated by the popes of the era, human rights were considered necessary conditions for the fruitful reception of the Gospel. It was only during the Leonine period of papal social thought that we really see justice and human rights issues becoming a concern in their own right independent of discussions of evangelization. Finally, in the period after Vatican II, in the documents that amplify the teaching of the Council we can discern a third major phase in the understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. Paul VI's pontificate contributed a number of important elements and refinements to this development.

First, Populorum Progressio's discussion of "integral development" set the stage for new developments in Catholic
human rights thinking, and implicitly for a new view of evangelization. By stating that development must include all the dimensions of human existence it supported cultural rights in a stronger way. This holistic notion of development further implies that salvation must itself include the "whole man[sic] and every man." If this is the case, then evangelization must be integrally related to justice. In the synod document, *Justice in the World*, a number of theological arguments were offered to justify the assertion that justice was a constitutive dimension of the Gospel.

Secondly, in *Evangelii Nuntiandi* the liberation from every oppressive situation, which the synod of 1971 also proclaimed as a constitutive dimension of the preaching of the Gospel, was seen to include liberation from cultural oppression. Thus, *Evangelii Nuntiandi* has, I submit, sublated the earlier notion of "integral development" into an incipient notion of "integral liberation." In this perspective, liberation must embrace all the dimensions of human existence including the ecological. This understanding of liberation grounds an expanded definition of "evangelization" which includes the evangelization of cultures. With this understanding of evangelization, the previously dominate accommodationalist model has been transformed into a truly contextual inculturation model. Yet, at this stage, it is also probably true to say that this change does not yet amount
to a complete paradigm shift in the meaning of evangelization.

This holds as well for the pontificate of John Paul II. For the most part his understanding of evangelization follows closely the writings of Paul VI. Together, these two popes have brought about what Avery Dulles has called the "evangelical turn in Catholicism."[263] Fundamental to their approach to evangelization is the basic proclamation of the Gospel to those who have not yet heard it in order to bring about a personal encounter and relationship with the person of Jesus Christ. However, evangelization does not stop with conversion to Christ. For these popes evangelization is not complete if it does not impact all the dimensions of human existence. This includes the liberation and transformation of cultures ideally reflected in a fully inculturated Church in those same cultures. At the same time both popes are careful not to reduce evangelization to development or liberation projects. Faithful to the insights of the 1971 synod, the promotion of justice is considered integral to, but not identical with, the more comprehensive mission of the Church to evangelize the nations. In the next, and final chapter of this thesis, I will examine to what extent the body of papal social thought reviewed in chapters one and two actually informs John Paul II's proclamation of the Gospel to the indigenous peoples of the world.
CHAPTER THREE:

JOHN PAUL II'S ADDRESSES TO INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
DURING APOSTOLIC VISITS 1979–1991

In this, the third and final chapter of the thesis, I will analyse the direct addresses of John Paul II to indigenous peoples. The focus of this chapter will be the evangelization-human rights problematic as worked out through the optic of aboriginal rights. Basically, we want to know how Pope John Paul II has concretized evangelization-human rights thought in his speeches, and also if he adds anything new to papal social thought? In doing this we need to keep in mind the changed context in which the present aboriginal rights issues are being addressed. At each stage in papal social thought the question was different. For example, in the earlier centuries Christians were confronted with sovereign independent nations. Innocent IV's question was paramount: "is it legitimate to invade the lands of pagans, and if so, why?" Implicit in this question was the debate about dominium, its meaning and extent.

Today, there are different questions. For in the present political context aboriginal peoples have been conquered and colonized. Thus a first and fundamental question that must be addressed is to what extent and by what means can aboriginal peoples redress the injustices of the past? Secondly, what
must the dominant society do to rectify the injustices of the past in response to the current cultural and political revitalization of aboriginal peoples? In the papal texts issued from Rome both questions have been addressed to some extent. Yet, as we have seen in chapter two, the second question still awaits an adequate and comprehensive response. In the present Canadian context, where constitutional reform is an urgent priority, and aboriginal self-government has been included in the reform proposals, these questions are highly relevant and provocative.

The examination of texts will proceed chronologically as well as geographically. Section one will cover the speeches delivered in Latin America.[1] Section two completes his work in the Western hemisphere by examining the five speeches given in Canada and the United States. Lastly, in section three I will examine a representative text from outside the Americas namely, the address given to the "Aborigines" at Alice Spring, Australia.

Despite the fact that papal speeches rank rather low on the scale of papal pronouncements, form does not necessarily determine significance.[2] The moral authority of the text depends greatly on the substantive statements contained in it. For example, in some speeches the pope may draw upon credal statements and foundational moral principles which may
require universal assent. In other places within the same address, he will use statements from Catholic social teaching that are historically conditioned, and certainly open to further refinement. Finally, when the pope applies general principles to particular cases and situations which are constantly evolving, the Church cannot expect to elicit the same degree of assent to its teaching.[3]

In fact, the Church recognizes a legitimate pluralism when it comes to strategy, tactics, and the implementation of the Christian vision in a changing world:

Often enough the Christian view of things will itself suggest some specific solution in certain circumstances. Yet it happens rather frequently, and legitimately so, that with equal sincerity some of the faithful will disagree with others on a given matter. Even against the intention of their proponents, however, solutions proposed on one side or another may be easily confused by many people with the Gospel message. Hence it is necessary for people to remember that no one is allowed in the aforementioned situations to appropriate the Church’s authority for his opinion. They should always try to enlighten one another through honest discussion, preserving mutual charity and caring above all for the common good.[4]

In addition to these general interpretative principles, we should keep in mind the process by which these texts are produced. For the most part they are drafted in the host country, and later revised, if necessary, in Rome.[5] This can give rise to discrepancies, even outright contradictions, between texts. This lessens their overall credibility, and
weakens the witness of the Church. A telling example of this occurred during the papal visit to the native peoples of Canada held at Fort Simpson, September 20, 1987. In the previous visit to Canada in 1984 there had been some recognition of the sinful complicity of the Church in the colonization process.[6] In the speech of 1987 this was contradicted by the historically false assertion that the missionarics "taught you to love and appreciate the spiritual and cultural treasures of your way of life. They respected your heritage, languages, and customs."[7]

This quotation is in stark contrast to the admission by the same pope a few days earlier in Phoenix, Arizona. At that site he admitted the negative side of European contact:

The early encounter between your traditional cultures and the European way of life was an event of such significance and change that it profoundly influences your collective life even today. That encounter was a harsh and painful reality for your peoples. The cultural oppression, the injustices, the disruption of your life and your traditional societies must be acknowledged.[8]

The framers of the Canadian text obviously disagreed with this blunt assessment of the pope, illustrating the kind of discrepancies which can occur. With these background notes in mind I will now proceed to Latin America, and the papal encounters with the Amerindian peoples of that continent.
3.1. Apostolic Visits to the Indigenous Peoples of Latin America

The first speech John Paul II gave in Mexico to Indian peoples set the tone for his pontificate. In this address he appropriates to himself the tradition of the bishop as the defender of the Indian, as a "voice of the voiceless." This tradition goes back to Las Casas and other early bishops of the Americas. Acutely aware of the distressing, at times deteriorating, conditions of the poor in Latin America, John Paul expresses his desire:

To be your voice, the voice of those who cannot speak, or who are silenced, to be the conscience of the consciences, the invitation to action, in order to make up for: lost time, a time that is frequently one of prolonged suffering and of unfulfilled hopes.[9]

One unfulfilled hope was that of land reform and the development of the full potential of agriculture in Latin America. Drawing on the social encyclicals Mater et Magistra, Populorum Progressio, and sections of Gaudium et Spes the pope reaffirms the dignity and rights of the Indian peasant farmer.[10] The discussion here is not specific to Indian rights and concerns, but applies to all farm workers. Basically, he exhorts the Indian farmers to cooperate with others in promoting agricultural development.[11] In pursuing this objective he is aware that the farmers will run into
opposition from those resisting land reform, and who "at times keep the land unproductive, and hide the bread which so many families lack..."[12]

In this context, and especially in light of Church-state tensions in Mexico,[13] he courageously and explicitly relativizes the notion of private property:

The church does defend the legitimate right to private property, but it teaches with no less clarity that, above all, private property always carries with it a social obligation, so that material possessions may serve the general goal that God intended. And if the common good requires it, there must be no doubt about expropriation itself, carried out in the proper manner.[14]

This teaching, while helpful to farmers and the dispossessed rural poor, could also work against the "aboriginal rights" of the Amerindian. For civil authorities have never hesitated to expropriate Indian land when it was deemed necessary for the "common good." The so-called "common good" usually masked the interests of the dominant society. This speech contains only a very rudimentary treatment of the rights of indigenous peoples. It is really the application of traditional Catholic teaching on the dignity of work and property rights to farmworkers more than to the aboriginal population. However, several themes, important to indigenous survival, are introduced which will be developed more fully in later addresses. Specifically, the themes of "inculturation," "participation," "land rights," "solidarity," "non-violence,"
"the richness of traditional values," are broached.

A year after his inaugural Indian encounter in Mexico, during a pastoral visit to Brazil, John Paul met a group of sixty Amazon Indians in the city of Manaus. The encounter was brief and his address short—merely two paragraphs in length. However, in it he recognizes a foundational basis of "aboriginal rights"—the first use and occupancy of the land.[15] He also goes beyond a discussion of mere land rights to assert a connection between the land and the survival of aboriginal identity.[16] The recognition of this relationship is an important innovation in terms of papal thinking. The Brazilian text was actually nine years in advance of a papal document issued centrally that develops the same theme even further. I am referring to the 1989 World Day of Peace Message which was discussed in chapter two. In that address aboriginal land rights were supported by grounding them in the right to life.

Finally, it is significant that the pope affirms the dignity of the Indians not only as individual persons, but as "a people and as a nation."[17] This "people and nation" motif is mentioned twice within this paragraph signalling to the Brazilian authorities, and to Church officials, the importance of the collectivity. When one reflects on the still precarious existence of Brazilian Indians, subjected to a
veritable "ethnocide" if not "genocide" this is a crucial affirmation. The fact that he repeated the same message the next day in a homily to the whole Church of the area reveals his sincere solidarity with the Amazonian Indians.[18]

The next address in this series was a homily given in Guatemala entitled _The Rights of the Indian People_. Its approach is quite different from that of the Brazilian text. It touches more directly on the relationship of the Gospel to human rights. Even though they comprise the majority of the population of Guatemala the Indians of that nation remain margined. They continue to be subject to a vicious repression which has continued unabated to the present time. The spiral of violence initiated by state oppression, exacerbated by guerilla movements of the left, death squads of the right, and numerous evangelical sects, was well known to John Paul II. In his homily of March 7, 1983, he acknowledged their struggles:

> At this moment also, dear sons and daughters, the church knows the emargination which you suffer, the injustices which you have to contend with, the serious difficulties you meet with in defending your lands and your rights, the frequent lack of respect for your customs and traditions.[19]

The pope's response to this genocidal situation was first to recall the good news preached to the poor by Jesus himself as recounted in the Gospel of Luke (4:21-24).[20] He reminds his congregation that "Christ alone is capable of breaking the
chains of sin and its enslaving consequences."[21] However, he did not preach a passive resignation to the grave situation of injustice in Guatemala. On the contrary, the good news of the Gospel requires participation of the people themselves in becoming "the prime artisans of your own advancement,"[22] as well as an active "solidarity" on the part of the Church "in obtaining acknowledgement and promotion of your dignity and your rights as persons."[23]

In this homily the human rights of the Indians are addressed only cursorily. Given the situation of violence, the pope, as an advocate of the voiceless, first of all urges the governing authorities to enact "adequate legislation to shield you effectively from abuses and to assure you of the environment and means adequate for your normal development."[24]

Next, the pope addresses a growing concern of the Catholic Church in Latin America. This is the aggressive attack on the Catholic population by fundamentalist Christian sects. He alludes to the fact that Catholic ministers of the Gospel—in Guatemala principally the catechists—are sometimes denounced as subversives for preaching the whole Gospel. He pleads for religious freedom and protection for these ministers.[25] Later, in the context of affirming their land and cultural rights, as well as an equitable access to
education and health care, the pope twice warns against the use of violence to secure the necessary reforms.[26] This is especially significant because, if there is any country where sustained oppression by the ruling classes would justify armed struggle it surely would be Guatemala. In its place, the pontiff promotes "solidarity." This virtue ought to engage the faithful in supporting "one another to organize associations for defending your rights and achieving your projects."[27]

In this text we see the emergence of a general pattern in papal speeches to aboriginal peoples. Coupled with a forceful assertion of human rights there is usually a strong appeal for the renewal of faith as a liberating and motivating force. This revitalization of faith, it is hoped, will issue in an active "solidarity" necessary for making human rights effective. The recognition of human rights includes land and cultural rights particularly important to the indigenous population. In general, the teaching of this text reflects the new paradigm for the relationship between evangelization and human rights. In this conceptualization human rights issues are integral to, and constitutive of, evangelization. This pivotal shift occurred, as I noted in chapter two, in Justice in the World, the document resulting from the synod of 1971.

Two years after his Guatemalan address, John Paul II
would focus more explicitly on the theme of evangelization in an allocation to the Indians of Ecuador. Evangelization Must Take Account of your Culture. [28] Specifically, the pope wanted to comment on the relationship between evangelization and culture. For several years prior to this Latin American visit John Paul had been emphasizing the theme of "culture" and the "evangelization of culture." [29] In Ecuador he stresses respect for the host culture receiving the Gospel. The title given to his allocation, reveals this quite clearly.

In this address the respect for culture is biblically rooted, and grounded in two principal texts. First, citing John 1:9 (This is the true light--the light that comes into the world and shines on all mankind) the pope affirms traditional indigenous values as reflecting the traces of the Creator whom they discovered in all creatures. [30] Secondly, the revelation of human beings as created in the image and likeness of the Creator confirmed their human dignity, and deepened values they already cherished. [31] Consequently, in this theological vision, evangelization "purifies, deepens, and completes" the culture which already has a significant relationship with the Word of God. [32]

Unfortunately, there have been many historic and present problems which have hindered "inculturation," and threaten the
very identity of the indigenous peoples of the Americas. In recognizing their past and present sufferings John Paul II also noted the efforts of missionaries, bishops, and theologians in the defense of the rights of the Indian peoples. [33] Here he recalls the scholastic natural law teaching, applied to Indian issues by Vitoria and Suárez, that "the human rights of your peoples existed before all other rights established by human laws." [34] The logical conclusion, according to John Paul II, is that the natural law should be the criterion for judging the adequacy and justice of positive human law. [35] However, in this document, at least, no application of this principle to the problems facing the native peoples of Ecuador is attempted.

Instead the pope returns to a discussion of cultural and religious values threatened by secularization, oppression, and by internal weaknesses such as alcoholism, malnutrition, and illiteracy. [36] In meeting these threats, which amount to a severe marginalization, he does not suggest a repristination of their cultures, but a development which "will make them capable of assimilating in an appropriate manner scientific and technical discoveries." [37] In pursuing this line of thinking the pope has been following the teaching of Puebla, [38] which in turn reflects the Catholic social teaching on minority cultures as found in Pacem in Terris.
The pontiff continues to draw on these sources in the third major section of the allocution devoted to the "aspirations" of the Indian peoples of Ecuador.[39] Once again the dignity of the human person, made in the image and likeness of God, and elevated by the identification of Christ with each human person--especially the poor--becomes the fundamental norm for supporting and evaluating the aspirations of each culture and people.[40]

These particular Amerindian cultures are affirmed, in the first place, as worthy of respect equal to all other peoples and races.[41] Secondly, their particular cultures, including their own forms of government, are encouraged not only for their own benefit, but for the enrichment of the societies in which they live, and the Catholic Church to which they belong.[42] Thirdly, the land reform process which was already underway in Ecuador was praised by the Holy Father. At the same time he is careful to encourage the incorporation of technical and scientific developments which can aid their process of development, and enable them to commercialize their own products.[43] He also recognizes the conflicts which occur in Indian territories because resource extraction industries do not respect the land or the communities which are integrally related to them.[44] In resolving these conflicts the needs of persons must take precedence over economic concerns,[45] the people themselves must be the principal
agents of their own advancement.[46] and violence as well as passive resignation to injustice must be avoided.[47]

The emphasis on "culture" in this text is striking, especially the openness to incorporating indigenous cultural elements into the life of the Church. Yet, the exposition is clearly in line with previous Catholic teaching on "accommodation" and "inculturation" as found in the documents of Vatican II and later papal writings. As in previous writings the social teaching of this address generally assumes that minority cultures, like those of Amerindian Ecuador, will work out their futures within the nation-state in which they presently reside.[48] Its grounding of human rights is very eclectic. The pope appeals on the one hand to a traditional scholastic view of natural law, and on the other to theological and biblical arguments grounding the human dignity of persons and communities.

It should be pointed out that John Paul II's affirmation of cultures does not entail an uncritical acceptance of practices which violate the fundamental moral law, and the truths of the Gospel.[49] Quoting the Puebla document he makes his own the statement that "one cannot consider an abuse of power the fact that evangelization invites an abandonment of false conceptions of God, behavior contrary to nature, and manipulations of man[sic] by man."[50] "False conceptions of
God" are one of the charges against the "popular religion" of the Latin American masses. This is the theme of John Paul's next address to native peoples, which occurred on July 4, 1986, in Popayan, Columbia. It was entitled, Popular Religion is a Means of Evangelization and Liberation. The inclusion of the theme of "liberation" as a fruit of popular piety is a frontal attack on some versions of Liberation theology.[51] This being said, John Paul II agrees with many of the criticisms of popular religion:

...We notice that a popular piety which is poorly conceived has its limits and is exposed to the danger of deformation and deviations. Actually, if this piety were reduced only to mere external manifestations, without arriving at the depth of faith and the commitments of charity, it could favor the entrance of sects and even lead to magic, fatalism or oppression, with great dangers for the very community of the Church...

So-called "popular Catholicism", popular piety itself, is really authentic when it reflects the universal communion of the Church, manifesting one same faith, the same Lord, the same Spirit, the same God and Father.[52]

Despite the considerable dangers and drawbacks of popular forms of religion, John Paul II, following the teaching of Paul VI in Evangelii Nuntiandi, The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith in Christian Freedom and Liberation, as well as the Latin American Episcopate in its Puebla document, endorses it strongly:

popular piety should be a means of evangelization and of integral Christian liberation; of that liberation for which the people of Latin
America are thirsty, aware that only God frees from the slaveries and signs of death present in our day...[53]

John Paul II, in this address, does not spell out in detail how popular religion contributes to integral Christian liberation. But he does urge a massive "revitalization" of the religion of the masses:

I invite you, then, beloved brothers,[sic] above all those who are dedicated to tasks of catechesis and apostolate, to not relax your effort to evangelize the masses, perhaps tending to be satisfied with a weak or superficial Catholicism; work to revitalize the apostolic movements, renewing their spirituality, their attitudes and their lines of missionary action without frontiers; to enrich pious practices by infusing them with an authentic biblical and ecclesial spirit; to make the liturgy--always carried out according to the Church's norms--the center and culmination of community life.[54]

I infer from this passage that John Paul hopes a renewed spiritual and ecclesial life will manifest itself in a vigorous charity and solidarity. These virtues in turn will energize the people for the work of safeguarding their cultural heritage, and improving their social and political conditions within Colombian society.[55] As in the previous allocution to the Ecuadorians, John Paul II assumes that the Colombian Indians will work out their destinies within the existing nation-state. What is novel about this talk is the hope that "popular religion" would become a means of effecting "integral Christian liberation."
A year later, in 1987, John Paul II returned to Latin America and the theme of "culture." The text we will now consider was given to a mixed group of Mapuche Indians and rural peasant farmers in Temuco, Chile.[56] This address repeats many of the themes of earlier speeches in Latin America. It is distinctive for its added emphasis on the duty to preserve and share indigenous culture. As in previous speeches the presumed context for the future of the Mapuche Indians is within the Chilean state. John Paul II sets this tone when in his opening greetings he welcomes "the Mapuche people whose language, culture, and traditions enriches the Chilean nation."[57] To support this assertion John Paul II presents a theological framework within which cultural diversity is sanctioned, yet relativized. All people, he declares, are children of God, and called to form the one body of Christ, which is his Church.[58] Thus he concludes that by sharing in Christian faith the differences between peoples are transcended because we form one new people, the people of God.[59] At the same time he quickly adds that

The unity of all in Christ does not mean, from the human point of view, uniformity. On the contrary, the family of the Church, the family of God, in which we all participate, feels itself enriched by welcoming the multiple diversity and the multiple variety of all its members.[60]

This multiplicity and diversity actually images the God in whose likeness humanity is created.[61]
The implicit reference to the Trinity sets the stage for the major message of this text—the duty to preserve one's culture: "by defending your culture you not only exercise a right but accomplish also a duty."[62] This duty extends not just to the present members of the community but to future generations of the tribe, to the Chilean people itself, and, in light of the theological reflections noted above, to the Church as well.[63] As in previous addresses, the pope is concerned that important traditional values such as "love of the earth, the incomitable love of liberty, the unity of your families," not be lost, but be preserved, enriched, and shared with the larger human family.[64] In supporting their cultural values and rural way of life, so closely tied to the land, John Paul II has also made the Mapuche people the prime responsible agent for assuring a future for these values. Thus he cautions against solutions which automatically weaken the people, principally "hate and violence, and the unjustified abandonment of the country and its values to be reduced more often than not to a life more precarious and more difficult in the cities."[65]

The renewal of Christian life proclaimed by John Paul II as a necessary first step for integral liberation is here complimented with an emphasis on the agency and responsibility of the people themselves for preserving and enhancing their culture. The worth of the culture is seen as a value for
other peoples within the nation and around the world, as well as for the Church itself. This is a growing emphasis in speeches to aboriginal groups as we will see later--especially in the North American addresses.

The dignity and worth of the Indian peoples and their cultures was once again the principal theme in the last text of this Latin American series.[66] On May 17, 1987, John Paul II was in Mariscal Estigarribia, Paraguay. There he addressed several branches of the Guarani people, whose painful history was portrayed in the movie Mission, but who also benefited from the heroic work of early missionaries--three of whom John Paul II canonized during this apostolic visit.[67]

This text, for the most part, reiterates themes and concerns expressed in earlier Latin American addresses. The text begins once again by highlighting the unity of all human beings under God the Father and Christ the redeemer.[68] This unity of humanity should give rise to "collaboration and solidarity among all people and nations permitting the development of all while respecting the cultural characteristics of each."

In this address the theological understanding of "solidarity" draws upon the social encyclical, Sollicitudo Rei Socialis. This should not be surprising given that John Paul II's second social encyclical appeared in late 1987, just
seven months before the visit under discussion. As I noted in the analysis of that encyclical in chapter two, John Paul was aware of the deteriorating conditions of many peoples throughout the world—especially that of the Indigenous populations. In nearly every speech he recounts a litany of troubles and abuses they are suffering.[70] Thus by the late eighties he was looking for new strategies for change. Given his constant refusal to countenance armed struggle—again proscribed in this speech—he advocates various levels of solidarity as the solution.[71] In the case at hand, he urges solidarity among the Indian peoples themselves, between other Paraguayans and the Indian peoples, and among the Christian denominations. This whole thrust is summed up in a final imperative:

The obligation to dedicate oneself to the development of people is a duty that each man and woman shares, "in particular, it obliges the Catholic Church and the other churches and ecclesial communities willing to collaborate in this field."...I pray that this cooperation grows and becomes more fruitful with each passing day in this country.[72]

The social ecumenism he advocated for Latin America was already operative for many years in North America—especially in Canada. However, before moving to North America it will be helpful to recapitulate the main thrust of John Paul's teaching in Latin America.

In Summary, the focus of these papal addresses is
survival. There is first of all the concern for the very physical survival of the indigenous peoples threatened in so many ways. There is also the threat to their cultural survival within which their Catholic faith is seen to have an integral place. But faith, too, is threatened by the "sects" and secularization, as well as by the increasing urban migration of Indian people. John Paul's solution is to call for a "second evangelization" of the Latin American masses. Once faith is "revitalized" his hope is that a major solidarity movement would emerge—like those of Eastern Europe—that in a non-violent, but persistent manner, would work for the preservation of native identity, as well as for the liberation of indigenous and other peoples from every form of oppression.

With the exception of the teaching given in Brazil about the intimate connection between aboriginal identity and the land, and the recent thinking on "solidarity" so characteristic of John Paul II's writings, the social thought of these addresses reflects the framework of *Pacem in Terris* particularly its teaching on "minorities." As we saw time and again the basic papal assumption contained in these speeches is that the Amerindian, like all other ethnic minorities, will continue to work out their futures within the existing nation-states of Latin America.
Teaching from the earlier tradition is for the most part absent from the sources for these addresses. When it is used, as in the reference to the Spanish scholastic theologians and their natural law approach to human rights, it is mostly for rhetorical purposes. Yet, the social thought used in these addresses, which is mostly post-Vatican II, amounts to a dramatic call to the oppressed aboriginal peoples of Latin America to be agents of their own development and liberation. It is also an exhortation to civil authorities, and other members of these societies, to act in solidarity with the aboriginal nations in creating a more just society in which their cultures can not only survive but flourish.

In terms of an understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights—especially aboriginal rights—these speeches are consistent with, and reflect the recent transition to the view that human rights issues and justice concerns are definitely integral to the proclamation of the Gospel. The faith which is to issue from this preaching of the Gospel is seen as a liberating and motivating force for the transformation of the existing unjust conditions in which the majority of the indigenous peoples live. The Gospel is also a purifying force rooting out inauthentic elements of a culture, including the false elements of popular religion. Cultures under stress always make an attempt to revitalize themselves. The "second evangelization" that John Paul II
calls for in the Latin American context is really a necessary first step in the revitalization process as understood by anthropologists. For only if religious renewal and revisioning takes places will there be the energy and organization necessary to carry out the further steps of revitalization. These later phases of the process involve confronting and transforming the economic and political injustices in a culture. In these speeches John Paul II has made a plea for a Christian basis for the revitalization of Latin America, a revitalization that preserves the indigenous peoples and their cultures.

3.2. Apostolic Visits to the Indigenous Peoples of North America

Four years have passed since John Paul II's historic visit to Fort Simpson in Canada's North West Territories. It was his second attempt to reach that destination. The first visit was prevented because of bad weather. His second attempt was successful. On that occasion he was greeted by a rainbow, and an appreciative aboriginal audience who had believed this "voice of the voiceless" would actually return. Since that visit Canada has experienced an aboriginal version of the intifadah. Indeed, George Erasmus, the articulate former national chief of the Assembly of First Nations, has
warned the Canadian people that this may well be the last chance for peaceful settlement of aboriginal justice issues.

As Canada continues to work at constitutional reform, including the issue of aboriginal self-government, it is timely to review the speeches of John Paul II during his two visits. In this section I will concentrate on three distinct but related themes which dominated his addresses. These are "reconciliation," "inculturation" and "liberation." These will be treated in the same order, and across the set of four Canadian texts. Finally, I will examine the address to Native Americans in Phoenix, Arizona, delivered just six days before his visit to Fort Simpson.

Reconciliation: Healing Negative Memories of Native Existence and History

While visiting Quebec city the pope spoke a word of caution about his speeches: "my word does not claim to bring forth an answer to all your questions nor be a substitute for your own searching. It will offer you the light and strength of faith in Jesus Christ."[73] We should keep this in mind as we review the speeches relevant to native people and the Church's work with them. John Paul II has provided a compass more than a road map in confronting these issues.

One of the obstacles to achieving a "revitalization" of
the First Nations is the lack of "reconciliation" between the
dominant society and the First Nations, and between the native
peoples and their churches. At Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré Pope John
Paul II introduced the theme of "reconciliation" as follows:

As disciples of Jesus Christ, we know that the
Gospel calls us to live as his brothers and
sisters. We know that Jesus Christ makes possible
reconciliation between peoples with all its
requirements of conversion, justice, and social
love. If we truly believe that God created us in
God's image, we shall be able to accept one another
with our differences and despite our limitations and
sins.[74]

At Midland this theme was repeated and expanded:

This is truly the hour for Canadians to heal
all the divisions that have developed over the
centuries between the original peoples and the
newcomers to this continent. This challenge touches
all churches and ecclesial communities throughout
Canada.[75]

He prefaced this quotation with a reference to the good
Samaritan as healer:

Like the good Samaritan we are called to bind
up the wounds of our neighbors in need. Together
with St. Paul we must affirm: "it was God who
reconciled us to Himself through Christ and gave us
the work of handing on this reconciliation." [2
Cor. 5:18][76]

At Yellowknife John Paul II reiterated the urgency of
reconciliation:

I have come to call you to Christ, to propose
again for you and all Canada, His message of
forgiveness and reconciliation. As I mentioned at
Midland the hour has come to bind up the wounds, to
heal all divisions. It is a time of forgiveness,
for reconciliation and for a commitment to building new relationships. [77]

Finally, during his second visit to the North West Territories, the theme of "reconciliation" appeared three more times. [78]

In these texts "reconciliation" is understood to be both a gift of grace, and an ongoing task of the community of disciples of Jesus Christ. It is seen also as a necessary condition for achieving social justice for aboriginal Canadians, and an important condition for carrying out the work of "inculturation" that has barely begun in aboriginal North America. For in both cases cooperation is required if the desired results are to be achieved. This is especially true of the delicate work of inculturating the Gospel into aboriginal cultures, a theme that was prominent in his speeches.

Inculturation: the Integration of Native Culture & Christian Faith

Even apart from the addresses and homilies to the aboriginal peoples of Canada, faith and culture was a prominent topic during the Papal visit. The theme for Quebec city was in fact faith and culture, and for Winnipeg/St. Boniface, the focus was on faith and culture in a multicultural society. In his meetings with the Slavic
peoples (Poles, Ukrainians, Slovaks) the theme was central.[79] To a great extent this reflects John Paul II's own background. He often draws upon this cultural experience to strengthen others. In an important speech to UNESCO in 1980 he had this to say:

I am the son of a nation, which has lived the greatest experiences of history, which its neighbors have condemned to death several times, but which has survived and remained itself. It has kept its identity, and it has kept, in spite of partitions and foreign occupations, its national sovereignty, not by relying on the resources of physical power, but solely by relying on its culture. This culture turned out to be more powerful than all other forces.[80]

John Paul II was therefore an apt person to speak to aboriginal nations about their history and aspirations at a time when hope was fading for the cultural survival of so many ancient peoples. His speech, intended for Fort Simpson, but delivered at Yellowknife, alludes to a similar historical experience:

It is clear from the historical record that over the centuries your peoples have been repeatedly the victims of injustice by newcomers who in their blindness, often saw all your culture as inferior.[81]

Earlier at Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré he was aware that present attitudes may not be much different:

I know that relations between native people and white people are often strained and tainted with prejudice. Furthermore, in many places the native people are the poorest and the most marginal members of society. They suffer from the fact that
recognition of their identity and of their ability to participate in shaping their future is late in coming.[82]

John Paul II spoke at Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré of the spiritual heritage that can benefit not only native people, but the rest of society as well. He states:

Over the centuries, dear Amerindian and Inuit peoples, you have gradually discovered in your cultures special ways of living your relationship with God and with the world while remaining loyal to Jesus and the Gospel. Continue to develop these moral and spiritual values: an acute sense of the presence of God, love of your family, respect for the aged, solidarity with your people, sharing, hospitality, respect for nature, the importance given silence and prayer, faith in providence. Guard this wisdom preciously. To let it become impoverished would be to impoverish the people around you.[83]

The Pope knows that it will neither be easy nor automatic that these values be maintained:

...to live these spiritual values in a new way requires on your part maturity, interiority, a deepening of the Christian message, a concern for the dignity of the human being and a pride in being Amerindian and Inuit. This demands the courage to eliminate every form of enslavement that might compromise your future.[84]

These texts go to the heart of the message on faith and culture. They remind us that it is really "Christ animating the very center of all culture."[85] The model employed here is that of the incarnation, of the Word becoming flesh in a particular time, place, and culture. By operating in this way, the Creator revealed a great respect for culture as the
vehicle for, and expression of, faith. As John Paul II notes, the Native peoples had already discovered in their cultures, ways of living their relationship with God and the world. These expressed a set of profound meanings and values not only needed in the past but which are still vital today for all Canadians—not just the native people.[86]

Lest one think this was just a rhetorical flourish he repeated and further developed this theme at Midland, Ontario:

Through his Gospel Christ confirms the native peoples in their belief in God, their awareness of his presence, their ability to discover Him in creation, their dependence upon Him, their desire to worship Him, their sense of gratitude for the land, their responsible stewardship of the earth, their reverence for all his great works, their respect for the elders.[87]

Always careful to balance rights and responsibilities, John Paul II put a tremendous challenge to native people: "the world needs to see these values...pursued in the life of the community and made incarnate in a whole people."[88] For John Paul II knows that culture is precarious and values can be forgotten or ignored. Furthermore, the "Gospel does not destroy what is best in you...it enriches as it were from within the spiritual qualities and gifts that are distinctive of your cultures."[89]

The phrases to "enrich from within" and "Christ animating the very center of all culture" are apt expressions describing
the process of "inculturation." In this understanding of the evangelization process, Christ is not against culture, nor identical with it, but at its heart assisting it "to bring forth from its own living traditions original expressions of Christian life, celebration and thought."[90] In other words, Christ is the transformer of culture to use Richard Niebuhr's celebrated model.[91] Because of this approach John Paul II is able to go even further: "your Amerindian and Inuit traditions permit the development of new ways of expressing the message of salvation and they help us to better understand to what point Jesus is the Saviour and how universal his salvation is."[92] Finally, I could not close this section without recalling John Paul II's stirring affirmation: "not only is Christianity relevant to the Indian peoples, but "Christ, in the members of his body, is Himself Indian."[93] This is the alpha and omega of "inculturation."

As was the case in Latin America, John Paul II's Canadian texts stress the "revitalization" of religion as the basis for a renewed campaign for the liberation of aboriginal peoples. In Latin America he focussed on popular religion as the key to renewal. In Canada he seems to view the work of "reconciliation" and "inculturation" as fulfilling the same function, and leading to efforts for "liberation." The latter theme of "liberation" was, in fact, a major focus of his speeches in Canada's North West Territories where the issues
of self-determination and aboriginal rights were to be explicitly addressed.

Liberation

During both of those visits to the North West Territories John Paul II referred to a document published in 1537, the papal brief, *Pastorale Officium.*[94] The papal teaching contained in this brief, as we saw in chapter one, was part of a long tradition of papal concern for aboriginal rights. In its earliest stages and form this teaching had little impact. For the most part it was ignored as the Spanish conquistadores bludgeoned their way to wealth and power in the New World.

John Paul II continues this tradition with his introduction of the theme of "liberation" in the Canadian context. For the present pope "liberation" from "every form of enslavement" is integral to his thought. We saw this initially in the speech at Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré,[95] but it is also central to the Yellowknife address. John Paul II has a very definite perspective on "liberation." In his own words:

> there are close links between the preaching of the Gospel and human advancement—and human advancement includes development and...liberation. And so today I present to you the Gospel message with its commandment of fraternal love, with its demands for justice and human rights with all its liberating power.[96]

Later in his speech he goes on to
Proclaim that freedom which is required for a just and equitable measure of self-determination in your lives as native peoples. In union with the whole church I proclaim all your rights--and their corresponding duties. And I also condemn physical, cultural, and religious oppression, and all that would in any way deprive you or any group of what rightly belongs to you.[97]

Finally, he stressed important items presently under negotiation in Canada: "a just and equitable degree of self-governing...a land base with adequate resources...for developing a viable economy for present and future generations."[98]

Now it is one thing to proclaim "liberation," "inculturation," "reconciliation." It is quite another to see these goals and ideals become a reality. To ensure that the present human rights thinking does not meet the same fate as earlier papal thought, John Paul exhorts the churches to play a role in the liberation struggles of the aboriginal peoples of Canada. This does not contradict the basic evangelical mission of the Church. Pope Paul VI had already stated this truth in Evangeli Nuntiandi:

The Church, as the Bishops repeated, has the duty to proclaim the liberation of millions of human beings, many of whom are her own children--the duty of assisting the birth of this liberation, of giving witness to it, of ensuring that it is complete. This is not foreign to evangelization.[99]

In the Canadian context, the pope does not use the term "solidarity," as he often did in Latin America, to encourage
this type of action, but the reality is clearly present in this speech: "the Church stands with you as you strive to enhance your development as Native peoples. Her missionary personnel and her institutions seek to work for that cause with you."[100] In brief, the message of the pope to the aboriginal peoples of Canada, and to the churches in which most native people are members, can be characterized as revitalization of culture for integral Liberation. As in the speeches given in Latin America, the pope preaches that it is the Christian faith which will enable this renewal process to succeed. At the same time, the principal role in this liberation process must go to the indigenous nations themselves. As he told them in his first address, "you must be the architects of your own future, freely, and responsibly."[101]

**Encounter with the Indians of South Western United States**

Six days before speaking at Fort Simpson, John Paul had addressed native Americans in Phoenix, Arizona. The date was September 14, 1987. For the most part the text repeated the themes presented above, especially "reconciliation" and "inculturation." However, justice concerns were not entirely absent. In this regard the frank acknowledgement of the destruction of indigenous cultures consequent upon European contact is perhaps its greatest contribution to the corpus of
texts discussed in this chapter. It is a justice issue in itself. In addition to the section quoted in the introduction of this chapter John Paul urges that we "learn from the mistakes of the past, and...work together for reconciliation and healing as brothers and sisters in Christ."[102] Despite the shadows from the past, John Paul II is at pains to point out the positive side of the encounter with European culture. In particular he praises the missionaries who:

...Strenuously defended the rights of the original inhabitants of this land. They established missions throughout the southwestern part of the United States. They worked to improve living conditions and set up educational systems, learning your languages in order to do so. Above all they proclaimed the good news of salvation in our Lord Jesus Christ, an essential part of which is that all men and women are equally children of God and must be respected and loved as such. This Gospel of Jesus Christ is today, and will remain forever, the greatest pride and possession of your people.[103]

He singles out Fray Junipero Serra, as an example of such missionary dedication to Indian rights and dignity.[104] John Paul II claims Fr. Serra was a person who lived out the earlier teaching of pope Paul III--a view not shared by many Amerindians in California. Here, just as he did in Canada, the pope cited *Pastorale Officium* as the embodiment of Catholic social teaching on "aboriginal rights."[105] As he often does, he commends as well the work of Francisco Vitoria on the foundations of international law and native rights.[106]

Here too, as in the speeches in Canada and Latin America,
the pope urges native Americans to preserve their cultures not only for their own good, but for the enhancement of the human race as a whole:

From the very beginning, the Creator bestowed his gifts on each people. It is clear that stereotyping, prejudice, bigotry and racism demean the human dignity which comes from the hand of the Creator and which is seen in variety and diversity. I encourage you, as native people belonging to different tribes and nations in the East, South, West, and North, to preserve and keep alive your cultures, your languages, the values and customs which have served you well in the past and which provide a solid foundation for the future. Your customs that mark the various stages of life, your love for the extended family, your respect for the dignity and worth of every human being, from the unborn to the aged, and your stewardship and care for the earth: these things benefit not only yourselves but the entire human family.[107] This sharing of cultural riches must also include the Church which native cultures are called to participate in and enhance.[108]

Compared with the addresses in Canada's North West Territories, the human rights thinking in this speech remains general and abstract. It draws on the tradition only in a peripheral way. On the positive side it is similar to many other texts from the Americas which emphasize the renewal of faith and culture as the basis for a revitalized way of life. John Paul's parting comments, however, do point out some links between faith and justice:

Surely the time has come for the native peoples of America to have a new life in Jesus Christ—the new life of adopted children of God with all its consequences:

A life in justice and full human dignity!
A life of pride in their own good traditions and of fraternal solidarity among themselves and with all their brothers and sisters in America!

A deeper life in charity and grace, leading to the fullness of eternal life in heaven![109]

In summary, this speech completes the set of talks given in the Americas. As was the case in Latin America, John Paul II’s North American texts stress the "revitalization" of religion and culture as the basis for a renewed campaign for the liberation of aboriginal peoples. In Latin America he focussed on popular religion as the key to renewal. In Canada and the United States it appears that the work of "reconciliation" and "inculturation" fulfills the same function. Once this foundational cultural renewal has taken place, efforts for "liberation" in solidarity with other North Americans—especially church members—can go forward. As in the speeches given in Latin America, the pope preaches that it is the Christian faith which will enable this renewal process to succeed. At the same time, the principal role in the liberation process must still be played by the indigenous nations themselves.

Throughout these texts evangelization was understood in an "inculturation" mode. In this model of mission, evangelization has strong links to issues of justice and liberation. This was evident in the North American addresses—especially those given in the North West
Territories. There, John Paul II drew upon the thought of *Evangelii Nuntiandi* on "integral liberation" to preach a message in which human rights concerns are integral to the preaching of the Gospel, constitutive of the process of evangelization.

3.3. Apostolic Visits Outside the Americas:

John Paul's Defense of the Rights of the "Aborigines"

Until 1986 John Paul II had given no major address outside the Americas to aboriginal peoples. However, the present pontiff did give homilies to tribal Filipinos in 1981[110], and, just prior to his Australian visit, to the "Maori" people of New Zealand.[111] Thus, the address to the "Aborigines" at Alice Spring, Australia was a major event. The text itself is perhaps the best written of the whole corpus of John Paul's speeches to aboriginal peoples.

The pope begins his address in Australia by describing the development of the culture of the "Aborigines." This served a dual purpose. First, as the pope notes, "the rock paintings and the discovered evidence of your ancient tools and implements indicate the presence of your age-old culture and prove your ancient occupancy of the land."[112] As we have seen earlier, "first use and occupancy" is foundational to
"aboriginal title." Secondly, the cultural history of the people reveals a preparation for the Gospel:

Some of the stories from your dreamtime legends speak powerfully of the great mysteries of human life, its frailty, its need for help, its closeness to spiritual powers and the value of the human person. They are not unlike some of the great inspired lessons from the people among whom Jesus was born. It is wonderful to see how people, as they accept the Gospel of Jesus, find points of agreement between their own traditions and those of Jesus and his people.[113]

This cultural heritage received a severe shock with the arrival of Europeans. As the pope points out "the effects of some of those forces are still active among you today. Many of you have been dispossessed of your traditional lands and separated from your tribal ways..."[114] In response to this "cultural distortion" John Paul II counsels a reliance on traditional values, languages, and the culture which remains. His call for a "revitalization" of aboriginal culture is expressed in a striking image familiar to the local people:

If you stay closely united, you are like a tree standing in the middle of a bush fire sweeping through the timber. The leaves are scorched and the tough bark is scarred and burned; but inside the tree the sap is still flowing and under the ground the roots are still strong. Like that tree, you have endured the flames and you still have the power to be reborn. The time for rebirth is now![115]

This rebirth will come about only if the dominant society also plays a constructive role. It must realize that "the acknowledgement of the land rights of people who have never
surrendered those rights is not discrimination."[116] It is also called to make reparation in an act of restorative justice: "what can be done to remedy the deeds of yesterday must not be put off till tomorrow.[117] At the same time "the aboriginal people of this country and its cities, must show that you are working for your own dignity of life."[118] This includes becoming "aboriginal Christians,"[119] with all that implies by way of "inculturation":

The Gospel now invites you to become, through and through, aboriginal Christians. It meets your deepest desires. You do not have to be people divided into two parts, as though an aboriginal had to borrow the faith and life of Christianity, like a hat or a pair of shoes, from someone else who owns them. Jesus calls you to accept his words and his values into your own culture. To develop in this way will make you more than ever truly aboriginal.

The old ways can draw new life and strength from the Gospel. The message of Jesus Christ can lift up your lives to new heights, reinforce all your positive values and add many others which only the Gospel in its originality proposes. Take this Gospel into your own language and way of speaking; let its spirit penetrate your communities and determine your behaviour toward each other, let it bring new strength to your stories and your ceremonies. Let the Gospel come into your hearts and renew your personal lives. The church invites you to express the living word of Jesus in ways that speak to your aboriginal minds and hearts. All over the world people worship God and read his word in their own language, and color the great signs and symbols of religion with touches of their own traditions. Why should you be different from them in this regard, why should you not be allowed the happiness of being with God and each other in aboriginal fashion?[120]

In Summary, the theme of "cultural revitalization"
through the power of the Gospel has been a recurring theme in the set of speeches John Paul II gave to aboriginal peoples. In some speeches, especially those in Latin America, and Australia, the emphasis was on what Robert Schreiter would call an "ethnographic" approach to ministering to cultures undergoing rapid social change.[121] In this form of contextual theology, the task is to preserve cultural identities. The other main form of contextual theology Schreiter labels the "liberation" approach.[122] Here the task is to confront the forms of oppression in a society. The pope's speeches at Fort Simpson come closest to this liberationist approach with their explicit discussion of the liberation theme.

However, it is probably more accurate to state that John Paul II stresses the first phases of the "revitalization" process[123] which emphasize the reworking of the cultural matrix in light of Christianity. This vision or renewed cultural blueprint is then to be shared with the total membership of the community. Finally, if this shared understanding and commitment comes about there can be hope that the socio-politico transformations called for by the vision can be implemented. Thus the earlier characterization of the papal vision as revitalization of culture for integral liberation still seems an accurate way to describe what he was about during his many apostolic journeys.
The issues of previous centuries centering on sovereignty and slavery have for the most part faded into the background. In fact, as the analysis of the speeches in this chapter shows, John Paul II's use of the tradition prior to this century is rare indeed. When it is invoked it is more for rhetorical purposes than for sources to answer contemporary concerns. However, the interest of the Church in human rights in this century certainly brings to fruition the pioneering work of Innocent IV, Paul III, and other popes who preached the universality of human rights.

His teaching is also in continuity with the basic Church mandate to evangelize the nations. However, John Paul II's understanding of evangelization is more comprehensive than his predecessors of earlier centuries. Utilizing the seminal writings of Paul VI, especially Evangelii Nuntiandi, I submit that John Paul II has furthered in a unique way the work of integrating faith and justice, evangelization and human rights. The teaching developed at the Synod of 1971, in which action on behalf of justice and liberation is considered a constitutive dimension of the proclamation of the Gospel, is here applied to the concrete needs of aboriginal peoples.

Strategically, John Paul's thought on the means of preserving and enhancing aboriginal cultures is in harmony with important insights from the branch of Anthropology which
has studied the death and rebirth of cultures. As John Paul II understands cultural revival, the fundamental need of indigenous peoples is the revitalization of the religious foundation of their cultures. In this work of renewal and transformation of culture he sees the Gospel playing an indispensable role. While most anthropologists would probably not agree with his Christian prescription for revitalization they could not disagree with his understanding of the need for a fundamental revisioning of aboriginal cultures if they are to survive at all.
CONCLUSION

To be faithful to the functional specialty "history" requires that conclusions of the research be restricted as far as possible to a summary of results. At the same time, the conclusion should be more than a summary of the summaries contained in the preceding chapters. As well, value judgments about the material, while they can't be entirely avoided at this phase of Lonergan's method in theology, belong primarily to the next functional specialty, "dialectic."[1] Thus, the conclusion to a "study in history" must look back to review the results, and also forward to suggest further elaborations of the material assembled. Consequently, the text that follows divides into two sections. First, I will review the results of the past tracing "what was going forward" with respect to papal social thought on the rights of indigenous peoples. In doing this I will answer the questions posed in the introduction with respect to the moments of significant change in papal social thought on aboriginal rights, and the evangelization-human rights relationship. Further, the question raised about the number of Catholic/papal traditions on aboriginal rights will also be answered. Secondly, I will look ahead to suggest further work
to be done in retrieving past understandings of aboriginal rights.

This "study in history" has revealed a number of important moments in the development of papal social teaching on aboriginal rights. Since the papal mission to evangelize the nations was the dominant horizon within which the tradition was expounded and promulgated, I will first identify what I consider the principal stages in the evolution of the understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. Aboriginal rights can then be discussed as a subtheme within this matrix. In brief, I submit that this research has identified three main stages in the understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. Within each phase a number of less significant shifts could also be named.

In the earliest period under discussion in this thesis, the era of Pope Innocent IV, human rights were seen as secondary and subordinate to the main mandate of the Church to evangelize the nations. During this period respect for human rights was quite explicitly considered as a necessary condition for the fruitful reception of the Gospel on the part of the non-Christian. In the centuries prior to Columbus this view was weakened. It became, in effect a minimalist concern for only the most basic human rights. Papal teaching still
maintained the understanding of human rights as necessary conditions for evangelization, but this was overshadowed by another concern, namely, to keep on good terms with the European powers of the time.

This basic understanding prevailed through the age of discovery and colonization. In fact, under the influence of key missionary figures such as Bartolomé de las Casas, Paul III was able to support and reinstate a more comprehensive view of human rights. Yet, as we saw in chapter one, his explication of the rights of the newly discovered "Indian" peoples was deficient in comparison with Innocent IV's understanding of dominium. Paul III, assuming that Spanish sovereignty over the Americas and other newly discovered lands was a fait accompli, was content to affirm the personal and property rights of the indigenous populations. Innocent IV went much further establishing that non-Christian peoples, in addition to these personal rights, also possessed the right to exercise political sovereignty over their domains.

In subsequent centuries up to the Leonine period nothing much changed in the understanding of the relationship between evangelization and human rights. The popes of this era were primarily concerned with removing obstacles to the preaching of the Gospel. Their constant lament was that after so many decrees, and even with heavy ecclesial and secular sanctions
(never really enforced) the practice of the enslavement of the Indian and other populations continued. As a result these peoples were alienated from the Christian faith. Because of these evangelical concerns they very clearly saw the importance of respecting human rights. They also very definitely subordinated these human rights to the mission of the Church.

It is with Leo XIII that we can discern the second major shift in the relationship between evangelization and human rights. In the Leonine period human rights are treated, for the most part, as significant issues in their own right. It is probably true to say that this position had been gestating in the previous period. However, as noted above, the popes between Paul III and Leo XIII that addressed aboriginal rights issues seemed more concerned about evangelization than about the human rights issues themselves. In the Leonine period almost the opposite stance was taken. Justice issues and human rights concerns were addressed without much direct reference to, or concern for, the relationship with evangelization.

In the post-Leonine period beginning with John XXIII we see a progressive concern with dominium in the fullest sense which includes political self-determination. The post war decolonization process fueled this concern, and gave rise to
the teaching on "minorities" found in *Pacem in Terris*. In discussing these issues in chapter two I observed that John XXIII does not mention any links with evangelization in this encyclical. The *Second Vatican Council* would change this way of proceeding. While it continued to expound on human rights issues including political, cultural, and religious rights, evangelization was at the core of the Council's purpose. By recognizing, officially for the first time, the right to religious liberty, the Roman Catholic Church's understanding of evangelization was profoundly challenged. It also set the stage for a more wholistic conceptualization of the relationship between evangelization and human rights.

This third key transition in meaning occurred, not at *Vatican II* itself, but in the pontificate of Paul VI, and specifically in the synod document *Justice in the World*. In that text, written by Paul VI after the synod, the still controversial statement was made that action for justice and liberation is "a constitutive dimension of the preaching of the Gospel." Later, in *Evangelii Nuntiandi*, Paul VI's comprehensive treatise on evangelization, the liberation theme would be further nuanced. Paul VI's earlier notion of "integral development" had now become "integral liberation." This expanded the meaning of evangelization to include the evangelization of cultures. Thus, as I concluded when discussing this shift in chapter two, the previously dominant
accommodationist approach to evangelization had been transformed into a truly contextual inculturation model. The many implications of this change, which amounts to a paradigm shift in the meaning of mission, have yet to be fully worked out. This is especially the case with respect to the right to religious freedom. In fact, confusion about the meaning of this right in the post-Conciliar era caused a diminishment of the Church's missionary activity in the world. Recently, Pope John Paul II has made it a personal priority to overcome this falling off of missionary activity in the Church.[2]

In looking back to review the present state of knowing the development of papal social thought on "aboriginal rights" I first of all conclude that we are dealing not with one coherent tradition, but with two that stand in tension with one another. As demonstrated in chapter one, the natural law tradition inherited from the Romans and elaborated by the medieval canonists clearly recognized the rights of non-Christian peoples. The fundamental basis for recognizing these rights, a title that eventually would also underpin most treatments of "aboriginal rights" was the "first use and occupancy" of the land. Olive Dickason, in Law of Nations and the New World states well the historical continuity in understanding:

Continuous use and possession of the land "from time immemorial" as a basis for title dates back to Roman times, when jurists considered it to be a self
evident rule of natural law. It was recognized in Justinian's code, and continued under feudalism in common law. But it interfered with the politics of expansion, and so was circumvented during the Age of Discovery.[3]

Innocent IV was the great proponent of this position. Yet, in the centuries between this pope and the pontificate of Paul III the rights of non-Christian peoples and the rights of indigenous peoples were greatly submerged. Just war theory was used—-and often abused—-to handle the relations with these peoples. In the age of discovery it was Las Casas who reappropriated this tradition and influenced Paul III's writings. All subsequent popes—-including John Paul II—-who wrote on the issue would continue to draw upon this teaching. At least in terms of official papal teaching, from Paul III to the present the Hostiensian position was no longer entertained.

Yet, Hostiensian arguments continued to influence the history of the conquest despite its repudiation by official Church teaching. His position, explicated in chapter one, was principally theological: since the coming of Christ all non-Christians lost dominium. In short, they lost their rights to property and political power. In practice, as I have also shown, the two positions tended to converge. Innocent IV, on the one hand, claimed certain titles by which a pope could intervene in infidel societies, namely to enforce the natural law, and to protect the evangelizer. Hostiensis realized that
in practice the pope and Christendom had to recognize the *de facto* political power of many non-Christian states. In addition, both adhered to a mission philosophy in which the initial proclamation of the Gospel should be done peacefully. There should be no attempt at coercion in order that a free response to the Gospel could be made by the receiving culture. However, in the field of public policy and praxis we would have to conclude that the Hostiensian position won out. It lent itself to the expansionist ideologies of the time promoting the easy rationalization of the conquest.[4]

In the twentieth century, and especially since the second world war, occasioned by the tenacity with which peoples and nations have struggled to maintain their identity, the Church has explicitly come to recognize communal rights. The primary communal right being the right to maintain one's culture. Concomitantly, the emergence of a missiology based on inculturation of the Gospel has reinforced these communal and cultural rights.

I have to conclude, therefore, that modern papal social thought—especially since *Vatican II*—has elaborated a sophisticated and flexible policy framework for addressing the issues of indigenous peoples. One the one hand, in light of the "universal common good" every people's rights are relativized and qualified. On the other hand, the fundamental
personal and communal rights of all peoples are recognized and affirmed. In working out these issues the Church is prepared to accept—provided it is the free choice of the peoples themselves—a variety of options for the future. These range from freely chosen assimilation, right up to, and including, complete independence. Whatever the outcome, the Church hopes for, and encourages, a process in which any new political and cultural arrangements will be worked out through negotiation. This—by the way—is also the official Canadian government policy.[5]

However, the Church has a doctrine of conflict resolution which allows for—and presently openly advocates—non-violent action where necessary and warranted. Finally, it does not even rule out armed struggle and resistance if necessary. But this strategy is to be entertained only as a last resort, and only after a careful analysis of the situation reveals no other solution. The skeptical might say that this so called flexibility seems to differ little from the traditional position of always backing the winners. I believe recent papal teaching and pastoral practice does not warrant this negative assessment. An honest and objective evaluation of recent history reveals that the Church genuinely desires to be in solidarity with oppressed peoples—whether they be in Eastern Europe, Latin America, or Oceania.
Finally, I believe the thesis has documented the beginnings of another major transition and development within the tradition. Stimulated by the testimonies of indigenous peoples, and by newly awakened ecological sensitivities, there is a growing awareness on the part of the Church of the unique relationship aboriginal peoples have with the land. We have become acutely aware of what happens to indigenous peoples and cultures when they are severed from their homelands or forced to live from an insufficient land base. In their new living conditions they become rootless and succumb to "anomic depression." This form of depression manifests itself in a disarray of psycho-social symptoms such as alcoholism, high rates of suicide, and other forms of self-inflicted violence. But as Thomas Berry, the dean of "eco-theologians" says, there may be implications for the dominant society as well:

The destinies of the First Nations are inseparable from the destinies of the American earth. As we deal with one, so will we deal with the other and in the end so will we deal with ourselves. The fate of the continent, the fate of the First Nations, and our own fate are finally identical. None can be saved except in and through the others.[6]

In brief, a recapitulation of the evolution of papal understanding of aboriginal or indigenous rights reveals three key moments. First, newly discovered aboriginal peoples were subsumed under earlier categories of thought about non-Christian peoples. Going back to the Roman era and
natural law thought, "first use and occupancy" of the land was considered a sufficient title to justify the rights of these peoples. However, the extent of these rights varied depending on the understanding of the term dominium and the understanding of the extent of papal power at a given time in history.

This earlier tradition has never been completely forgotten. As we saw in some speeches of John Paul II, especially in Latin America, this basis for aboriginal title is still invoked from time to time. However, in the post-Leonine era aboriginal rights have been treated in two new and distinct ways. With John XXIII aboriginal rights were subsumed under the discussion of the rights of minority peoples. He made no distinction between ethnic minorities and aboriginal or indigenous peoples. These peoples and groups are afforded the full spectrum of human rights which, in papal social thought, include the cultural right to exist as distinct peoples within larger multiethnic nation-states.

The next, and last step--to date--in the development of papal thought on aboriginal rights occurred during the papacy of John Paul II. By unpacking the distinctive nature of aboriginal peoples John Paul II presented a new basis for aboriginal title. The uniqueness or distinctiveness of native peoples, John Paul II claimed, resided in their intimate
relationship with the land. He then went on to support their right to an adequate land base by rooting land rights in the right to life. In the context of aboriginal rights, he interprets the right to life to mean more than the fundamental right--common to all humanity--to maintain one's basic human existence. Since, in his understanding, traditional indigenous ways of life are inextricably linked to the land, to remove them from their land base is tantamount to ethnocide. Thus, if these peoples are to enjoy an effective right to life, it follows that they must have title to their ancestral homelands.

Finally, in looking back it is important to recall once more that the full picture of the Church's response to aboriginal people will require many additional studies in the mission historic of the major religious orders who were the main instruments of papal policy in those times. Secondly, the initiatives and teaching of the local churches also need to be documented. Here I have in mind the contributions to, and interactions with, papal teaching stemming from important Church councils and synods held in the new world. Thirdly, the contributions of other churches and church bodies have been important and need to be documented and analysed as well.

The work of assembling materials from the past, which
this thesis has hopefully contributed to, is not an end in itself. It has further aims. The methodology utilized looks forward to the future development of a comprehensive viewpoint on the subject under study. As Lonergan understands it, "dialectic," the next step in the process:

seeks some single base or some single set of related bases from which it can proceed to an understanding of the character, the oppositions, and the relations of the many viewpoints exhibited in conflicting Christian movements, their conflicting histories, and their conflicting interpretations.[7]

This is a work of critical evaluation. If we consider "history" to function primarily on the level of judgment of fact about "what is going forward, "dialectic" will be concerned principally with judgments of value. The latter functional specialty must sort out not only the true from the false, but the good from the bad options before us. It draws us into the realm of decision, discernment, and action on behalf of justice and liberation. My hope is that this thesis has made a modest contribution to understanding the developing papal tradition on aboriginal rights. In the future I hope it will also contribute to a greater solidarity with aboriginal peoples in their struggle to revitalize their cultures.
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111. Lewis, HANKE, All Mankind is One, (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1974), p. 4. However, later on in this same work Hanke presents evidence that the tribute should really go to an obscure sailor named Cristobal Rodriguez. Much like the "coureur des bois" in Canada, he had lived among the Taino people for some years and had learned their language. He was one of the few Spaniards who appreciated the native culture and tried to defend the Indians. Expelled by governor Ovando he returned to Spain in 1505. There he got a hearing before King Ferdinand during which he spoke in favor of the Indians and intermarriage with them. His protest had little effect, p. 18. Yet even earlier than Rodriguez's were Queen Isabella's own protestations over the disposition of native captives Columbus brought back with him from the Caribbean. One Dominican scholar would even see her as the precursor to Francisco Vitorio: "I have said more than once that Isabella anticipated and displayed the thoughts formulated by Francisco de Vitoria..." Venancio D. CARRO, "The Spanish Theological-Juridical Renaissance and the Ideology of Bartolomé de las Casas," in Juan FRIEDE, & Benjamin KEEN, eds., Bartolomé de las Casas in History: Towards an Understanding of the Man and his Work, (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1971), p. 242. Unfortunately for the Indians she died in 1504.
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applications see John Webster GRANT, *Moon of Wintertime: Missionaries and the Indians of Canada in Encounter since 1534*, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), and Cornelius JAENEN, *Friend and Foe*, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976), p. 177. Jaenen maintains that the first reserves in Canada were modelled on the reductions of Latin America, while Grant demonstrates that 19th century Catholic mission strategy, especially in British Columbia also drew heavily on the Latin American experience. See in particular pp. 125-128 of his work for a discussion of this historical connection.


117. Many Spanish apologists for the conquest blame Las Casas for the development of the so called "black legend," the levenda negra. The complete absence of a native population on the greater Antilles today is evidence enough of a holocaust of huge proportions. Las Casas himself uses the word "holocaust" to describe what transpired in these dark years in the Americas. For his description of these events see, *The Devastation of the Indies: A Brief Account*, (New York: The Seabury Press, 1974). Also Hans Magnus Enzenburger writing in the Introduction to the same work points out that Las Casas' estimates of 12 to 15 millions human lives lost may in fact be an underestimate:

There is no trusting his figures it was and still is said; they betray a medieval relationship to arithmetic. South and Central America never held 12, 15, or 20 million inhabitants during the time of the conquest; as in the reports of the crusaders the word "million" simply means many people. Such an approach has something repulsive about it from the very outset. It would like to prove Las Casas a liar but let the murderers go scot-free because they only killed, 8, 5 or three million Indians instead of 20 million. That is the way the National Zeitung protects the German fascists, claiming that not 6 million Jews were killed but at most 5.

Aside from the moral insanity manifested by
such sophistry, it is also factually wrong. Two American scholars who have investigated the demographic conditions in old Mexico in recent years reached the conclusion that in the 30 years between Cortez's landing and the writing of the Brief Account the population of Central Mexico dwindled from 25 to roughly 6 million. This means that the conquest alone must have had 19 million victims in Mexico alone. Las Casas names only 4. Even if mindful of the virus illnesses, of malaria, of the famine and forced labour, that is of the indirect causes of the depopulation, one reaches the conclusion that Las Casas was probably rather too careful with his figures. pp. 12-13.

Enrique DUSSEL, in his work, A History of the Church in Latin America: Colonialism to Liberation, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1981), while citing figures only for Mexico would concur with the magnitude of the Indian Holocaust. His tables which begin only in 1532, long after the worst atrocities were perpetrated, claims that there were still nearly 17 million inhabitants in Mexico alone. By 1608 they had dwindled to just a little over 1 million. p. 42.

Fray Toribio de Motolinia, a Franciscan missionary, and one of the famous "twelve apostles" chronicled the military and spiritual conquest of Mexico. He was no friend of Las Casas (some say Bartolome prevented him from becoming a bishop because of the Franciscan practice of rapid evangelization and minimal preparation for baptism) but depicts the destruction of Mexico in terms similar to the Dominican's. In his first treatise of the work: History of the Indians of New Spain, trans. and annotated by Francis Borgia Steck, (Washington: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1951), Motolinia chose to describe the impact of the conquest in terms of the ten plagues recounted in the book of Exodus. The provisioning of the mines he called the ninth plague. Here is his description of the destruction caused by this aspect of the encomienda system:

To these mines Indian Carriers would travel seventy leagues and more in order to bring sustenance. The food which they carried for their own use sometimes gave out, either on the way to the mines or on the return trip before they reached home. Some carriers the miners detained for some days in order that they might help extract the mineral, while others would be employed in building houses or in rendering personal service. During this time the food would give out and the Indians
would die either there in the mines or on the road, since they had no money with which to buy food and there was no one to give it to them. Other carriers returned home in such a condition that they soon died. From these dead carriers and from the slaves who succumbed in the mines there was so much decay that it caused a pestilence, notably in the mines of Oaxyocac. Here for half a league around and for a great part of the way one could scarcely walk, except over dead bodies or over bones; and so numerous were the birds and the crows that came to feast on the dead bodies that they greatly obscured the sun. In consequence, many towns were depopulated, both in the open country and in the district. Other Indians fled to the mountains, leaving their homes and estates unattended. pp. 92-93

118. A detailed history of this struggle is beyond the scope of this thesis. Essential reading on the question would include Las Casas’s own history of the Indies. See, for example, his briefer account entitled: The Devastation of the Indies, translated from the Spanish by Herma Bruffault, introduction by Hans Magnus Enzensberger, with a dossier by Michel van Nieuwstadt, (New York: The Seabury Press, 1974). His later work In defence of the Indians, trans., ed., and annotated by Stafford Poole, (DeKalb Illinois, Northern Illinois University Press, 1973) presents his side of the famous debate with Juan Gines Sepulveda held in Valladolid 1550-51 on the humanity of the Indians. The latter’s argumentation may be found in Democrates Secundo, o de las justas causas de la guerra contra los Indios, ed., Angel Losadao, (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, Instituto Francisco Vitorio, 1951). Also helpful for an overview of the debate are Lewis Hanke’s works: Aristotle and the American Indians, (Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1959); The Spanish Struggle for Justice in the Conquest of America, (Boston: Little, Brown, 1965); All Mankind is One, (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1974). A valuable recounting of the same history from an ethnological perspective is to be found in the work of Anthony F. C. Wallace, The Fall of Natural Man: The American Indian and the Origins of Comparative Ethnology.

119. The fact that the Church sanctioned the baptism of the Indian neophytes was an indirect but powerful statement of their humanity and intellectual capacity to receive the faith. Fray Domingo de Betanzos a controversial Dominican of this era is reported to have told the council of the Indies that the Indians were incapable of receiving the faith. At
the same time the Franciscans were baptizing Indians by the thousands with only minimal preparation and with the barest of rites. When the matter could not be satisfactorily worked out in new Spain a Dominican went to Rome to solicit pope Paul III's support for his order's approach which involved a more complete preparation and selection of candidates. On June 1 of 1537, Paul III promulgated the bull Altitudo Divinii Consilii as the official Church response to the controversy. Basically this bull assumed the validity of the sacraments already administered, but ordered that in the future missionaries could only omit secondary aspects of the ceremony such as the rites of salt, the ἐφφάθα, the white robes and candles--except in cases of emergency later defined as siege, shipwreck, serious illness, or imminent threat of death. The missionaries had to baptize with holy water and anoint the candidates with chrism. For a few years afterwards some Franciscans ignored the Bull, and the decrees of the Mexican synod of 1539. Later, when the missionary situation stabilized, the celebration of the sacrament with full rites became routine. For more details of this controversy over Baptism see, RICARD, The Spiritual Conquest of Mexico, pp. 83-93.

120. HANKE, All Mankind is One, p. 18.

121. Ibid.

122. In 1535 Bishop Garces on his own initiative had sent off an impressive report to Paul III defending the Indian cause. This text is available in HERNÁEZ, vol. 1, pp. 56-65.

123. The material was from Las Casas' important, and perhaps the first systematic work on missiology: Del Único modo de atraer a todos los pueblos a la verdadera religion. According to the Dominican scholar Manuel Martinez:

This book would suffice to immortalize him if no other writing had issued from his pen and whose intrinsic value and eternal doctrinal relevance will be better appreciated when it is more widely read and known. That day has not yet arrived. Although it may be justly regarded as the first, most extensive, and most profound treatise on missionary science, I do not know a single specialist in this science who has given it the attention it deserves.

"Las Casas on the Conquest of America," in FRIEDE and KEEN, p. 309.
124. This fearless priest, prior to meeting with the junta of bishops in Oaxaca, had even challenged Pizarro over his inhuman treatment of the Indians in Peru. HANKE, All Mankind is One, p. 18.

125. Ibid.


128. In HANKE, All Mankind is One, p. 16.

129. Translation by Stafford POOLE, in Bartolomé de LAS CASAS, In Defence of the Indians, p. 102. The Latin text is found in HERNÁEZ, vol. I, pp. 101-102; or in Denziger 1495.: "per praeentes committimus et mandamus, quatenus per te vel alium seu alias praefatis Indis omnibus in praemissis efficacis defensionis praesidio assiste; universis et singulis cuiuscumque dignitatis, status, conditionis, gradus, et excellentiae existentibus sub excommunicationis latae sententiae poena, si secus fecerint, ipso facto incurrenda, a qua non nisi a Nobis vel Romano Pontifice pro tempore existente, praeterquam in mortis articulo constituiti et satisfactione praevia, absolvi nequeant, districtius inhibeas, ne praefatos Indos quomodolibet in servitutem rediger, aut eos bonis suis spoliare, quoquo modo praesumant, ac contra non parentes ad declarationem incursus excommunicationis hujusmodi ad ulteriora procedas, et alia in praemissis, prout prudentiae, probitati et religioni tuae videbitur expedi. Super quibus tibi plenam et liberam facultatem concedimus per praesentes, contrarium facientibus non obstantibus quibuscumque."


Ad nostrum siquidum pervenit auditum, quod carissimus in Christo filius noster Carolus Romanorum Imperator semper
Augustus, qui etiam Castellae et Legionis Rex existit, ad reprimendos eos qui cupiditate aestuantes, contra humanum genus inhumanum gerunt animum, publico edicto omnibus sibi subjectis prohibuit, ne quisquam occidentales aut meridionales Indos in servitutem redigere aut eos bonis suis privare praesumat. Nos igitur attendentes Indos ipsos, licet extra greremium Ecclesiae existant, non tamen sua libertate, aut rerum suarum dominio privatos, vel privandos esse, et cum homines, ideoque fidei et salutis capaces sint, non servitute delendos, sed praedicationibus, et exemplis ad vitam invitandos fore, ac praeterea. Nos talium impiorum tam nefarios ausus reprimere, et ne injuriis, et damnis exasperati, ad Christi Fidem amplectandam duriores efficiantur...

132. Both Las Casas and Minaya had experienced the receptivity of the native population to the Gospel when it was preached peacefully, and manifested by the good example of the missionaries. For Las Casas this happened in Vera Paz, Guatemala, and for Minaya in Nicaragua. For a description and critique of the Vera Paz experiment see Benno M. BIERMANN, "Bartolomé de Las Casas and Vera Paz," in FRIEDE and KEEN, Bartolomé de Las Casas in History, (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1971), pp. 443-484. See also what is perhaps the definitive study on this experiment in mission: André SAINT-LU, La Vera Paz: Esprit Évangélique et Colonisation, (Paris: Centre de recherches hispaniques, 1968).

133. It is ironic that John Paul II, in both speeches he gave to the aboriginal peoples of Canada dealing with social and political issues, cites Pastorale Officium. For self-determination is the key issue today. Pastorale Officium assumes the legitimate sovereignty of the dominant society—the question at issue in comprehensive land claims. Furthermore, as we will see presently, this brief was the document that Paul III annulled in 1538. As John Maxwell says in his study on Slavery and the Catholic Church, "It is a pity that Denziger quotes a document which was annulled a year after its publication." p. 69, note 129. It is also noteworthy that Denziger omits Sublimis Deus from his collection of church documents.

134. Differing dates for these texts are often given. The Latin text, using a Roman calendar, states that they were promulgated on the fourth of the nones of June. The fourth day before the nones of June is June 2. The Roman calendar calculates the days by anticipation in relationship to the calendes, the nones, and the ides of the month. These also differ depending on the month. The nones of June falls on the fifth, while in January it is the fourth day of the month. Thus, in the case of Veritas Ipsa and Sublimis Deus the bulls
were promulgated on June 2, 1537. Hanke, "Paul III and the American Indians," p. 71, states that the Spanish version is dated June 2, while the Latin version is dated June 9, 1537. McNutt, Bartholomew de Las Casas. (New York: Putnam's Sons, 1909), p. 431, places it on the fourth of June. For a helpful explanation of the Roman calendar see, Jean-Claude FREDOUILLE, Dictionnaire de la Civilisation Romaine, (Paris: Larousse, 1982), pp. 49-50. For further bibliographical notes on these texts of Paul III see Robert RICARD, La Conquête Spirituelle du Mexique. (Paris: Institut d'Ethnologie, 1933), p. 111, footnote no. 5. Unfortunately, the English translation of this work contains only various sources where these texts may be found, and not the discussion on their dating etc.

135. Translation mine. Latin text from HERNAEZ, vol. I, pp. 102-103.: "Nos igitur, qui ejusdem Domini nostri vices, licet indigni, gerimus in terris, et oves gregis sui nobis commissas, quae extra eius ovile sunt, ad ipsum ovile toto nisu exquirimus, attendentes Indos ipsos, utpote veros homines, non solum christianae Fidei capaces existere, sed, ut nobis innovit, ad fidem ipsam promptissime currere, ac volentes super his congruis remediis providere, praedictos Indos, et omnes alias gentes ad notitiam Christianorum in posterum deuenturas, licet extra fidem existant, sua libertate, ac rerum suarum dominio privatos, seu privandos non esse, imo libertate et dominio huiusmodi uti et potiri et gaudere libre et licite posse, nec in servitutem redigi debere; ac quidquid secus contigerit, irritum et inane, ipsos Indos, et alias gentes verbi Dei praedicatione, et exemplo borae vitae ad dictam fidem Christi invitandos fore, auctoritate Apostolica per praesentes litteras docernimus et declaramus...."

136. Ibid., p. 102.: "Veritas ipsa quae nec falli, nec fallere potest, cum Praedicatorum fidei ad officium praedicationis destinaret, dixisse dignoscitur: euntes docete omnes gentes."

137. Ibid., p. 102.: "Omnes dixit, absque omni delectu, cum omnes fidei disciplinae capaces existent."

138. Ibid., p. 102.: "Quod videns, et invidens ipsius humani generis aemulus, qui humanis operibus, ut pereant, semper adversatur, modum excogitavit hactenus inauditum, quo impediret, ne verbum Dei gentibus, ut salvae fierent, praedicaretur, ac quosdam suos satellites commovit, qui suam cupiditatem adimplere cupientes, Occidentales et Meridionales Indos, et alias gentes, quae temporibus istis ad nostrum notitiam pervenerunt, sub praetextu, quod fidei Catholicae expertes existant, uti bruta animalia illis servientia
urgeant."

We need to qualify this teaching on freedom. Taken out of context it would appear that the Catholic Church was against slavery per se. This was not the case until Vatican II. As John Maxwell points out in his history of the Catholic Church and slavery:

Paul III did not contradict the common Catholic teaching that the enslavement of hostile non-Christian Indians by right of capture in just war is in conformity with natural law, the jus gentium and the Christian customary law. However, it may be prohibited by Royal edict. But if the Indians behave as the enemies of Christendom, they may be treated like Moors and Turks. And even the putting down of a rebellion of the Indians provides a sufficient title for enslavement in just warfare.

MAXWELL, pp. 70-71. What most Spanish apologists overlooked, las Casas to my knowledge being one of the few exceptions, is that the Indian nations also had a right to self defence. In terms of just war theory they were certainly entitled to wage wars of liberation against the Spanish conquistadores. For a discussion of this and related themes see MARTINEZ in FRIEDE and KLEEN, Bartolomé de Las Casas in History, especially pp. 322-323.

Further evidence for views on slavery held by Paul III comes from a motu proprio he wrote in 1548, a year before he died. Because of a lack of slaves in Rome the magistrates of that city prevailed upon him to overturn a ruling of 1535 that renewed a privilege these administrators had of emancipating slaves. As Maxwell recounts it "with his apostolic authority he revoked the privilege of the conservatori in this matter, and declared the lawfulness of slave-trading and slave-holding, including the holding of Christian slaves in Rome." MAXWELL, p.75.

139. It is intriguing that the two major collections of papal documents I have been using in this thesis do not contain or mention this papal bull. I am referring to the works edited by HERNÁEZ and UTZ. This is ironic because of all the papal documents of this period Sublimis Deus is the best known and most cited. What accounts for this omission? I can only speculate that there is some embarrassment over its possible annulment. Yet, as Lewis Hanke points out, the annulment would seem to apply more to Pastorale Officium than to Sublimis Deus. See "Paul III and the American Indians," p. 89.

141. HANKE, "Pope Paul III and the American Indians," p. 97. In this regard it is interesting to note that in the famous debate between Las Casas and Sepúlveda in 1550 the Dominican Bishop cites both Pastorale Officium and Sublimis Deus. For his use of these texts see In Defence of the Indians, pp. 100-103. If anyone should have known about the nullification it would have been Las Casas. Yet this seems not to have been the case.

142. Apart from opinions current at the time denegrating and denying the humanity of the Indians there were previous papal documents that contained contrary doctrine. In his article entitled "Paul III and the American Indians" Lewis Hanke cites an obscure bull of Clement VII, Intra Arcana, which is also absent from the major collections. It advocates an aggressive militaristic approach to mission which runs counter to Sublimis Deus: "We trust that, as long as you [The Emperor] are on earth, you will compel and with all zeal cause the barbarian nations to come to the knowledge of God, the maker and founder of all things, not only by edicts and admonitions, but also by force and arms, if needful, in order that their souls may partake of the heavenly kingdom," p. 77. This text acts as a foil in highlighting the more peaceful approach of the documents of Paul III’s pontificate. An approach which Las Casas is at pains to show is really the only way of evangelization compatible with the Gospel, and the authentic tradition of the Church. For his discussion of this theme see, Las Casas, In Defence of the Indians, pp. 98-100.

143. Latin text and translation in MACNUTT, Bartholomew de Las Casas, pp. 426-431.: "Paulus Papa tertius universis Christi fidelibus praesentes litteras inspecturis salutem et Apostolicam benedictionem. Sublimis Deus sic dilexit humanum genus, ut hominem talcum considerit qui non solum boni sicut caeterae creaturae particeps esset, sed ipsum Sumnum Bonum inaccesibile et invisible attingere et facie ad faciem videere possit: et cum homo ad vitam et beatitudinem aeternam obeundam, etiam sacrarum literarum testimonio, creatus sit, et hanc vitam et beatitudinem aeternam, nemo consequi valeat, nisi per fidem Domini nostri Jesu Christi fateri necesse est, hominem talis conditionis et naturae esse, ut Fidem Christi recipere possit, et quemquando, qui naturam hominis fortius est, ad ipsum Fidem recipiendam habilem esse. Nec enim quisque adeo desipere creditur, ut se secredat Fidem obtinere posse, et medium summe necessarium nequaquam attingere.
Hinc veritas ipsa quae nec falli, nec fellere potest, cum praedicatori fidei ad officium praedicationis destinaret, dixisse cognoscitur. Eunte, Docete Omnes Gentes. Omnes dixit, absque omni deleto, cum omnes fidei disciplinae capaces existant. Quod videns ipsius humani generis emulus qui bonis operibus, ut pereant semper adversatur, modum excogavit ac temis in auditum, quo impediret, ne verbum Dei gentibus salve fierent, predicaretur, ac quosdam suos satelites commovit, qui suam cupiditatem ad implere, cupientes occidentales, et meridionales Indos, et alias gentes, quae temporibus istis ad nostrum notitiam pervenerunt, sub praetextu, quod Fidei Catolicae expertes existant, uti muta animalia ad nostra obsequia redigendos esse passim assere praesumat.

Nos igitur qui eiusdem Domini Nostri vices, licet immeriti, gerimus in terris, et oves gregis sui nobis commissas, quae extra eius ovile sunt, ad ipsum ovile toto nixu exquirimus. Attendentes Indos ipsos, ut pote veros homines, non solum Christianae Fidei capaces existere, sed ut nobis innotuit, ad fidem ipsam promptissime currere. Ac volentes super his congruis remediis providere, praedictos Indos et omnes alias gentes ad notitiam Christianarum imposterum deventuras, licet extra Fidem Christi existant suæ libertate ac rerum suarum dominio privatos, seu privandos non esse. Imo libertate et dominio huiusmodi, uti et potiri, et gaudere, libere et licite posse, nec in servitutem reddigi debere. Ac si secus fieri contigerit irritum et innane. Ipsosque Indos et alias gentes verbi Dei praedicatione et exemplo bonae vitae ad dictam Fidem Christi invitandos fore, et praesentium literarum transumptis manu aliecius Notarii publici subscriptis, ac sigillo aliecius personae in dignitate Ecclesiastica constitutae munitis, eamdem fidem adhibendam esse, quae originalibus adhibetur auctoritate Apostolice per praesentes litteras decernimus et declaramus. Non Obstantibus praemissis, caeterisque contrariis quibuscumque.

Datum Romae Anno Domini millesimo quingentessimo trigessimo septimo. Quarto nonas Junii Pontificatus nostri, Anno tertio.”


145. MACNUTT, Bartholomew de Las Casas, p. 427.
146. Ibid., Latin text p. 426.: "Nec enim quisque adeo desipere creditur, ut se secredat Fidem obtine, et medium summe necessarium, nequaquam attingere."

147. For discussions of the meaning and referents for this term see HERNAEZ, vol. 1, p. 103; SECO CARO, "De La Bula 'Sublimis Deus' de Paulo III(1-VI-1537) a la Constitucion 'Gaudium et Spes' del Concilio Vaticano No II(7-XII-1965), p. 9.

148. MACNUTT, Bartholomew de Las Casas, pp. 429. Latin text p. 428.: "quo impediret, ne verbum Dei gentibus salve fierent, praedicaretur."

149. Five years after the publication of Sublimis Deus Paul III published Cupientes on March 21, 1542. This bull had for its purpose the protection of the goods of neophytes. Fearing that Jews and other non-Christians might not convert out of fear of losing their goods the pope insisted on their property rights: "Cupientes ludaeos et alios infideles quoslibet ad fidem catholicam converti, et praetextu bonorum per eos antea possessorum ab eadem fide non distrahi...sancimus quod...bona sua quaecumque, tam mobilia quam immobilia, intacta et illaesas permaneant." HERNAEZ, vol. 1, pp. 97-98. Furthermore, in view of baptism they were to enjoy the same privileges as other Christian citizens. Ibid., p. 98. It appears, then, that Indians and other peoples were vulnerable whether they were Christian or not. Another possibility also existed. Non-Christians might convert out of fear of losing their property if they did not become Christian. Thus again the Church's concern for a free response to the Gospel was the raison d'être for supporting natural rights.

150. MACNUTT, Bartholomew de Las Casas, pp. 430-431. Latin text p. 428.: "praedictos Indos et omnes alias gentes ad notitiam Christianorum imposterum deventuras, licet extra Fidem Christi existant sua libertate ac rerum suarum dominio privatos, seu privandos non esse. Imo libertate et dominio huiusmodi, uti et potiri, et gaudere, libere et licite posse, nec in servitutem redigi debere. Ac si secus fieri contingenter irritum et innane. Ipsosque Indos et alias gentes verbi Dei praedicatione et exemplo bonae vitae ad dictam Fidem Christi invitantos fore...decernimus et declaramus."

151. SECO CARO, on the other hand, sees in this text at least an indirect reference to the "requerimiento." See his commentary, "De La Bula 'Sublimis Deus' de Paulo III(1-VI-1537) a la Constitución 'Gaudium et Spes' del Concilio Vaticano No II(7-XII-1965), p. 13. Building on the
canonistic tradition as found in Innocent IV and Hostiensis, the "requirement" was an attempt to justify the conquest on the basis of the teaching about the rights of infidels. The Spanish conquistadores would, so to speak, read their rights to the native people who were about to be invaded. Basically the "requirement" stated that the aboriginal people were to allow the missionaries to peacefully live among them while they preached the Gospel. At the same time they were to accept "the Church as Ruler and Superior of the whole world and the supreme pontiff called the pope, and in his name the King and Queen Juana in his stead as superiors, lords, and kings of these islands and this Tierra Firme by virtue of said donation." Quoted by Lewis Hanke, in All Mankind is One, (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1974), p. 35. If the Indians refused to accept this new dispensation they were to be conquered by the sword and enslaved:

We shall take you and your wives and your children, and shall make slaves of them, and as such shall sell and dispose of them as their Highnesses may command; and we shall take away your goods, and shall do all the harm and damage we can, as to vassals who do not obey, and refuse to receive the Lord, and resist and contradict him; and we protest that the deaths and losses which shall accrue from this are your fault, and not that of their Highnesses, or ours, nor of these gentlemen who come with us. And that we have said this to you and made this Requirement, we request the notary here present to give us his testimony in writing, and we ask the rest who are present that they should be witnesses of this Requirement. Ibid., p. 36

The absurdity of such a practice was not lost on critics like Las Casas. First of all the document was in Latin which the Indian peoples could not understand without the aid of a translator. Secondly, and more importantly, forced or feigned conversions were not congruent with the freedom of the Gospel, as Innocent IV--and even Hostiensis--Held. For a more sympathetic view of the purpose of the "requirement" see James MULDOON, Popes, Lawyers, and Infidels, pp. 140-143.


153. For verification of this statement see HERNAEZ vol. 1, pp. 103-104.

154. For a comparative discussion of the Christian humanism of Sublimis Deus and Caudium et Spes see, SECO CARO,
"De La Bula 'Sublimis Deus' de Paulo III(1-VI-1537) a la Constitución 'Gaudium et Spes' del Concilio Vaticano No II(7-XII-1965), pp. 1-21.


156. See for example MECHAM, Church and State in Latin America, pp. 4-37. For a shorter summary of the development of the Patronato system see also DUSSELM, The History of the Church in Latin America, pp. 38-39.


158. Ibid., p. 87.

159. Ibid.: "qualesquiera otros que haya dado antes en perjuicio de la facultad del Emperador Carlos como Rey de Espana, y en perturbacion del buen gobierno de las Indias."[Patronato I, Ramo 51.]

160. In the period under discussion Paul III had a number of maintenance concerns. First, as universal pastor he was trying to enlarge the limited scope for action the Church had at that time in the new world. At the same time in the European theatre, he needed Charles V's aid on a number of military and diplomatic fronts. In brief, the Holy See needed Charles' help in fighting the Turks, in initiating the council of Trent, and in keeping the peace between Spain and France. The pope at that time was especially desirous of remaining neutral with respect to these Catholic states so as to be free to deal with the Protestant reformation in Germany. Finally, he was no doubt interested in bolstering his own Farnese family interests. Thus we can understand the pressures on Paul III to accommodate the wishes of the Spanish crown. For a fuller discussion of these points see HANKE, "Pope Paul III and the American Indians," pp. 92-93.

161. Ibid., p. 87.: "in forma brevis litteras..."

162. Ibid., p. 88.

163. Ibid.

164. Ibid.: "Nos igitur quorum mentis nunquam fuit alicui praetudicare, attendentes ex ipsius Caroli imperatoris industria Christianum religionem non parum in partibus illis auctam fusisse volentesque omnia obstacula tollere per quae sanctam opus impediri possit..."
165. As the text of *Pastorale Officium* reveals, the pope was trying to reinforce crown policy already in place. Later, this same teaching would be reaffirmed in the "Neuvos Leyes" promulgated by the Council of the Indies in 1542.

166. A "latae sententiae" excommunication is incurred in virtue of committing the act itself. In the present code of canon law there remain six acts to which this penalty is attached.


168. Ibid., pp. 88-89.

169. FRIEDE, in FRIEDE and KEEN, *Bartolomé de Las Casas In History*, p. 169.

170. Ibid.

171. Ibid., p. 181.

172. FERNANDEZ, in FRIEDE and KEEN, *Bartolomé de Las Casas In History*, p. 115.


175. Ibid.: "suplico...que mande examinar el dicho libro, y es fuere justo estamparle."

176. Ibid., p. 163-164.

177. For a discussion of the significance of this event see Juan FRIEDE, IN FRIEDE and KEEN, *Bartolomé de las Casas in History*, pp. 204-205. Also, Marianne MAHN-LOT, *De Las Casas et le Droit des Indiens*, (Paris: Payot, 1982), pp. 245-247.


179. Ibid., p. 165.

180. Ibid.
181. Ibid.

182. Ibid., p. 164.: "los Indios, cuya causa, con peligro mio y sumos trabajos, hasta la muerte yo he defendido, por la honra de Dios y de su Iglesia."

183. Ibid. pp. 171-172.: "Porque si Dios determinare destruir a España, se vea que es por las destrucciones que habemos hecho en las Indias." Spain eventually went into decline and lost its empire. Las Casas died without his dreams being realized. However one legacy of this intervention, according to Marianne Mahn-Lot, was:

Une commission de cardinaux chargée de 'présider au développement de la religion chrétienne chez les Indiens'--commission dont sortira, en 1622, la Congrégation de la Propagande par laquelle le Saint-Siège se reservait tout ce qui se rapportait à l'évangélisation des pays non européens.

De Las Casas et le Droit des Indiens, p. 247. Propaganda Fidei, working directly with the religious orders in the new world, was able to implement some of Las Casas' methods of evangelization. See, for example, CARAMAN. The Lost Paradise: The Jesuit Republic of Paraguay.

184. PIUS V, Cum Oporteat Nos, in HERNAEZ vol. 1, p. 104.: "...non solum eorum, qui fidem christianam susceperunt, sed eorum etiam qui ad eam suscipliendum facile adduci possunt..."

185. Ibid.: "quarum rerum causa, ea orbis terrarum pars ab initio ipsis Majoribus tuis concessa fuit; ut cum ex laudabili eorum regimine qui eis praerunt, tum bonis exemplis eorum, qui christianum illis tradent, jugum Christi suave et leve esse sentiunt..."

186. Ibid.

187. Ibid.: "non solum in hac vita, sed in altera etiam præmium fore."

188. Ibid.: "Certum enim habeat Majestas tua, ex propagatione religionis suum quoque in illis partibus regnum,...firmatum et auctum iri."

189. ibid.

tollendo sunt, tolli, eosque populos ita tractari, ut gaudere 
in dies magis debeant, relictum a se idolorum cultum, et 
Christi jugum suave et leve susceptum fuisse..."

192. PIUS V, "Letter to the Viceroy of Peru, Francisco 
Toledo," in HERNÁEZ, vol. 1, p. 105. This was basically a 
papal instruction exhorting the viceroy to provide an 
exemplary administration so that the Gospel could be preached 
without hindrance from the bad example of the colonists.: 
"Illud quoque, quantum fieri potest, providendum est, ne 
eorum, qui ex his Occidentis partibus in eas provincias 
commigrarunt, pravis moribus offendantur." In fact, Toledo 
was a reformer, and one of the most conscientious governors 
the new world ever had. For a short account of his work on 
behalf of the Indians of Peru see Ludwig, Freiherr Von PASTOR, 
The History of the Popes, ed. by Ralph Francis KERR, Vol. 
XVIII. (London: Kegan, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., 1929), 
pp. 337-342. Hereafter cited as PASTOR. Pastor argues that 
"the matters in which Toledo brought about an improvement were 
almost identical with those which Pius V had insisted upon in 
his instructions..." Ibid., p. 337.

193. PIUS V, "Letter to the Council of the Indies," in 
HERNÁEZ, vol. 1, p. 106.

194. PIUS V, "Letter to the Bishop of San Salvador 

195. PIUS V, "Letter to the Viceroy of Brazil," in 

196. Ibid.: "Illud autem in primis efficere stude, ut 
homines istius provinciae, ac praecipue illi, qui abdicato a 
se caecitatis errore, christianum veritatem, Deo miserant, 
cognoverunt, fcerinum vitae cultum deserentes, ad mansuetiorem 
vivendi modum, civilis morum rationem, quantum fieri 
potest, per te traducantur: utque relictæ corporis hominibus 
christianis indecora nuditate, convenientem pudori christiano 
victimæ vestitumque assumant." At this point in Church history 
there seems to be an absence of the insight that what is 
different is not necessarily bad or sinful.

197. PASTOR, vol. XVIII, p. 332.

198. Ibid., pp. 349-350.

199. Ibid., p. 333.

108-109.: Cum, siciuti nuper accepmus, in primaeva conversione 
Indorum insularum Philippinarum tanta vitae pericula propter
ipsorum Indorum ferocitatem adeunda fuerint. ut multi contra ipsos Indos armas sumere et in bonis damna dare coacti extiterint, ipsique Indi postea, relictis falsis Deorum cultibus, et verum Deum agnoscentes, fidem catholicam amplexi sint..."

201. Ibid.: "et qui haec damna in bonis ipsorum Indorum dederunt, cupiant bona ablata hujusmodi restituere licet id faciendi faculatatem non habeant."

202. Ibid.: "Nos serenitati conscientiarum dictarum personarum consulere, et periculis ac incommunis hujusmodi obviare cupientes, venerabili fratri nostro Episcopo Manila per praesentes committimus et mandamus, quatenus auctoritate nostra curet ut supradictae personae et Dominini, quibus facienda est restitutio..."

203. Ibid.: "...inter se desuper componant, ipsisque Dominis, si certi fuerint, satisfacient: ubi vero certi Domini non extiterint, eadem compositio per eundem Episcopum fiat in utilitatem et subventionem pauperum Indorum, si illi, qui restituere tenetur, id commode facer poterint, si vero pauperes fuerint, satisfacient, cum ad meliorem conditionem seu fortunam pervenerint pinguiorem."

204. Ibid.: "Postremo, cum, sicut accepimus, charissimus in christo filius noster, Philippus, Hispaniarum Rex catholicus, prohibuerit quod nullus Hispanus in prae dictis insulis Philippinins mercipia sive servos, etiam jure belli justi et injusti, aut emotionis, vel quovis alio titulo vel pretexto..."

205. Ibid.: "Nos, ut ipsi Indi ad doctrinas christianas, et ad proprias aedes et bona sua libere et secure absque ullo servitutis metu ire et redire valeant, ut rationi congruit et aequitati;" The "doctrinas" referred to by the pope were the Indian parishes. The "doctrinerio" was the priest in charge of such a parish. For a glossary of all the Spanish official terms see KEEN AND FRIEDE, Las Casas in History, pp. 617-619.

206. Ibid.: "et in posterum nec captivos, nec servos ullo modo faciunt aut retinent..."

207. Ibid.: "in virtute sanctae obedientiae et sub excommunicationis poena praecipimus et mandamus, quatenus, publicatis prae sentibus, quaecumque mercipia et servos Indos, si quos habent, seu apud se detinent, ac omni fraudc cessante, liberos omnino dimittant..."

208. PASTOR, vol. XXII, p. 386.

210. According to **MAXWELL**, there were six titles in Roman civil law which justified slavery: being a captive of war, as a punishment for crime, or debt, being a child sold by destitute parents, selling oneself into slavery because of destitution, and being born of a slave mother. The last being the commonest cause in the Roman era. pp. 45-46.

211. Ibid., p. 72.

212. By this intervention pope Urban VIII was trying to support the mission work principally in Paraguay, Brazil, and the environs of the river Plata: "*tam in Paraquariae et Brasiliae provinciis ac ad flumen de las Plata nuncupatum...*"

213. Mention should be made of another pope Clement VIII (1592-1605) who wrote a letter concerning the missions to the King of Spain in 1605, and an apostolic brief to the provinces of Peru. Once again Clement reiterates the teaching espoused by his predecessors forbidding the enslavement of the Indians. According to **HERNAEZ**, vol. 1, p. 109 only one line of the brief has come down to us.


216. **HERNAEZ**, vol. 1, p. 109.: "sed etiam in eos, qui adhuc in ethnice superstitionis tenebris extra gremium Ecclesiae versantur..."

217. Ibid.: "et quae eis quominus ad christianae veritatis et fidei agitioinem perducantur quoque modo obstaculo esse possunt, quantum cum Domino possimus, amovere studeamus."

218. The pope mentions this explicitly in the bull, alluding no doubt, to the report of the Collector General as well as to the intervention of the procurator of Paraguay, Fr. Francisco Diartano S.J. The latter had also petitioned the pope to protect the Indians at this time. In fact, contrary to the account of Pastor, Hernaez claims this bull was a response to the request of Diartano. For his note on this point see **HERNAEZ**, vol. 1, p. 111.

219. Ibid. p. 110.

220. Ibid.: "felicis recordationis Paulus III praedecessor Noster, statui Indorum..., quos in servitute
redigi, suisque bonis privari, eaque de causa ab amplectenda Christi fide averti acceperat, consulere cupiens, universis et singulis cuiuscumque status, conditionis, gradus et dignitatis existentibus, sub excommunicationis latae sententiae poena eo ipso incurrenda, a qua nonnisi ab eo vel Romano Pontifico pro tempore existent in mortis articulo et satisfactione praevia abvolvi possent, prohibuit, seu prohiberi mandavit, ne praedictos Indos quomodolibet in servitutem redigere, aut eos bonis suis spoliari quomodo praesumere..."

221. Ibid.: "universis et singulis personis, tam saecularibus, etiam ecclesiasticis, cuiuscumque status, sexus, gradus, conditionis et dignitatis etiam speciali nota et mentione dignae existentibus, quam cuiusvis ordinis, congregationis, societatis, religionis et instituti, Mendicantium et non Mendicantium, monachalis, regularibus..."

222. Ibid.: "districtius inhibeas, ne de cetero praedictos Indos in servitutem redigere, vendere, emere, commutare, vel donare, ab uxoribus et filiis suis separare, rebus et bonis spoliare, ad alia loca deducere et transmittere, aut quoquo modo libertate privare, in servitute retinere...aut id licitum praedicare, seu docere, ac alias quomodolibet praemissis cooperari audeant seu praesumant;"

223. "invocato etiam ad hoc, si opus fuerit, auxilio brachii secularis." Hernaez for some reason omits this last section of the bull. In doing so, he overlooks perhaps its most significant section, the annulment of all previous teaching which contradicts the present bull. For the final section of the bull I am using Arthur UTZ’S *La Doctrine Sociale de L’Église à travers les Siècles*, vol. III, (Paris: Beauchesne et ses fils, 1970), p. 400.

224. Ibid. p. 402.: "...illorum tenores praesentibus pro plene et sufficienter expressis ac de verbo ad verbum insertis habentes, illis alias in suo robore permansuris, ad praemissorum effectum, hac vice dumtaxat specialiter et expresse derogamus; ceterisque contrariis quibuscumque."

225. Ibid. p. 401.: "Non obstantibus similis memoriae Bonifacii Papae VIII, etiam praedecessoris Nostri, de una, ac concilii generalis de duabus dietis, ac in conciliis universalibus, provincialibusque et synodalibus editis, generalibus vel specialibus, constitutionibus et ordinationibus, legibus quoque, etiam municipalibus, ac quorumcumque locorum piorum et non piorum, et generaliter quibusvis, etiam iuramento, confirmatione apostolica, vel quavis firmitate alia roboratis, statutis, consuetudinibus, privilegiis quoque, indultis et litteris apostolicis in
contrarium praemissum quomodolibet concessis, confirmatis, approbatis et innovatis: ..."

226. **MAXWELL**, 72.


228. **MAXWELL**, p. 73.

229. **HERNAEZ**, vol. 1, p. 111. He notes that the resistance to change persisted with tenacity right up to the next major pronouncement of a pope. He was referring to Benedict XIV and his bull *Immensa Pastorum* published over a century later. The willful blindness of the colonists is typified by a remark he reports to the effect "que primero renunciara al bautismo que a la presa."


231. The Mamalucos, or Paulistas, as they were sometimes called, were a mestizo population of Sao Paulo. By 1629 they had turned this former mission site into an armed fortress from which they made slave raids on the surrounding Indian peoples. Caraman describes their origins as follows:

> The Portugese through scarcity of women intermarried with escaped African slaves and the savage Tupi Indians and bred a race which in turn was joined by the criminal refuse of England, Holland, France and Portugal and by all who, in the phrase of a Jesuit writer 'desired to lead a licentious life with impunity.' Excellent horsemen, skillful at paddling canoes, able navigators along the coast, crack marksmen and brave fighters, they subsisted by procuring Indians and leading them chained and cored to Sao Paulo, where they were herded into pens and sold like cattle to work on the mines and plantations of sugar, cotton, manioca and tobacco. ... It was reckoned that in the course of a hundred and thirty years they made two million slaves. The colonial Governor 'abandoned not only the desire but all hope of subduing their stronghold.' *The Lost Paradise*, p. 58.

Having exhausted the supply of Indians around Sao Paulo they began to move farther afield. The newly established Jesuit reductions afforded them easy access to a large number of Indians. The initial loss of several reductions almost destroyed the missionaries credibility because the poorly armed Indians were unable to defend themselves, and began to suspect the Jesuits were in league with the slave traders. As
a result, many Indians returned for a time to their ancestral religion. After a remarkable "exodus experience" the missionaries began again in Paraguay. From this new location they prepared the Indians to defend themselves from the inevitable attacks to come.

In 1641, learning of the Mameluco plan to attack the reductions with a fleet of barges, the Jesuits mustered 4000 Indians. Only 300 had fire arms. They also built their own war flotilla and strategically concealed themselves on the Uruguay river. In a decisive battle the Mameluco were defeated, and "on 13 March, two days after the river battle, the land forces advanced: the Mameluco suffered heavily." CARAMAN, *The Lost Paradise*, p. 79.

The Paulistas made their last attack the following year. They were quickly defeated, and from that time until the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767, the reductions lived in relative peace and prosperity. They developed their own armies--mostly a cavalry--which often served the Spanish crown with distinction.

Karl Rahner has even speculated that if the Jesuits had not been so obedient, they and their Indian armies could have defended their "holy experiment of the Reductions against the hideous colonialism of Europe"--perhaps even liberated Latin America before Simon Bolivar. For Rahner's reflections on obedience see his *Ignatius Loyola Speaks to a Modern Jesuit*, (New York: Collins, 1979), pp. 29-31. For the full story of the excruciating struggle with the Mameluco see chapter 4 of Caraman's *The Lost Paradise* pp. 69-81.

Finally, what this history tellingly reveals is how little effect the papal teaching had on the behavior of the colonists, and on the slave trade itself. Later, as Hernaez recounts, the excommunication attached to this teaching was abrogated as well. This was suppressed by the bull of Pius IX, *Apostolicae Sedis*, promulgated on October 12, 1869. He notes, though, that the prohibition against Indian slavery remained in effect. HERNAEZ, vol. I, p. 114.
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239. That this is the case is easily verified by a reading of an instruction of the Holy Office to the Vicar Apostolic of a tribe in Ethiopia. The year was 1866:

...slavery itself, considered as such in its essential nature, is not at all contrary to the natural and divine law, and there can be several just titles of slavery and these are referred to by approved theologians and commentators of the sacred canons. For the sort of ownership which a slave owner has over a slave is understood as nothing other than the perpetual right of disposing of the work of a slave for one’s own benefit—services which it is right for one human being to provide for another. From this it follows that it is not contrary to the natural and divine law for a slave to be sold, bought, exchanged or donated, provided that in this sale, purchase, exchange or gift, the due conditions are strictly observed which the approved authors likewise describe and explain. Among these conditions the most important ones are that the purchaser should carefully examine whether the slave who is put up for sale has been justly or unjustly deprived of his liberty, and that the
vendor should do nothing which might endanger the life, virtue or Catholic faith of the slave who is to be transferred to another's possession. In MAXWELL, pp. 78-79.
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74. JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Native Peoples at Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré p. 329.
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77. JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Native Peoples from Yellowknife, p. 380.

78. See for example JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Native Americans at Fort Simpson, p. 156. There were also two references in the homily given at the Mass on that occasion. For these references see JOHN PAUL II, Homily at Fort Simpson Mass, September 20, 1987, Prairie Messenger, Sept. 28, 1987, pp. 10-11.

79. For a discussion of this theme within the Canadian context see Dan DONOVAN, A Lasting Impact: John Paul II in Canada, (Ottawa: Novalis, 1985), especially pp. 59-81.

80. JOHN PAUL II, Man's Entire Humanity is Expressed in Culture: Address to UNESCO, in CREMILLION, The Church and Culture since Vatican II, pp. 194-195.
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During several key moments of Church history "inculturation" was allowed to take place. One such moment was the major expansion from the Hebrew culture to the Gentile world. That transition gave rise to the second great era of Church history. It was the period in which the Gospel was inculturated within a variety of European cultures. This
expansion of Christianity was, most would agree, very successful, but far from perfect. Those readers of Celtic descent might be aware that much of their "inculturation" was suppressed by Rome at an early date. In the end, European "inculturation" became dominant. The Gospel was identified with a Latin "inculturation." Consequently, when missionaries left Europe for other continents they by and large opted for an "acculturation" approach.

There were some prophetic exceptions. Such was Matteo Ricci in China, and Bartolomé De las Casas in the Americas. They tried to be faithful to the earlier tradition. Sadly we must admit that they did not succeed. Yet they remain inspirations for us even today. John Paul II, On the 400th anniversary of the arrival of Fr. Matteo Ricci S.J. in China, admitted:

The Christian message is not the exclusive property of any one group or race...just as the fathers of the church in regard to Greek culture, so also Matteo Ricci was rightly convinced that faith in Christ not only would not have brought any harm to Chinese culture, but would have enriched and perfected it...in the light of the spirit of dialogue and openness which characterizes the council, father Ricci's missionary method appears very much alive and relevant. John Paul II at the Gregorian University Commemorating the 400th Anniversary of the Arrival in China of Matteo Ricci, S.J., October 25, 1982, (Rome: Gregorian University Consortium, 1982), p. 10.

All through the documents of Vatican II there is a new openness to a missionary method which is rooted in "inculturation." The question for Canada's churches is a profound one: is it too late to begin again? Is it too late to build on the work already begun by so many dedicated missionaries down through the centuries to our own time? John Paul II paid tribute to these missionaries right across Canada. He acknowledged their--and our--weaknesses and sinfulness. Yet despite this fact he could truthfully say: "The missionaries remain among your best friends, devoting their lives to your service as they preach the word of God." At Fort Simpson he pointed out how their work in linguistics and the social sciences was a contributing factor "in the marvelous rebirth of your culture and traditions which you are experiencing today."

More important even than his speeches were his actions during these visits. By participating in the sweetgrass and eagle feather ceremonies at Midland, and by actually leading
the prayer ritual at Fort Simpson, John Paul II gave a strong message of support and legitimation to the process of "inculturation." This message, I believe, was heard by the aboriginal peoples. It is now up to the Canadian churches to complete this initiative.

94. JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Native Peoples from Yellowknife, p. 379; JOHN PAUL II, Address to the Native Americans at Fort Simpson, p. 155.
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104. Ibid. This interpretation was vehemently challenged by many native people in California.
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123. For the principal exposition of stages in a revitalization process see WALLACE, "Revitalization Movements," pp. 268-275.
ENDNOTES CONCLUSION

1. For the essential description of the functional specialty "dialectic" see Bernard Lonergan, Method in Theology, pp. 128-130, 235-266.

2. For a fuller discussion of John Paul II's mission agenda see his encyclical letter, Redemptoris Missio. See also Avery Dulles' article, "John Paul II and the New Evangelization."


4. Ibid., p. 242

5. See for example, the government of Canada's 1981 Land claims policy statement In All Fairness, p. 21, for a reference to this position.
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